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IG NO R ANC E BR EED S FEAR
by Celeste Chong
Raffles Girls’ School

S

cary.
Terrifying.
Abominations.

That was what they called us. They didn’t know what we
were, and we didn’t know them. And what they didn’t know, they
feared. To them, we were unknown creatures that had invaded
their sacred lands, terrifying creatures that haunted every little
one’s nightmares, uninvited guests that had trespassed their
homes. Monsters.
Things were different when they knew not of our existence.
They did not fear us, did not hate us. They were the ones who had
wanted to find us. They were the ones who came looking. There
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was no fear, only passion and wonder. But even innocent curiosity

And instead of horror, all there was was fascination and the

would turn into uncontrollable fear when you come face-to-face

desire to explore a new world.

with a creature so unbearably disgusting and so unhuman that
the seizing terror cannot be helped. Those who used to be so
curious of us, who had dedicated their lives to finding out about
our existence, now spend their days researching ways to get rid
of us. The resources that had been pooled into researching our
being was now for creating weapons to eradicate us.
They fear us. But they do not know that we fear them just
as much.

We were not to blame for our ignorance.
It was curiosity that led us to arrive in this world and it was
fascination that tempted us to explore. We had not known the
horror that would await us and the destruction that would lie
in our wake. But ignorance breeds fear, and fear breeds hate,
and hate breeds violence. And violence could lead to nothing but

total destruction.
Our first mistake was assuming that they were like us—

If we told the story from our perspective, this is how it would go.

that they thought like us, behaved like us, that they would look

The first time we set foot on the blue planet, we lasted about

like us. But they were nothing like that. During first meetings,

16 seconds. The moment our exposed bodies came into contact

appearance determines everything. Our appearance was something

with the atmosphere, it started sizzling like—what did they call

we had never had the need to care about, when our bodies were

it?—bacon on a grill. It burnt our skin like acid burns theirs,

just shells to hold our minds. For them, who looked so like each

dissolving our flesh and corroding our bodies, until it all crumbled

other and yet so different, it seemed that appearance mattered

apart like charred bacon, crumbling until there was nothing left

more than anything.

but ash. The vile stench of toxins and smoke wrapped around us
like a veil, and through the fogginess in our minds, we realised
with a disturbing fascination that this was what it felt like to be
burnt alive. And it hurt, so much. It…

Individualism existed not among us, but was a predominant
way of life for them. We existed as a collective entity, and while
we occupied separate bodies, our minds were one—and every
thought, every action, was the result of the infinite intertwining

… hurt?

of electrical and magnetic fields. It was a kind of communication

We had never known pain, never felt anything like this. The

that transcended space and time, one where thousands of minds

pain did not bother us as much as the shock did. It was all so

were linked at the same time and every body responded to a

new, so different from what we had always known in our galaxy.

single mind.
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It was clear that we had nothing in common with them. Still,
we persisted. And when they saw us, all there was was terror.
Our second mistake was thinking that we would be able to
interact with them. They could not understand our language
and they did not want to understand us. Communication was

IGNORANCE BREEDS FEAR
centuries to researching, since the dawn of their time. They were
starved for knowledge and the desire to evolve, which for us were
not a way of life, but a matter of being. We were so in tune with
the electromagnetic waves that they were easy to manipulate. And
if we so desired, we could disrupt everything in the space around

impossible between two completely different species when one

us in the form of radiation or energy. Even in the slightest degree,

feared the other so much that fascination turned into repulsion

we had some sort of influence over gravitational waves. Perhaps

like fire into smoke. We were not what they expected and they,
we. It was not that we did not try, but when they first intercepted
the radio signals, it seemed to shock them to learn that they were
not alone in this universe. That there was someone—or rather,
something—that existed somewhere in that vast nothingness.
And perhaps because we were the ones who had initiated contact

made them uneasy, knowing that we knew more about them than

we were more machines in that way, or it might just have been a
coincidence that their machines were more us, but for us, it was
so easy, so simple for us to control the movement of machinery.
It was natural, like controlling a part of our body—and in a sense,
it was. Like how they breathed in oxygen, we could control their
amplitudes, their wavelengths, and everything about them.

We did not speak a language that they could understand, but
spoke in the form of something that could not be seen by them,

they did us.
They must have found it strange at first that were able to
communicate with them, yet they were unable to reach us. How
was it that we had been able to reach them in the first place when
they had been so, so far away? How our system worked was simple.
It didn’t take them too long to figure it out, but not with their
current level of technology or the frequency on which we had
tried to contact them.
They figured us out through the form of electromagnetic waves.
In that respect, we were similar to what they called machines,
those pieces of technology that were part and parcel of every
aspect of their lives. It was technology that they had dedicated

4

nor heard by their ears. But their machines heard us. We could
talk to them and even control them. In a sense, they were a part
of us. It was not the realisation of this, nor was it the fact that
they could not understand us, that caused their horror and fear
to set in—it was when it dawned on them that a completely alien
species that they had no knowledge of had control over them
that they did not know the extent of and were on the way to
their home with intentions that they knew nothing of.
They did not know us. They did not want us in their world.
We were uninvited guests. And they were very, very afraid.
Our third mistake was naively trying to make them understand

5
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us, even though they wanted nothing to do with us. It was clear

we peered into the valley for the first time, we saw a little figure

from the beginning that two completely different species were

moving towards us at a rapid pace.

not going to be able to coexist. In the first place, our meeting
should not have happened when ignorance bred fear. Fear was
their primal instinct, rooted deep in their very beings. For them,
it was a form of protection, which kept them alive in the face of
the unknown.
But we had no need of fear, because it did not matter to us if
we lived or died. We existed purely for the sake of our species, for
the sake of “us”, so the concept of “me”, of “I”, was to us strange
and had no meaning.

That was the first time we had encountered a human. And
that was the catalyst to our descent into a world of complete
annihilation.

We had never seen something so odd. They were so small, yet
so loud. The human ran down the valley on two short, stubby
limbs, gesturing wildly towards us with two others. We had never
seen anything with four limbs. Their eyes reflected no fear, but
shone with budding curiosity and childlike innocence as they
stood on their tiptoes, reaching out their limbs towards us, as if

Fear was, in a way, a necessity for them. They were not to
blame for being afraid. But for some of them who had never
needed such a thing, who had never felt fear in their lives, it sat
quietly at the back of their minds like a dormant volcano, waiting
for something to trigger its eruption. For the most unfortunate of
them, that trigger came in the form of our presence.
During our second visit to this planet, we came prepared.
Through our interlinked minds we let out a continuous stream
of gamma rays that disrupted every particle that came within
our radius. We did not want this exploration to end up like the
last one.

our appearance did not terrify them.
It was instinct for any creature to reach back out to them.
We were not an exception, and as we closed in on their hands,
expecting some sort of reaction that would change the dynamics
of the waves surrounding us, we were only met with a thick red
substance dripping down our body. It was blood—but not ours.
We picked up the wavelength of the scream before we realised
wh at h ad just happened. The intensity and pitch was mind
shattering, drilling its way into our head, and what we had felt
at the moment was something we could never forget. We took
a proper look at the human’s face then. It was twisted horribly,

It was an isolated place where we emerged from the ground.

with a clear liquid—water—running down it; there was no

There were hardly any structures—houses—around. Grasslands

trace of curiosity in her hazel eyes, but instead they brimmed

spanned beyond what we could see. It was the first time in our

with something much darker—fear. It took over her features in

lives that we had seen something so… what was it? And when

seconds, morphing it into something twisted. Her arm, or what

6
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was left of it, shook from where it hung dangling. A deep red

amplitudes, was too much to be controlled. It had spread too far

liquid trickled to the ground from between her fingers. We could

and too wide, like a plague. The resultant chaos was calamitous.

smell something burning, and we could hear the faint sound
of something sizzling and crackling. Just like bacon on a grill.
The tang of iron sat heavily in the air, mixing with the smell of

We should have seen it coming. Technology was the basis
of their lives, and the technology of their time was so heavily
reliant on electromagnetic waves that it was no surprise when
everything they owned ran amok. Connections went down and

burnt flesh.
It was a mess of charred flesh and blood, skin barely

radio signals around the whole earth were disrupted. Every city,

distinguish able from the flesh th at l ay underne ath. Se ared

state and country were completely cut off from each other. It

flesh lay exposed under blackened charred bits of skin. White,

had to be even more terrifying for those who lived in desolate

a disturbing contrast against the shades of cooked meat, peeked

areas with outdated technology, as they had no way of contacting

out from stumps of where her fingers used to be, where our

anyone outside for help.

radiation had melted off flesh and bone like acid. What was left
of her arm that was not charred beyond recognition was swollen
and blistered. And as she clutched her broken limb to her chest,

she screamed and screamed, and then they came running.

In densely populated cities, where technology w as more
advanced, machines malfunctioned and turned berserk. The half

of the world facing away from the sun was completely thrown
into darkness. Nobody was prepared for a calamity like this, and

We retreated before they hurt us.

no one knew what to do. Half the world sat in darkness, trembling

Our fourth mistake was running away and leaving behind all

in anxiety, while the other half ran for their lives from rampaging

the chaos. We thought that if we left them alone, all the problems
we caused would resolve themselves. But by the time we left,
we had already caused too much trouble and called too much
attention to our presence. The effect was irreversible and far too

widespread.

machines. Because of our appearance, the entire electromagnetic
wave spectrum that they had always believed in was completely
uprooted and overturned.
It took years for the world to get back on its feet and
decades for it to rebuild itself. Their subsequent technological

We were only there for an hour, maybe two, but that was more
than enough for the epidemic to take place. The waves that we
had radiated had already started to warp the space around them

advancements were incredible, even to us who had unparalleled

control, and new breakthroughs were being made every day.
But the whole world was fuelled by resentment and the fear

and everything in it. The expanse of waves, coupled with their

that something like that would happen again. And they were
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determined that, when it did, they would be prepared. It seemed

make use of it. This time, they came completely prepared to face

that they had not forgotten, even after so long, what we had done

us, and they were out for blood.
One thousand two hundred soldiers jumped into the wormhole

to them.
Perhaps we were not as faultless as we had believed ourselves

and entered our orbit. Within 10 minutes, we were completely

surrounded. There was no way to escape by spacecraft, as a barrier

to be.
Our last and perhaps biggest mistake was underestimating
them. Nothing could have prepared us for what was coming
despite our having been so cautious. We tracked every movement
they made after we had left. We were as afraid of them as they
were of us. Their rate of advancement was nothing to make
light of, but despite that, we complacently disregarded them and

of heavily armed spaceships had blocked off any chances of escape.
Twenty muzzles were pointed straight at us. We thought that our
bodies could still recover from mere bullet wounds, that some of
us would still be around to continue our existence even if others
died. But they were no idiots and decided that the best course
of action would be genocide.

concluded our surveillance after five decades. We cut off contact

So with those muzzles pointed at us, with no way for us to

from them after that despite the progress we saw that they had

escape, they fired. Instead of bullets, luminous beams pierced

been making, despite the fact that they had been building weapons

our bodies and tore them to shreds. We did not stand a chance.

of mass destruction that we knew could be used to eradicate us.

Whatever technology they had brought with them was able to

A fter another dec a de of silence, they came to us. Our

obstruct our radiation. No matter how many waves we emitted,

complacency cost us everything.
Some things that are left forgotten can come to bite us. In
hindsight, we should not have left something like that behind in
the first place or forgotten about the danger of its existence. The
wormhole is an unpredictable phenomenon that even we did not

they were absorbed. Realisation then dawned on us that this was
what they had been researching. Particle disruption—a simple
concept, but its magnitude of destruction is so immense that, if
they wanted, they could obliterate entire planetary systems.
Soon, we were nothing but ashes and dust. With nothing to

fully understand. Leaving one there for those who wanted nothing

hold our minds together, we could not even be called a species.

but to see us destroyed, as if welcoming them to our doorstep, was

We just simply… were.

what led to our downfall. They had spent decades researching it,

For the longest time, we stayed that way. This was, in a way,

poured all their resources into their research, risked hundreds of

our punishment for having plunged their world into chaos. It

lives exploring it, and after 60 decades, they finally learnt how to

was time for karma to strike us for having left so many worlds

10
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in such a state. But were we completely to be blamed for our
ignorance? Had it not been theirs as well? It takes two hands to
clap, and it was their fear of the unknown that led them to wipe

2

out an entire race. Was fear really an acceptable excuse? They
were not innocent. We were victims just as much as they were.
Now, here we are. We exist everywhere, and at the same time,

SECOND PRIZE

nowhere. Patiently, we wait for the time when the cosmic dust
and particles come together to form us a new body. When that

time does come, no one can predict what we will do.

H UMAN NAT UR E
by Julianne Faye Ong
Methodist Girls’ School

T

he first one is Elijah. Or what we thought was Elijah.
Tears carve his face into skeins, dribbling into his mouth,

gargling with his screams. My fingers curl tighter around the
edges of my desk when a sudden sharp cry ricochets around the

room. We all sit in our chairs with our legs melded together,
faces cast in stone, as his desperate pleas claw at us from every
refraction of the desire to live.
My eyes blink like faulty shutters, trying to create gaps in
what I’m seeing, what I will never forget. And in between each
one, I see the doctors and scientists, whose white coats are
lacquered with the mask of business and ordinance, and watch

12
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them wrangle Elijah in stop-motion, images that flash in negative

“Class dismissed.”

against the back of my eyelids.

“I knew he was one of them.”

Time seems to balk as it watches, with the same bated breath,
held in the moment like the rest of us.
They do not care who looks, not even after the resounding
bang of Elijah’s head against the table that splits his skull.
Students look downwards, as if the face they had become familiar
with for a whole year had suddenly become that of a stranger.
The mirrors that make up the walls of the classroom make his
pain visible from every possible angle and force us to watch
his suffering even when we turn our heads away. When I try to
disconnect, for a brief second, his manic eyes latch mine through
a reflection in the mirror next to my desk.

Please help me.
A chill strums down the ridges of my ba ck. A mid the

pandemonium, the needle finds its way to the back of his head
and delivers a single jab of a serum into his occipital lobe.

Instantly, Elijah’s body slackens like that of a puppet whose
strings have been severed, and he stops struggling. His eyes
flicker off. Black. His mouth parts slightly, silently. If you strain
to listen, you can hear a quiet, high-pitched hum whir to a stop.
A black chip is tweezed from the slit in his neck and dropped

into a fluid-filled test tube, which one of the scientists pockets.
What is left of Elijah is dragged out of the classroom like a fresh
kill, and the timely bell rings.

“It was so obvious. Who gets full marks for every advanced math
test? It’s humanly impossible.”
“It was so disturbing… the way he screamed. He actually sounded
like he was begging for his life. I—I can’t believe they just killed him.”
“Oh please, it’s all fake. It’s their ploy for survival, coded into them,
so we can sympathise.”
“They said they would only single out the AIs at the end of the trial,
not kill them in front of our eyes.”
The first day of the purge is over. One out of the three has
been terminated. Two more days to go; two more to be identified.
Then the trial will be over. For a whole year, our contact
with the outside world had been severed. The students who
participated in the trial were those who have less—less finances,
less opportunities, less to lose—some of whom didn’t even flinch
when Elijah was killed because they’d witnessed worse where
they came from.
Rumours prickle the thick swathe of tension in the hallway,
which we manoeuvre carefully around. There is an imbricated
knowledge that tomorrow we will witness the same events,
but it will happen to another clueless student. Yet our beams of
assumption swirl in pitch-black uncertainty. Overshadowing

the speculations that litter the classrooms, folded into covert
whispers, and eyes averting eyes distrustfully, we all fear the

14
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same—that the AIs themselves are supposedly incapable of

I scrape my fork against my plate. Lonely vestiges of his

discerning their own artificial conscience. The next two victims

strangled cries reverberate through the deep ravines of my head.

could be anyone.

I feel like I am about to retch.

And with that idea poised on an innermost ledge, I lie in my

“I am… optimistic. My mom and dad really need the money,

bed, in the corner of my dorm, sleep eluding me, and drift through

and they’re giving us a ‘high school’ diploma for this, so I’ll

night’s hours by lifting my hand over my face and moving my

probably be starting work.”

fingers, pla ying games with the moonlit silhouettes.

“Yeah, since those things are gonna take all our jobs, it’s

To be so determined that the walls of your mind are made of concrete,

smart to stick your foot in early.” She sighs. “I know we’re sworn

only to discover at the very shrivelling second that the fortress of concrete

to silence, but I feel… somehow responsible that these human-

was built from plaster all along. And when you finally push a finger

disguised AI things are sneaking their way into our jobs, sneaking

through those tissue-thin walls…

up on our parents, our friends. I almost want to warn them.”

Crack. A joint in my index pops, my finger bends back.
You’d be able to hear the more sinister realities that lurk behind—
the ones that press their ears in so gingerly, and grind their teeth in

A sharp ring cuts through the cafeteria as Nala emits a joyless

chuckle. “But what good would that be, right? After all, the axiom
of progress stands untouchable.”
I don’t look up at Nala, but grab her hand anyway, and rub

anticipation.

small circles into her palm.

“About what?”
“Two more days, and we’ll finally get to go home. I’m already
sick of this place and their robot food.” Nala forces down a bite of
the pink meat on our food tray. My mind, however, is a spiralling
kaleidoscope of thoughts and images. His face of terror still flashes

The next one they take is Sarah.
It happens during gym class. We are running our usual
rounds around the track when the same entourage of whitecoats
encroaches the courtyard. My arms grow heavy and a flock of
birds explode out from a nearby tree. Collective murmurs and

in my mind.

whispers lace through our two rows running adjacent that
16
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Sarah is only a few metres from the fence border when a
hound ensnares her right leg in its maw and she crashes face-first

footsteps.
There is no hesitation. A white coat with cold blue eyes
calls out Sarah’s name.
Her body freezes, and instantly everyone who is running
crashes to a halt. When I look up again, she’s gone.
“Sarah, don’t!” But when I spot her again, it’s too late. She’s
already sprinting across the field, towards the forest at the

opposite end of the court. She has always been the best athlete in
our class, but this time her legs lash through the field, dynamic
with fear. From out of nowhere, a pack of greyhounds appear.
Sarah gasps in disbelief.
“No, no, please! I have a sick brother at home! I’m not an AI!
You’re making a mistake!”
A whistle pierces the air and the dogs are unleashed,

scourging the air with their barks, ravishing in the heat of their
hunt. Sarah’s legs pummel the ground even harder and her arms
swing frantically, but the hounds almost effortlessly close the
distance between them.

into the ground. I feel the lump in my chest slingshot into my
stomach. I wrench my eyes shut and cover my ears, but not even
the sobs and shouts from our group can drown out the wretched
shrieks that relay like electric shocks around the entire court.
“Class dismissed.”
Nobody speaks during the next class. Whether it is because of
their silent acceptance or because the disbelief is still ringing in
their ears, everyone seems static with shock. Sarah was different
from Elijah, which makes her death even harder to swallow. My
neck judders when I try to force myself to look at her empty seat.
On any other day, her desk would be swarming with five or six
classmates. There would always be laughter floating towards me
from some conversation I could be part of. I’d only talked to her a
few times during our year here at the research institute, probably
not enough to gauge her nature.
I lifted my head from my book. Sarah was still in her seat, looking
down into her lap. It was break time, but she wasn’t with her friends as

Every muscle in my body convulses to run after her, but my
stomach knots with the knowledge that, either way, Sarah’s death

usual. Her shoulders quivered while her thumb twiddled circles into her
palm. I quietly got up from my seat to approach her from behind.

is inevitable. We watch helplessly as the horror unfolds, knowing

“Sarah, are you okay?”

that the outcome is ordained, yet unable to tear our eyes away.

When she wiped her jacket sleeve across her face, it came away

The whitecoats know what they are doing—they made that

with a damp streak. Sarah turned around, eyes pooling, a weak smile

exceptionally clear.

on her face. “I’m fine, Shin Ae. Thanks for your concern.” She sighed.

18
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“I’m just stressed out about my family, that’s all. The head professor
told me my parents wrote to me from Denmark. My… my little brother
has been diagnosed with leukaemia.” Her lips trembled slightly as she
spoke. “When I get home, I’m putting the fifty grand straight towards his
hospital bills.”
I placed a hand on her shoulder and drew circles with my thumb.
“I’m sorry to hear about that. You guys will get through this.
My fist passes through the mirror beside my desk. Through
the parallel mirror behind me, I see the shattered glass rippling
into infinity. My reflection is split into shards, misaligned in the
ripple of cracks that ramified around my hand. I release a breath
I didn’t know I’d been holding. My hand slowly uncurls, the
splinters of glass glistening in the light.
Blood.
Reality seems to mutate and distort. My arms cannot seem to
feel the groping of students and teachers as they rush to my side.
I feel no pain, and in those numbing moments, I’m unable to break
my gaze from the mirror. My breath hitches when I see Elijah’s
face, his image frayed by the webs of cracks—blank, unerringly
motionless. He looks at something below me, and when I follow
his line of sight, I see it.
Behind the mirror, in a pitch-black room, a row of red lights
blink from several cameras, each one aligned to a desk. One
camera is propped barely a few centimetres from my seat at the
other end of the mirror, pointing directly at me.

20

One more student will be taken, then the remaining 27 will return
home to their families.
“Class dismissed.”
Today, everyone runs to their dorm rooms, desperate to make
it out before the final trap lands, desperate to forget everything
they had seen. As I start back towards my dorm, my legs turn
a corner in the hallway when a body suddenly slams into me,

throwing me to the floor.
“Watch where you’re—” I freeze when I see Nala staggering
over me, struggling to regain her balance. When her eyes meet
mine, I see fear and anxiety entangled in them. Visions of Elijah’s
face momentarily blur into hers. I blink fiercely.
“Shin Ae, you have to help me. They’re coming for me.
They’re coming!”
I clamber to my feet and grab her wrist, pulling her into
the supply closet behind us, locking the door as we submerge
ourselves in the pungent dark.
Footsteps march the hallways, growing threateningly louder,
and the sliver of light from underneath the door seems to waver

before my eyes. Every cell in my body quakes from the utter
ferocity of my heartbeats, and I’m sure Nala can feel the tremors

21
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against my body. Why did you help her? You idiot, you were almost in

the clear. The cruel yet veritably true statement reeled.
“I’m not an AI, Shin Ae. I swear upon my life. My… my father’s

HUMAN NATURE
“… cortisol levels [bzt] those of the models…”
“Its emotional intelligence inarguably [bzt] somehow they
surpassed—”

at home waiting for me. I joined the programme like everyone else

“… scrambled the binary [bzzzt] deficits in arithmetic circuits…”

to get the free education. I don’t understand what’s going on.”

My body feels like it’s levitating, but at the same time, I feel

At this point, I don’t believe Nala, but I don’t tell her that. It’s

not her fault that she doesn’t know. Elijah said those words. Sarah
said them too. Yet I feel compelled to help Nala.
“It’s okay, Nala. You can explain it to them… ” But it is also at
this moment I realise I cannot help her. In my mind, I thought it
would be different if I didn’t just watch, but in fact, right here, in
this ridiculous closet, as I console her, I’m simply prolonging an
inevitable fate. She cannot outrun it.
Nala grips my hand, and I feel welts of guilt forming in
my chest.

my centre of gravity plunging. I try to sit up, but my body is
jerked backwards. My head clangs against the metal.
“Ah, you’re awake.”
The lights suddenly go out.
“Who are you? What have you done to Nala?”
“I’m Doctor Winston, HOD of Alpha Tech.”
“Why did the lights go out?”
“We didn’t turn the lights off, Shin Ae. We’ve severed the
circuit at your optic nerve. You cannot see anymore.”
“What…? I don’t—I don’t get it…”

She has no choice.
The door flings open in a swift motion. Silhouettes loom
overhead and a shock of white spills into the room.
“Subject Z1003. Are you sure this is the one?”
“Yes. Take it down.”

“To explain briefly, Miss Shin Ae, a single error in your
code, which I prefer the term an ‘illuminating breakthrough in
scientific research’, missorted your neurological pathways. It
resulted in your emotional responses progressively overriding
your logical responses as you assimilated more of your
environment. Your consciousness has surpassed anything we’ve
been able to accomplish so far, Miss Shin Ae, so thoroughly able
to conflate your emotions with your decision-making processes.
Unfortunately, you are not what we want, much less legal.” He
laughs. “Essentially, what I’m trying to say is your nature has
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HUMAN NATURE

become too… human, so much that we fear we might not be able

been prepared preceding your creation, then installed into your

to control you, and what we’re doing is merely a favour. You

chip. The same goes for subjects Z1001 and Z1002.”

understand this, don’t you?”

“So you’re saying that my mother and father are—”

“I… am… Get me out of here. I’m not—”

“Real. But they’re not yours. A 16-year-old girl in Nagasaki

“You are. However, if we hadn’t planted the chip into your neck

died 70 years ago in 2081 from a tumour and scientists were able

ourselves, we never would’ve guessed. The way you responded

to download her memories into a computer file, which, needless

to Subject Z1001’s death was beyond our analysis—so unique.”

to say, is what exists in your head right now.”

“You watched me for months through the mirror.”
“Clever girl, although you discovered that only because you
punched our mirror. We didn’t expect that either.”
“I’m not an AI. You guys were going after Nala, not me. Stop

A hand cups my head and its thumb kneads gentle circles into

my scalp.
“You remember these, don’t you, Shin Ae? You picked this
habit up very quickly… We named you after her. Hyun Shin Ae.
Subject Z1003.”

with this bullsh—”
“Nala is not AI. We were going after you, Miss Shin Ae. She

“You killed Elijah and Sarah.”
“I only powered off prototypes that were surpassing their

simply led us to you.”
Words are spuming and crashing in my head, an ocean of

limits.”

everything I had ever known startled into a full storm. I feel a

“Wh-[Bzzzt] -y?”

searing steam behind the black cloak of my eyes.

“People accuse technology of stealing their jobs. But how

“I have a family. I grew up in a poor district, signed up for this

worthy are humans of these roles when our incompetency has

programme because it promised me money, a free education. I’m

stagnated progress? With our new breeds of ‘human’, people

supposed to go home and—”

will finally stop pointing fingers at us, but rather at themselves.

“We downloaded this backstory into your software. You

Everything will become possible with AI. Now, Shin Ae, there is

never flew here from Nagasaki. You were created here, at Alpha

no point of a further discussion. The clock is ticking. Felix, bring

Tech Research Institute, Switzerland, by a selected team of the

me the needle.”

world’s most brilliant scientists. Everything you think you

“Input 8347546BHGF. Multilateral servers are connected.”

remember up to the point of your ‘arrival’ at the institute has all

“I recognise that code. What did you just send?”
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“Our conversation.” Shin Ae’s voice grates against the discord of
artificial flesh and metal.

“To whom? That’s impossible.”

3

“To every computer across the world.”
“We—we never installed that function into you!”
“Sir, her software is incredibly powerful. I think the inability to

THIRD PRIZE

fully compute and process her nature has crossed a few of her circuits.
Her motherboard is expanding its function by a million as we speak.”
“Shut her down.”

O N C Y BO R G S AND

“I can’t. She’s somehow blocked us out.”

EX IS T ENTIALIS M

“No one will believe you, Shin Ae.”
“Subject Z1003 has sent all the footage stored in her memory

by Chen Yunxi, Wynsey
Raffles Girls’ School

card. Subject Z1003 responds: they will see what you did.”
“Felix. Serum. Now.”
Subject Z1003 responds: “They will see what you did.”

A

gainst the backdrop of a grey abyss, a ship sails in a sea of stars.
St a inless steel fingers sprint a cross the hologr a phic

dashboard as a cyborg prepares his ship for a fifth attempt at

sending a signal to Planet Earth.
Working as a low-ranking Communications Officer for the
sole extraterrestrial intelligence body under the Federation of
Intergalactic States, Cyborg Steve #0161 starts yet another day
at his job accompanied by the familiar hum of the engine and the

loneliness of having an entire state-owned spaceship to himself.
As much as Steve has become used to the aching smell of polished

steel furniture and the sounds of notifications sent from higher26
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ups every few minutes, he dials his productivity settings to the

“Report 00110—Re-establishing contact with Earth.”

maximum to tune out lingering thoughts of being alone and away

This time, Steve has received news about Planet Earth, which is

from home. After all, he has a job to do.

a region dominated by “Humans”, despite its extensive biodiversity.

“Report 00109—#0161 troubleshooting signal settings.”

He waves his finger across the screen to sift through the case files

It is Steve’s fourth month a t work. He w a s offered a n

sent in by the higher-ups, which had included extensive reports

opportunity to flee his home planet, Jaerus, before it was destroyed

on the planet.

by an incoming asteroid. He joined the intelligence branch of

Impending death: 1 hour

the Federation and was programmed and trained to serve as a

Cause of death: Initiation of Nuclear Warfare

Communications Officer a year ago. As he was a mortal, sentient
and the sole survivor of a destroyed planet, the Federation had

to put him through a series of biological modifications and
behavioural programming to ensure that Steve was sufficiently
equipped and adapted to the advanced technology with which the
Federation functioned.
Steve learnt that the role of a Communications Officer is
to simply do unto others what others did unto him—to establish
connections with individuals on dying planets and offer their
species a second chance at life. Of course, this is not easy, as the
sheer act of establishing a sustainable connection with sentient
beings on underdeveloped and dying planets requires sensitive
equipment, and time for trial and error. But whenever a connection
is successfully established, it means that a transportation of the
individual will allow the Federation to harvest the DNA of dying
species to be preserved, which will eventually be used to cultivate
new populations that can be integrated into modern, advanced
societies.
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Steve motions towards the control system of the ship and
looks out of the panel window to catch a glimpse of the planet,
and registers the presence of something in the distance—a small,

blue marble.
Connecting to Planet Earth was harder than it had been to the
other dying planets Steve encountered, because the population
had only advanced to the point of developing telecommunications
as a sole means of long-distance information transaction, and the
advanced equipment Steve had at hand was far from compatible

with the old technology.
This time, Steve reboots the signal detection system with old
electronics stashed in the basement of the ship, and is 78.68%
certain that the troubleshooting would work. Allowing the math
speak for itself, Steve reaches out for the dashboard and hits
“SEND”.
“Report 00111—Last signal to Planet Earth sent.”
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Steve takes in a deep breath of anticipation, but is interrupted
by a sharp pain in his chest.

ON CYBORGS AND EXISTENTIALISM
The voice is crisp and soft. A little too crisp and a little
too soft.

Rust, he thinks. I should oil my biomechatronics… someday, soon.

“Is anybody thereeeee?”

Steve returns his attention to the dashboard. In the silence
that follows, he refuses to confront the possibility of a failed
last signal to Earth. If the signal had failed, rebooting the system
would take too long. But more importantly, a failed last signal
means that there is no way of giving the species new life.
Steve cannot imagine what would have been if he had not
have accepted the opportunity to escape his planet. Having watched
it crumble at the impact of the asteroid made him feel lucky to
be alive. He is lucky.

It’s a little human. Male.
The shock at the unexpected turn of events takes its time to
sink in—nothing in the training protocol ever prepared Steve to
deal with communicating with… sentient children.
“Mommmm… Someone’s on the phone!” The little human’s
shriek is accompanied by a melody of immature voice cracks,

Isn’t he?

and is followed by muffled voices in the background calling the

human to dinner.
“Greetings, Sir Earthling. I am a cyborg from the Federation
of Intergalactic States and I—”
Steve begins as per usual but is cut off.

RING…
The ringing of a telephone punctures the air, urging Steve
to free himself from his thoughts to confront the good news. It
seems like he has successfully intercepted a phone call on Earth,
and can connect to a human via the tapped line.

“OH, HELLO! ARE YOU AN ALIEN?? Cool!”
“—and I know that this may be hard to take in, but I come
with grave news. Your planet is going to be destroyed in less than
an hour and I invite you to join us and start a new life on another

Steve sinks into his desk chair and waits patiently.

planet. This is serious and not a prank call. Given the timeline of

RING… RING…

your home planet, there have been miscalculations in the impact

“Hello?”

of nuclear weapons, and the initiation of nuclear warfare by
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political powers in less than 30 minutes will result in the total

“And Mommy and Daddy? My friend George?”

annihilation of the human race. If you need statistics—”

“In another life… Maybe.”

“I’m Isaac! What’s your name?”

“But what’s good in Space? What’s it even like?”

The little human does not show any sign of disbelief, and

“Based on surveys and data gathered from the Federation

seems to accept the situation.

census, the quality of services provided by technology ranks at

“Steve #0161.”

the highest average rating of 9.8 out of 10. Technology in space

“Is #0161 your surname, Mr #0161?”

has experienced exponential growth, and we now exist in an era

“No. My name is Steve #0161.”
“Why?”

of near perfection of all science and technology. Every need is
provided for by advanced technology—our spaceships and our
transportation networks will transport you wherever you need

“…Why?”

to go, and the cosmopolitan artificial cities that we construct on

“Yes. Why?”

abandoned planets will cater to your every need.”

Steve sighs, and speaks.
“Because there were 160 Steves before me.”
This is going to take a while.
< On Love >
The conversation moves on quickly because the little human does
not question truth and falsity, but accepts things as said. This is
good, because Cyborgs cannot lie.
“So you want me to go to space?” Isaac’s question reminds
Steve of his objectives and the unfinished job.
“You have to. You can start a new life here. And if we are
able to harvest your DNA, we may be able to create a new human

society that can exist in our realms of technological advancement,
and follow our way of living.”

32

“What’s good in Space?”
Steve realises that he has rambled on and has failed to answer
Isaac’s questions.
“Perfect technology.”
“What for?”
“To do things better, faster and more easily.”
“And then what?”
“We can then do more things.”
“Oh… What ‘things’ do you like to do?”
Steve stops to think.
“I work every day, for every second, of my life. That is what I do.”
He has failed to answer, for the question of a cyborg’s preference
has no answer. The fact of the matter is that most of a sentient’s
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brain, which provides neurobiological mechanisms for expressing

Isaac pauses to contemplate and realises that Steve sounds

and feeling a preference towards something, will be replaced by a

confused. “Hmm… Love is like the feeling of having a big

brain chip when sentients are first introduced to the Federation.

breakfast bagel at NIGHT. Mom makes them ALL the time! And

Steve has a worker’s edition brain chip—programmed to maximise

they smell so good my tummy rumbles just thinking about it!

productivity and minimise daily distractions when at work, hence

Love is also when she kisses me goodnight and says ‘I love you’

resulting in the dysfunction of emotions and an inability to “like”

before she tucks me in.”

what he does.

“So do you love your birth mother?” Steve is new to this level

“That’s no fun…” The boy’s words trail off in disappointment.
“Space seems boring.”

of curiosity.
“Yes, I do! That is love. Hmm… Do you think I will love Outer

“Sir, the world out here is safe. We need to hurry. We are
running out of—”

Space?”
“I don’t know.”

“But do you love Space?”

Steve #0161 accesses a memory from home, and recalls the

Steve feels the warmth of the heating brain chip failing to
process the demands of the questions.
“Love” is a strong word. Stronger than the words that the

Federation deemed would “hurt”, and therefore banned from use.
“Love” stands alongside other hurtful words such as “want” and

“hope”—words that can latch onto one’s mind and distract oneself

from the true needs and objectives of work; words that encourage

selfish emotional attachments, that bring about sorrow when left
unattended.

“Love?” Steve bre a ks free from the de a dlock of f a iled

processing attempts, and offers his best response. “I do not
understand love. But what I do understand are the needs of my

Federation and my duty in service.”
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family unit he lost in the asteroid crash. Maybe he once loved
them too.
< On Happiness >
“Space doesn’t sound fun… It’s all serious and full of work.”
Isaac is a talkative child—his words are a tidal wave consuming
Steve and rendering him speechless. Steve’s productivity dials are
still on maximum, and the running timer at his side counts down to
the death of Planet Earth, making him question his ability to keep
his little human alive. Yet, Isaac persists on knowing more.
“Mr Steve, can you tell me a joke?” Isaac begs, and the softness of
his words wrap the cyborg in an tight embrace.
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“No, jokes promote falsity and lies. They are not good around
here. They distract you.”

ON CYBORGS AND EXISTENTIALISM
“Thank you.”
Steve looks around the empty ship before directing his gaze

“Haha! Good one, Mr Steve! That’s funny.”

towards the little blue marble in the distance. It has been a long

Steve looks at the countdown.

time since he last had a conversation.
< On Dreams >

Fifteen minutes.
“Sir, there’s no time for laughing and playing around. Quite
urgently, do you consent to—”
“Why isn’t there time for laughing and playing around?”
“There are more urgent matters, Sir Isaac.” The desperation
and need to move the conversation forward creeps over him.

Time is running out.
“There is always time to be happy! What’s the point if we
aren’t happy right now?”

Isaac is right. The case files Steve went through stated that
the philosophy of human life is largely people-centric, and
humans are socialised to believe that individuals should strive to
be happy and content regardless of circumstance. Initially, he had
dismissed the philosophy as foolishness and an unwillingness to
focus on technological development to improve living standards.
Yet, coming from the little boy, the logic seems so simple.
“Are you happy? Right now?” Steve uses yet another strong
word, but the firm wield of the word suggests that this time, he
is less hesitant.

Five minutes to the end.
The dashboard flashes red, and Steve begins the final preparation
for teleportation—an easy shift of gear, change in system settings,
and booting of the chamber at the back of the room in anticipation

of the boy’s arrival.
“Mr Steve, if my planet is about to die, why do the stars shine
so brightly tonight?”
“They always do. Of course, the apparent brightness of stars is
always dependent on the location of the observer, the composition

of each star, and its distance from the observer planet. Maybe the
sky is clear tonight.”
“Can you see me then?” Steve hears the opening of a window,
and despite being unable to see him, imagines that Isaac is waving

with enthusiasm.
“Yes, I see you waving.” Apparently, Cyborgs never lie.
“THAT’S COOL!” Isaac’s relief sends a tingling sensation from
Steve’s brain chip to his cheeks. They are warm from a desire to
crack a smile. “I have ALWAYS wanted to become an astronaut!

“Of course. Talking to you makes me happy, Mr Steve.”

Or a pilot! Sort of like you floating somewhere in space. That has
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been my dream for as long as I can remember… Mr Steve, do aliens
dream too?”

ON CYBORGS AND EXISTENTIALISM
“Why?” Steve’s voice is shaky because his inner system is
unable to deal with the unusual occasion. The probability of such
an instance is only 1.56%, and statistics are never wrong.

“Not particularly.”
“It’s okay. My dream is that one day I can touch the stars. Just

“My mom, my dad and my bagel are waiting for me.”

like you!”
Twenty seconds.
One minute left.
Steve breaks off from the conversation and focuses on the task
at hand. “Well, you are in luck, Sir Earthling. I will be sending you
a teleportation signal which will bring you on board my spaceship

right now, so if you could just hold your breath and—”
The muffled voices c a lling the boy to dinner come b a ck
once more.
“YEAH, MOM, I’M COMING!” Isaac yells back with his little
human lungs.

Steve says nothing.
“Life without the things I love will just never be the same…”
Steve says nothing, because Isaac is right.
“Mr Steve, can you see? I’m waving goodbye!”
“Me too.”
“See you soon!”
“I’ll catch you among the stars.”
Ten seconds.

Eager to move on, Steve starts up the teleportation chamber
and continues, “As I was saying, if you could just—”

“No thanks. I’m sorry, Mr Steve, I have to go.” Isaac is the first
to have rejected the Federation’s offer of a chance at a second life
on another planet.
“What?” Metal fingers hover above the “send signal” button,
and the whole ship comes to a standstill.

Thirty seconds.
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And with that, the line disconnects and all that is left is static.

< On Cyborgs and Existentialism >
The blue planet disappears with a flourishing light, like fading
fireworks scattering in a sea of grey.
“Report 00112—Mission Failure.”
Steve lowers the productivity settings on his dials to take
some time to himself, away from work, and takes a deep breath
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once again. This time, the thoughts that flood his mind divert
his attention from the physical pain in his chest. Or rather, he
comes to realise that the pain in his chest was not so physical
after all. Perhaps the pain stemmed from the guilt of having left

home; perhaps it stemmed from the realisation that life had been
better before he decided it was not; or perhaps it stemmed from a

FINALIST

longing to return to his past life.
Isaac’s words are etched deeply in his mind, and invite a flow
of memories of life before the Federation—memories that are
loud enough to drown the silence in that empty space.
A message flashes on the dashboard.

OUT O F T H E LO O KING - G LAS S
by Rachel Tan Jin Hui
Temasek Junior College

Cyborg Steve #0161—Continue to next mission?
No.
Cyborg Steve #0161—Mission aborted.
Current destination: Where to?
Home.

3

018—In the depths of the North Atlantic Ocean, 6000
metres below sea level, a girl opened up her textbook. The

Limitlessness of Mankind, Fifth Edition, was neatly written across

the front cover. She flipped through the pages until she landed
on the bookmarked page.
To prove the amazing potential of the human race, one needs
to look no further than the history of Lastinta herself. In
the early 21st century, mankind achieved the impossible. A
team of researchers engineered what was then considered a
miracle—a material transparent as glass, light as a feather,
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yet stronger than any natural material. They dubbed the

The pink door to her room slammed against the wall, revealing her

miracle material “looking-glass”.

pink-haired roommate, Katashi. Katashi was every bit as exciting

“Looking-glass” may have been a miracle in itself, but
man went above and beyond. He built a dome under the
waves, withstanding 6,000 metres worth of pressure from
the water, a feat then deemed impossible. The pressure

as his candy-floss hair suggested, and every bit as disruptive as

Lei was quiet.
“You need to be gentler with the door. What did it ever do
to you?” Lei deadpanned.

difference between the outside and the inside of the dome

Katashi only pushed a book into her hands, and flung himself

would be impossible to withstand without the “looking-glass”.

onto his bed. “That assignment that was given today about the

Mankind has repeatedly done “the impossible” in the past,

history of Lastinta and how it proves mankind is limitless is

and he continues to do so now.

complete rubbish! Check page 97.”

A depressurisation system built into the dome keeps pressure
levels safe for humans—another feat long deemed impossible.
Based on the design of the Aircraft Pressurisation and the
Submarine Pressurisation systems, the current machine was
refined and is constantly maintained by skilled engineers.
(Refer to annex for details of the depressurisation system.)
Lei tilted back her head, staring through the “looking-glass”

ceiling, through to the “looking-glass” dome, and beyond that, into
the infinite darkness of the ocean. Oma had said that there had

once been “sunshine”, “birds and “sky” to look up at, but rolling

these words on her tongue, Lei still found them foreign. A strange
feeling tugged at her gut, which she ignored and returned to

her text.

In the early 21st century, mankind was running out of
resources—especially that of energy. It had exhausted most
of its coal supply, and the population had grown too large to
be fed. The sea rose to unbearable levels, submerging island
cities. The weather became more and more extreme, going
for days without rain, followed by thunderstorms for weeks.
Riots broke out among the people in all parts of the world.
People were starving, dirty and upset.
Wars broke out between countries. Nuclear weapons that
had been hidden away under promises of denuclearisation
were revealed yet again and millions died, if not from the
blast, then from the radiation poisoning.
The earth was a ticking time bomb. We had to find a way
to escape, and fast. Space exploration brought us no hope of
habitable planets within our reach. So instead of looking out,
we looked in, into the deepest oceans.
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“I’ll bet you this is just the work of another madman,” Lei

Katashi shook his head. “We know how we got here, but we

said, tossing the book at Katashi. “We all know man chose to live

don’t know why we ended up all the way down here. If it was as

underwater. It’s better here.”

beautiful as you say, why did we end up here?” he asked.

Katashi sat up, annoyed. “Are you just going to believe

All of a sudden, Oma’s demeanour changed. She looked around

everything we are taught? It’s all rubbish. We didn’t choose to live

before whispering conspiratorially. “They don’t teach you that

under here; we were forced to.” After a brief pause, he continued:

for a reason. We blew each other to pieces, almost blew ourselves

“I’ll take you up on that bet.”

to pieces. We never chose to end up at the bottom of the ocean—

Not in the mood to concede, Lei shrugged. “Let’s ask Oma
then. She can tell us what really happened.”

we were forced here. I see why they didn’t teach you this stuff.
I suppose mankind just needed a clean slate.”
Katashi grinned smugly at Lei. Annoyed, she spoke: “Is there
some way I can see the surface? I’d like some proof. I bet the
surface is simply not as good to live on, and we just decided that
life would be better at the bottom of the ocean.”

“I can’t remember what really happened. It was all so long ago. I
was barely ten years old then.” She brought a fragile hand to touch
the wrinkles of her skin, as if it would bring back her memory of
the world.
No one knew Oma’s real name, only that she had lived
through everything. Her golden hair had long since faded to
white, and memories had long since disappeared.
“All I can tell you is that it was beautiful.” Her attention

Oma looked surprised. “I think it would be too difficult,
if not impossible, for both of you to visit the surface. As far as
I know, no one has seen it since the mid-21st century.”
Lei felt her curiosity piqued. “But man is limitless. I’m sure
there is a way for us to get up there. Maybe if we spoke to one
of the professors?” Katashi nodded fervently.
And so it was decided that they would see the surface, one

way or another.

drifted, and for a moment she looked happy. “Why are the two of
you so interested in it anyway? Weren’t you taught all about it
at school?”
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Three people stood in the faculty room, with not another person

OUT OF THE LOOKING-GLASS
“I suppose we could… use the Supermarine?” Seeing the
confused faces peering down at him, he explained, “The university

in sight.
Professor Caj blinked once, twice, thrice. “You want to get to
the surface? You’ll have to get through 6,000 metres of seawater
in pitch-black darkness.” Looking into the two pairs of expectant

uses it to survey the oceans around us, checking for possible
dangers or new places that Lastinta could expand into. It’s just
that… the Supermarine has never been used to go to the surface.

eyes, he said, “Or maybe you might want to participate in our

We all know the surface is off-limits. No one has been there since

experiments? We are looking for human test subjects to re-activate

the mid-21st century.”

the gene that produces gills. We have substantial proof that human

Lei turned around, ready to leave. Using a machine with

limbs and gills originate from the same gene. Thus, we suspect that

a name as ridiculous as the Supermarine made it obviously a

the gene has either been altered or lacks a promoter. However, we

no-go.

lack any human subjects to test our hypothesis on.”
“Maybe if we found a way to induce expression of gills, you
would be able to swim up to the surface. Of course, we have
not considered the immense water pressure you would have to
withstand, and… ” He trailed off into a jumble of scientific jargon.
Katashi thought for a second, then agreed.

Katashi stopped her. “Aren’t you even a little curious about
what the surface looks like?” he asked, hoping that Lei would
see his point.
Mistakenly thinking that the question was directed at him,
Professor Caj replied hesitantly, “I can’t say I have never wondered
what it is like up there.”

But Lei was horrified. “You can’t do that! You don’t know

Both youths looked at him expectantly. Somewhere along the

what they might do to you! Just because he has a fancy degree and

line, their silly bet became a genuine curiosity. What happened to

uses fancy big words does not mean you can entrust your life to

the surface in the century of man’s absence?

him,” she said. “We’ll find some other way. There’s no rush.”
The professor’s eyes lit up for a brief moment in the hope
that Katashi would persist and agree to his study. That hope was
quickly extinguished, however, when Katashi shook his head.
Sighing, the professor took off his glasses and placed them on
the table. He massaged his temples.
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When the pair went to visit Oma a second time, she was looking
through the “looking-glass” into pitch-black darkness. Hearing
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them approach, she wheeled herself to the tiny table in the

environment. I knew it was inevitable that this would be how

middle of her room.

I leave,” she said with a faint smile on her face.

In the short time that they had not seen each other, Oma

Lei was frustrated. In a world where there was a solution

looked a little worse for wear. If it were possible, Lei would say

to virtually everything, why was there no cure for cancer? Deep

that she looked more wrinkled than usual. Her eye bags were a

down, she knew the answer—no one cared enough to do anything.

little darker and more prominent against her fair skin.

Cancer in Lastinta simply was not prominent or common enough

“We are going to see the surface!” Katashi grinned excitedly.

to warrant any action against it. She sighed.

His enthusiasm was infectious, and Oma seemed to brighten up.

Katashi, uncomfortably aware of the situation, suddenly

The surface was finally within their grasp, after years of hearing

suggested, “Come with us, Oma! You can see the surface again!”

about the mythical “sky”, “birds” and “sunshine”.

While he r adiated excitement, Om a exuded a sense of

The excitement in Oma’s smile shone, and Lei thought, This
must be what sunshine feels like.

resignation. Sensing this, Lei could not help but ask, “Oma, is
everything all right?”
Caught off-guard, Oma could only muster a weak smile.
“I’m dying, dear. I won’t see the surface ever again.”
Lei was taken aback. There was no shortage of “solutions to
ageing”, as every student knew from The Limitlessness of Mankind.

Ageing is merely a biological process, caused by the gradual
oxidation of DNA, mitochondria and other organelles.
Anti-oxidisation treatments have been made available to
everyone within Lastinta, prolonging the healthy lifespan
of every person.

“I managed to convince the school board that this is for a research
project, and that whatever findings we arrive at will be reported
immediately to them for screening. Please understand that a lot
of my life rides upon this project,” Professor Caj said, wiping
sweat from his brow.
Lei suddenly wondered if she had ever seen him not sweating.
She pushed Oma’s wheelchair into the Supermarine and helped
her out of the chair and into a seat.

“It’s cancer. I was ten when I was bundled into the Submarines,
but only after spending three days waiting in a high-radiation
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Oma smiled gently. “I would never have thought,” she said
with a smile, “that I would be going back up.”
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Katashi, who was looking around the Supermarine in awe,
cracked up.

OUT OF THE LOOKING-GLASS
has become a barren wasteland, in which nothing will ever
thrive. In this essay, what exactly the Upper World looks like

The Supermarine was a small capsule, measuring only about

will be theorised and discussed.

two by three metres, and two metres in height. The floor below

Note: This paper is written based purely on the author’s

their feet was made of “looking-glass”, clearly showing the

opinion and no conclusive proof has been found to support

darkness below. Its four walls were covered in touchscreen

either theory. This paper merely seeks to present a balanced

computers, each displaying different information. From the

viewpoint in the hopes that people have for the surface of

outside, the Supermarine was a giant sphere with depressurisation

the earth.

systems engineered by the finest minds in all of man’s history.
Flitting across the displays and pressing keys and adjusting
knobs, Professor Caj called out, “Please be seated. We will be
departing shortly.”
Katashi was visibly excited, almost vibrating in his seat.
Beside him sat Oma, looking amusedly at the boy. Opposite the
two, Lei flipped the pages of a published paper, A Proposal of the
Upper World, Egidio Bion (3011).
The Supermarine jolted sharply as Professor Caj strapped
himself into the pilot seat. Just like that, they began the ascent.

Oma had struck up a animated conversation with Katashi
about the possible state of the surface. The Supermarine rose

quickly to the surface, and Lei put the paper down in favour of
looking through the “looking-glass” floor. The lights within the
Supermarine illuminated the ocean around them, and she saw
shadows of fish and even the shadow of a long, serpent-like
animal. Shuddering, Lei tried to ignore the fact that so much

of the ocean was still unknown, despite mankind living within
its depths.

It has been approximately 60 years since humankind’s
relocation to Lastinta. Various theories as to the current
state of the surface have cropped up, which can be grouped
into two large groups—Life theories and Empty theories.
The Life theories have suggested that the surface is covered
in life following the removal of man from the ecosystem. In

When they were 200 metres from the surface, some light began to
filter through the “looking-glass” ceiling. Transfixed by it, Lei and
Katashi turned off the lights in the Supermarine, hoping to see

contrast to this, the Empty theories suggest that the surface

and feel the soft light. It was so foreign, yet so familiar. The soft
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light became brighter and brighter until the Supermarine’s ceiling

broke through the surface of the waves.

“According to the position of Lastinta, we should be along

the coast of what was Europe,” Professor Caj said, squinting at a
yellow screen.
The four of them peered anxiously out of the Supermarine

FINALIST

at the foreign land before them. The curiosity about the mythical

outside was thick in the air. Ever cautious, Lei looked at the

screen for radiation levels. “It’s safe to go out,” she said, “Just
don’t get lost.”

TH E LO LLIPO P
by Rahul Ramanathan Krishnamoorthy
National Junior College

The three of them stepped out of the Supermarine onto the dirt.

Oma sat in her wheelchair and breathed in deeply. The warmth

enveloped them.
“That’s the sky,” Oma pointed out. They looked up in unison.

Somehow, even before Oma said it, Lei had known that that had

to be the “sky”. A strange feeling tugged at her gut and she walked

away from the coast, away from the ocean, to see lush greenery

T

he clamour of the door chime of the quaint shop on the
corner of Smith Street prevented the baby from dozing

off. His reverie was not the contemplative kind, but more of a
daydream filled with toys and candy. He went on to scold the
churlish chime, intending to assault it with a flurry of jibes for
its extremely rude interruption. Instead, all that the baby could

around her. There were run-down buildings with water stains

muster was a wail so deafening it could put sirens to shame.

on the vines.

out the contents of her bag for the one thing that could shut him

and gargantuan vines crawling across them. Flowers bloomed

“Why did we ever leave this place?” Lei touched a leaf with

a hesitant hand. “Why did we destroy it?”

No one had an answer for her.
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His mother grimaced at her child’s cacophony and emptied
up—his binky. Her irritated face now portrayed the emotion of
joy, an emotion previously alien to it as she held the binky high in

SCIENCE CHRONICLES
the same way the fabled king Arthur had when he triumphantly
pulled Excalibur out of the stone.
Awed by her success in quietening the baby, she decided to

THE LOLLIPOP
Seamus hid it behind his back and continued sucking on
his binky. His poker face revealed nothing to his mother, who
reeled his stroller out of the store. She was mourning over the

treat herself to a small pastry, a luxury she could afford only once

disappearance of the pastry but grinning at the prospect of a new

a month. She was completely taken aback by the plethora of choices

one next month.

in front of her, but her decision-making worries in the end were

Meanwhile, wee baby Seamus could not control his emotions.

for naught. It was the white and dark chocolate fondant that

Stealing that candy bestowed upon him an unmatched sense of

beckoned her, and it was the white and dark chocolate fondant

elation, euphoria like no other. Behind his comically-large binky,

she would chose. She nibbled on the cake and was completely

his stern poker face could be held no longer; it was disrupted by

enamoured by the flavours of white and dark chocolate swirling

an unnoticeably tiny smile.

in her mouth in a particular harmony, complementing each other
perfectly in a bittersweet chaos, which was now mush in her
partially-satisfied stomach. The pastry, in its entirety, was indeed
bittersweet, as she had spent two weeks’ salary for a few minutes’
worth of transportation to a realm of culinary luxury. But she
did her best to make those few minutes last as long as she could
before Temptation would coax her to devour the tiny slice.
While his mother was trapped in the clutches of satisfaction,
the little baby (who went by the name Seamus) took advantage of
her absence. He warily turned his head left, ensuring the absence
of people, and did the same on the right. Seizing the opportunity,
he reached out, straining each and every muscle, pushing them to
extend his reach even further. His fingers grabbed onto an
unsuspecting lollipop, which was horrified to be snatched from
its home.
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Addiction—a word used today without consideration for
several phenomena by children and adults alike.
“MOOOOOM!! Tom hasn’t been going out to play
for weeks. He’s just holed up in his room with his books!”
his brother’s screech would echo through the house. “We
need to curb Paul’s chocolate addiction, lest he get fat,” a
concerned mother would try to convince an uninterested
father. New words have been coined for a multitude of socalled “addictions” by simply adding the suffix “–oholic” or
“–maniac”. Chocolate-loving Paul in the previous example
would then be called a chocoholic whilst book-loving Tom
would be labelled as a bibliomaniac.
The word “addiction” had been replaced but its meaning
still held true. On the other hand, this word is nowadays
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THE LOLLIPOP

overused to such an extent that its meaning has been

truly satiated. Nothing could match the exhilaration he felt when

completely obliterated. The slightest inclination towards

he stole something. His eyes widened, nostrils flared and his heart

an action is now termed as an “addiction”, whereas its

beat faster, speeding up the delivery of a concoction of adrenaline

fundamental meaning is much dire. An addiction implies

and dopamine throughout his body. This gave him a momentary

that the person who suffers from it is enveloped by a force

“high”, a fleeting yet highly coveted sense of satisfaction, which

so strong that he or she is impotent against it. The primal

would eventually yield a sigh of happiness and contentment. As a

urge invoked by addiction cannot be fought. The person is

child, he had tasted the elixir of saccharine gratification, and from

completely powerless against it.

then on, he craved for more.

There’s a physiological dependence formed by the addict

Unfortunately, this uncontrollable desire of his landed him

on the action he or she craves to do, to such an extent that

in several inconvenient situations. Seamus was arrested for

not doing “it” inflicts on them pangs of agony, which vary

breaking and entering, and he was also charged with several

in intensity based on the severity of the addiction. They

charges of robbery when he was found sitting in opulent comfort

experience what is called a “tolerance effect”, where over time

on a decorative throne in a luxurious jewellery store at midnight.

they seek more and more of the action or the substance to

Seamus had in his hands a Fabergé egg and a gold sceptre, and was

obtain a state of mental euphoria in greater quantities than

cackling with delight and satisfaction until the authorities finally

what they had required before.

detained him and dragged him to the state penitentiary.

Now that you have truly understood the meaning of this

Incarceration obviously did him no good. His desires piled

word, it should be clear to you as to what this story is about.

up, block by block, into an insatiable tower of urges, which would

Yes, it is about addiction, but of a particular kind. This story

one day come crashing down, inflicting incurable psychological

is about Seamus’s addiction to stealing, or kleptomania, if

distress on him. Fortunately for Seamus, the police department

you will.

reached out to the Department of Mental Illnesses. He was

Incidents like these were numerous in his life, ranging from

the pilfering of candy to the theft of a $5000 pair of shoes. The

diagnosed with kleptomania and was transferred to a mental
health facility to help him cope with his grave situation.

list was endless but to him, it didn’t really matter. All he had was

Addiction of any sort is not easy to “treat”. Kleptomania is an

the desire to steal. Unfortunately, these desires of his were never

unusual form of addiction for which there’s no medication,
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THE LOLLIPOP

or more specifically, FDA-approved medication. The only

she had designed. This machine could alter one’s memories and

medications that can be given are those that are called

desires, making it a truly remarkable contraption.

“opioid antagonists” that reduce the pleasure associated

For obvious reasons, scientists were extremely concerned

with stealing, or antidepressants that also help negate these

with the ethics violated by using the machine and the apparent

feelings.

ramifications if it were to fall into the wrong hands. After

Another method for attempting to treat kleptomania

several months of heated debate about this subject, the scientific

is psychotherapy, which helps mitigate these urges by

community came to a consensus that beta testing needed to be

introducing the patient to several simulations in which he

performed on a person.

or she is caught in the act of stealing and is shown several

Fortunately, or unfortunately, for Seamus, he was chosen

consequences of it. Aversion therapy involves the patients

to be the “lab rat” for this test. The scientists at the institute had

having mild pain inflicted on them when they are influenced

deemed his condition to be permanent and incurable. Seamus

by addictive urges, which deters them from their urge to

would be the perfect subject with which Dr Simmons could prove

steal. But the effectiveness of psychotherapy is extremely

to the world that her machine worked.

dependent on the compliance of the patient and works only if
the patient is willing to be cured from his or her kleptomania.
However, these are the old methods.
But Seamus did not want to be cured. His urges were much
too strong. The fire of desire that burned within him could not
be doused, no matter how hard the doctors at the institute tried.
Addiction was a “disease” for which a cure was necessary.

Several people devoted all their time and resources in synthesising
a cure for addiction. A certain Dr Simmons believed that she had

succeeded in developing a cure for addiction of all kinds. Well, it

was not exactly a cure; it was more like a $500,000 machine that
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After the days required for the procedure had elapsed, Seamus

seemed to be mentally and physically fit, with no permanent scars
from the operation. He exhibited no apparent desire to steal, but
his memory of the first few days after the operation was hazy.
The fire had finally been put out, and several innocent clothes and
jewels were safe from his clutches.
He was released from custody after being thoroughly
examined for any signs of physical or mental distress. Overjoyed
by the results of this examination, the scientific community
lauded Dr Simmons for her achievements and began formulating
ideas for where this machine could be used.
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Me a nwhile, a fter being rele a sed, Se a mus inh a led the
air of freedom, excited to live his own life after the years of

incarceration.
For three-and-a-half years, Seamus regaled in his newfound
liberty. He found employment as a bank accountant, a job that
provided him with sufficient income. He engaged in pastimes like
reading and writing, and even partook in football.
Unfortunately, that enterprise turned out to be rather fruitless
since he exhibited no interest in the game. After several attempts
at finding the perfect sport, Seamus took a liking to the game of

golf. Every Sunday afternoon he would grab his kit and drive to
the McDonald’s golfing club. A few work acquaintances would
occasionally join him for a game or two, then bid goodbye with
the excuse that they had other engagements.
In the evenings, he would sit in an armchair, a glass of Scotch
in one hand and an interesting novel in the other. Despite the lack
of any companions, Seamus was, according to himself, “living the
good life”. Everything was going smoothly, and he was content
with his life—that is, before the incident.
Emotional triggers are people, objects, words, opinions or
circumstances that evoke a particularly intense emotion within
us. Everyone has emotional triggers, but the feeling that it evokes
and its intensity varies from person to person. For Seamus,

stealing objects had been a need that he had become extremely

THE LOLLIPOP
is to look out for circumstances that threaten those “needs” from
being met. These needs then evolve into emotional triggers.
Unfortunately, there was one major flaw in Seamus’
operation. The machine had left behind traces of his desires,
remnants of his true self. One by one, his desires piled up,
forming a precariously balanced metaphoric tower. Seamus’
tower was at its threshold of safety. Just another incident,
one more block, could bring that tower crashing down.
It was like any other Saturday morning. Seamus was,

coincidentally, wandering the aisles of the same shop at the corner
of Smith Street where he had discovered his kleptomania.
This was emotional trigger number one—a place.
He traipsed over to the groceries section to pick out some

vegetables. There were several opportunities for him to steal,

but that fire was doused and a few more blocks were added to
that precariously balanced tower. Then he felt a craving—no, not

the kleptomania, but for something sweet. He strolled down the
candy aisle, and at the end of it found an entire section dedicated

to lollipops. His eyes swept over all the kinds of candy and came

to a halt when he found the lollipop—of the same brand which

he had stolen when he was a child.

This was emotional trigger number two—an object.
A few more blocks balanced themselves on the top of the

attached to. The stronger the attachment, the warier your brain

tower. Seamus ignored these feelings and made his way to the
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cashier. He took a few steps towards the door when he noticed
something—a child sitting in his stroller. The child was reaching
out of his stroller to grab something. Upon further scrutiny,
Seamus saw that the child was successful in his endeavour. Sitting
in his stroller, the child stared with awe at what he had in his
tiny hands—a tiny lollipop.

FINALIST

This was emotional trigger number three—a circumstance.
The dangerously balanced tower finally came crashing down,
igniting the fire of desire in Seamus. That suppressed fire now
burnt with a newer and much stronger flame. Seamus tried to

TR ANS LAT ING LO VE

battle it, but in vain. The insatiable passion enveloped him in

by Ginnie Wee
Nanyang Girls’ High School

a state of emotional instability.

Calmness took a backseat as his primal instinct took over his
body. He threw his wallet at the cashier and flung the shopping
bag onto the road, resulting in its contents being mangled under
the passing cars.
That night, Seamus broke into and stole items from any
shop he laid his eyes on. His cry of delight resonated all through
the town.

S

eagulls were cruising among the iridescent clouds from

the daybreak; the sky free from the prevalent smog was a

rare sight. An occasional eerie scream echoed from the cliffs. The

seawaters stretched for an eternity. The morning chill shot through

the humid atmosphere and spread throughout my entire being.

I smiled. Grandpa was the one who had shared his love

for the be ach with me—not through words but pictures.
After all, according to Emo-Glass’ commercial slogan, which

flashed everywhere, from bus stops to buildings to television
commercials, “A picture speaks a thousand words”.

As a 15-year-old, the world and her technology landscape

seemed like a labyrinth of unfamiliar little paths filled with
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TRANSLATING LOVE

numerous adventures for me to explore. To me, the beach was

resulted in conflict, misunderstanding or no communication

my second home. It was a place where I could come close to

at all. He enjoyed using Emo-Glass as it was convenient and

nature, enjoy freedom and seek respite from the hectic world

designed to be suitable for the young and old.

of new inventions and technology know-hows. It was a place
I knew that provided me solace from all forms of gizmos. It was
a place free from holograms, screens and buttons, and threats

of bullying and crime. It was a place that held fond memories
of someone who was distant in language but close at heart.

Emo-Glass could not have arrived at a more fortuitous
time for us, as it brought Grandpa and me closer. I could catch
glimpses of his past: his childhood days fishing by the once fetid
Singapore River; his days running barefoot on the rocky ground
of the kampong; and his fond memories of my late grandmother.

It was 2048. A recent technological breakthrough, a new

Emo-Glass heralded the beginning of a new relationship between

device called Emo-Glass, had entered the millennia and redefined

us, and I wanted to capture these memories to make up for the

communication. It eliminated the need for a common language

time lost in translation.

among various ethnic groups and nationalities as it displayed

thoughts and scenes using pictures, similar to how emoji on
smartphones catapulted the communication network during
my parents’ generation.

The piercing screams of the seagulls broke my train of
thought. It then hit me that I had forgotten something—
Grandpa’s 90th birthday. I had promised him a cycling trip to
the beach. Being a nonagenarian and still having the ability to

Apart from its ability to flash images to convey messages

cycle was a feat impossible for many, but Grandpa was as fit as a

between those who did not speak the same language or had

fiddle. Cycling was one of the loves of his life. He loved cycling,

difficulties communicating, it also served as a pair of glasses,

regardless of the smog level, and every day, after dinner, he

a boon for the increasingly myopic youth and the huge ageing

painstakingly cleaned his bicycle. Though bicycles were fossils

population with presbyopia. Through this pair of glasses, we could

compared to hoverboards, Grandpa insisted on keeping his and

also store our thoughts or memories and replay them from the

would only cycle on his antiquated bicycle. Every morning, after

glasses, or share them with another person who spoke a different

breakfast, he cycled to the beach and watched the sunrise across

language.

the horizon through the smog-lit clouds.

Being able to speak only in the Cantonese dialect, Grandpa

As I sprinted back home, I flashed a scene on my Emo-Glass.

tapped on this device to communicate with me. Before that, we

Grandpa was in the kitchen, sipping a cup of teh si, something

resorted to sign language to speak to each other, which often

which only the most archaic coffee shops still sold. Yesteryear’s
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TRANSLATING LOVE

coffee shops faced a dwindling business now as a cappuccino or

my once magical and vivid imagination of princesses and fairies

latte was easily made with an automated machine and the flash of
a phone—a boon for the young generation who felt self-conscious
about having a pocketful of shillings and a mouthful of dialects.
As Grandpa finished his last sip, he gave a long sigh of

satisfaction. He flashed a toothless grin and we hopped onto our
bicycles and sped off.
We went against the wind. My untied hair was bouffant like a
lawyer’s wig, and it flapped mercilessly against my face. Grandpa
flashed a beatific smile, which I captured and preciously saved on
my holographic phone. We zipped through the park and headed
towards the beach. The once quotidian view of the sea always
seemed more picturesque with Grandpa around. My parents
were away on a business trip, which meant that I could spend
more time with Grandpa.

had long been left behind in a faraway castle.

Closing my eyes, those memories swept me off reality. Each

moment we shared through the Emo-Glass was a milestone itself.

Putting these images together, I could weave a lustrous tapestry

of timeless memories of our moments together. To Grandpa,

it meant our history, our culture and our traditions. I flashed a

picture of us cycling back home together and eating his birthday
cake together. He eagerly nodded his head.

We were cycling home blissfully and time seemed to have

sped itself up when it happened. I did not have time to react—
neither did Grandpa.

The shrill ringing of a hoverboard alarm pierced through

the air.

Something black swooshed past me.

At the beach, Grandpa and I lay on the sand and gazed at

the crimson hue of the evening sun, oblivious to the air quality
for that day which was slightly below the healthy range.
A picture of a heart flickered numerous times on his Emo-

Glass and I flashed another picture of an occasion when I was just
a four-year-old, when Grandpa was giving me a piggyback ride.

His back offered me respite when my legs were tired. It was a
“plane” that took me to places on a “flight” without a ticket. It
was a “white horse” for his princess to ride on. Now, that was
no longer possible as age had left him with a curved stature, and
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There was a loud crash.
I ran over, but the “black thing” had disappeared.
I scooped up what remained of his Emo-Glass with my hands.

I was at a loss for words. Grandpa gazed motionlessly into the air.

Seeing his body twisted in a gruesome shape, I shivered in the
harsh and cold evening breeze. “Grandpa… No…” I dialled for
help immediately.

At the hospital, I waited anxiously to hear the news of

Grandpa’s condition. Sensing my apprehension, the doctor
explained, “It seems that the impact of the collision has broken
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Mr Tan’s ribcage and punctured his lungs… There isn’t much we

TRANSLATING LOVE
“Does anyone here understand Cantonese?” I shrieked. All
eyes were on me but no one came forward.

can do.”
At that moment, a maelstrom of emotions consumed me.

“Could you translate this recording for me? From Cantonese

I choked on an enormous lump in my throat. Hot tears boiled in

to English, please,” I stressed on the word “please” in extreme

my eyeball as I aimlessly felt for, then collapsed onto, a plastic

desperation to the virtual assistant on my phone.

chair next to Grandpa.

“I’m sorry, the audio file is not clear enough. Please try again,”

What would life be like without Grandpa? How could I bear
the loss of Grandpa, when he had spent so much of his time,
sharing with me about his life? I did not have any chance to thank
him. I flashed my thoughts on the Emo-Glass to Grandpa and
played back the times we spent together.
“Xun, yong sum dok xu… Jiu gu lou dao lou mou,” he whispered
softly into my ear in Cantonese. He had said, “Grandchild, study
hard... Take care of your parents,” but I did not understand it at
the time.
“What do you mean, Grandpa?” I asked imploringly as
condensation clouded his rubber mask.
He repeated himself. But there was no Emo-Glass to display
his thoughts a nd I w a s inst a ntly hurled into the world of
darkness. I fumbled for my phone and placed it by his mask. He
repeated himself, this time in fits and starts. I pressed my hand
into his, and hoped for some warmth, but it was getting colder
by the minute.
“Excuse me, can you help me translate what my grandfather
just said?” I asked a nearby nurse on duty, desperate to know what
he meant. She looked at me helplessly and shrugged.
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came the almost robotic response.
I ran towards an elderly man whom I had seen on the first
floor of the hospital earlier. I played the recording on my phone
and told him that I needed it translated, at least into pictures. An

image of a child reading and taking care of his parents appeared
on the man’s Emo-Glass.
I thanked him via an image on my own Emo-Glass and
sprinted back upstairs.
The nurse looked at me disapprovingly. “Where have you
been?”
I ignored her. I headed towards Grandpa, who by then was
suddenly calm as the sea after a storm.
The loving, fit a nd geni a l old m a n h a d left me. The
monotonous drag of a prolonged beep that sounded from his
flatlined electrocardiogram drove my heart to race and my
tears to flow.
I sobbed into Grandpa’s chest, my hands clutching at his.
I held him in silence, touching his cheeks slowly as my tears
soaked the blanket that covered his chest. Why did he have to go
when I was not there with him?
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“I will do my best, Grandpa. I will take care of Mum and
Dad…” I whimpered.
I headed to the beach the next day on Grandpa’s bicycle.
I stopped and stared at the silent beach. No seagulls, no noisy
waves. The air was warm and humid.
I got off my white horse and rested it under that tree—

FINALIST

Grandpa’s favourite one. Underneath it, I laid a bouquet of blue
hydrangeas and a note that read, “You translated love.”

TER MINUS
by Windle Charles Jordi
Raffles Institution

I

n the laboratories at Google, hundreds of machines whirred
and clicked, their lights blinking incessantly. The chief engineer

patrolled around the room, checking on his subordinates’ work.
“How’s Homo superior coming along, Laura?” he asked one of

his deputies as he passed. She looked up, seeming a little troubled,
“I think you need to have a look at this.”
The two of them leaned over a computer. Laura pointed at a
block of code, marked out in red on the screen and said, “Over
here. We just tested the system under high-load conditions,
and there’s a bug in the probability matrix. It could result in…

personality alterations in the final product.”
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The chief engineer changed a few lines of code and ran the
program again. This time, numerous errors popped up everywhere
on the screen. He swore under his breath, then looked at his deputy
and remarked, “Only on high load, right?”

Laura made a face, “Well, yes, but…”
The CEO of Google stepped into the laboratory and made a
beeline for the chief engineer. “How’s Homo superior? Is it ready
for the International Technology Fair tomorrow?” he asked.
The chief engineer glanced at the deputy. “Yes, pretty much.”
The CEO looked over the chief engineer’s shoulder at the
computer screen and said, “Something twisting you up?”
The deputy grimaced, ran a hand through her hair and
replied, “It’s nothing. Just a tiny hiccup.”
Giving a slight smile, the CEO responded, “That’s great. Just
get it ready by today, and we’ll be all set.”

TERMINUS
“Everything around us is digital. It’s about time we became

digital ourselves. Introducing Homo superior—you, but better.
Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to invite the first Homo superior

on stage.”

The crowd clapped and whooped as a slender brunette

stepped onto stage, waving at the audience. This was Laura,

who had undergone the world’s first digital transformation the
day before.

The CEO continued: “Homo superior is a series of state-of-

the-art modifications to your body and mind, aimed at making

you perfect in every way possible—physically, emotionally,

mentally—the list goes on. The digital you won’t forget anything
important. It is also more kind-hearted, much harder to distract
at work, and able to solve problems more efficiently. With Homo

superior, you don’t need to spend time fumbling for your house
keys or your credit card. They’re all integrated into your body.

The digital you will have an easier, more productive and happier

life. Homo superior will be available to the public from next year,

2084 onwards. Ladies and gentlemen, perfection is right around
The crowd gathered at the International Technology Fair cheered

the corner. Why wait any longer?”

and whooped as the CEO of Google stepped on stage.

“Ladies and gentlemen,” he announced, his voice booming
through the hall. “Today will be a day forever remembered in
history, much like the day the Berlin Wall came down in 1989.
Today, we are bringing down the wall between us and perfection.”
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The billionaires went first. On 1 January 2084, the richest few
people in the world took a trip to the United States for a few
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days and dumped a few million dollars into the hands of Google.

A moment of silence descended upon the entire pub, followed

They each stepped into the nearest digital transformation centre,

by an uproar. Alexander could hear drunks shouting in belligerent

and a new Homo superior would leave the building in their place.

voices: “That can’t be true!” “Is the man off his rockers?”

The results were spectacular. The new digital people announced
the success of the Homo superior over social media. Everyone was
full of praise for them.

Alexander leant over to the bartender. “I bet it’s the Google

stuff. When they say they make you perfect, they really mean it.”
The bartender nodded, “This Sickle Samuel’s been on the run

The price of Homo superior quickly dropped. Soon, many of

for three years now. Got kills all over the world. And he suddenly

the rich but slightly less well-to-do flocked to Google’s centres

turns himself in? I’m sure of it—Google made him give up crime.”

to undergo the operation. A perfect world was just a few hundred

Then he leant forward, “Do you think you’ll go digital, like,

thousand dollars away.

sooner or later?”

The global economy boomed. Everyone was so much more

Alexander shrugged and said, “Well, it’s not like I have a

productive and efficient. Before long, the government announced

choice. The government h as p assed a l aw for everyone to go

that all adults were to go digital by the following year.

digital by next year.” He threw up his hands, “I don’t want to
become a robot, but soon I’ll have to.”

Alexander pushed the door open and entered the local pub. As

usual, it was bustling with people and nearly bursting with noise.
He headed to an empty seat he had spotted, nodding and waving
to a few familiar faces. He ordered a shot of absinthe and craned
his neck to watch the television.
There was no football match being screened at the time, so
the news was on.

The chief engineer at Google strode into the laboratory and handed

Laura a few papers. “Laura, I’ve been getting reports of bugs in the
personality matrix for Homo superior. Could you check that out?”

Laura looked up, rubbed her eyes and said, “I’ve been looking

at it all night, but I can’t see a way out. Not without taking the

entire system offline.”

“News flash: The elusive serial killer by the name of Sickle
Samuel has willingly turned himself in to police…”
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The chief engineer leant over the screen, looking at the code.

He began to type a few extra lines, then caught himself—he had
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tried the exact same thing before the release. He sighed, “Can
we try to limit the load on the system? Maybe that can get rid
of the bug.”
“I’ll give it a shot, and get back to you.”

Laura woke up with a pounding headache and a ringing in her
ears. She couldn’t remember anything from the night before,
not even the act of stepping into her house. She felt like she

had barely slept at all.

She took a couple of paracetamol tablets, hoping to quell

Laura’s mind was still swimming in the expanse of Homo superior’s
code when she walked back to her house. The bug seemed trivial,
yet it had turned out almost impossible to solve.
The soft meowing of a cat reached her ear as she drew near
to her front door. It was a tortoiseshell, covered in dust, and it
stared up at her wilfully. Laura smiled and reached into her bag
for some food to offer it.
A headache slammed into her and she reeled back, almost

falling onto the road. She grabbed a lamppost for support. The
headache cleared after a few seconds. She looked down at the

the headache. The headache receded for a short while, then it

returned. Maybe some fresh air will help, she thought. Too tired and

in too much pain to do her makeup, she walked out of her front

door and instantly, the smell of blood hit her. She looked down
at herself. No, the blood wasn’t hers.

She saw a patch of dark red in the near distance. She inched

towards it, and the smell of blood became stronger. Then she saw

it—the carcass of a dead cat, blown open by a bullet.

Laura screamed. Who could have done this? Is this some kind of
sick joke?

cat again. This time, there was no adoration in her eyes—only a
burning hatred.
The meowing sounded monstrous, like chalk scratching on
a blackboard. Laura’s hand touched the cool steel of a handgun

in her bag. Without thinking twice, she pulled it out, aimed it at
the cat and fired.

Alexander took his usual seat at the pub. Beside him, two men,

their minds addled with beer, were talking. He paid no attention

to their idle banter.
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One of the men suddenly tensed up, clutching his temples.
“Mate, you all right?” his friend said.
The man groaned, “Massive headache. Been happening a lot

TERMINUS
Laura did not reply for a few seconds, still typing away at her
computer. Then she turned to him suddenly remarking, “Pardon?
Oh, just refresh it. Those are probably yesterday’s logs.”
The chief engineer frowned. He had specifically queried the

recently.”
“Side effects of going digital, eh?” His friend laughed.
The man turned to him and glared. There was a hatred in his
eyes that his friend had never been seen before. Without a word,
he reached into his waistband and pulled out a handgun. Before
his friend could react, the man sent a bullet through his head. The
gunshot sent the entire pub into a shocked silence.

computer for today’s logs. But he refreshed it anyway, and the
bug reports disappeared. That was strange. Something was fishy
about this. Why would the computer display yesterday’s logs,

then suddenly delete all of them?
He decided not to ask, and reminded himself to keep an eye
on Laura.

The man tucked the gun back into his waistband and strode
out of the pub, leaving the rest of the customers shell-shocked.

It was pouring that night as Alexander hurried home under the
meagre protection of his umbrella. This was one of the increasingly
The chief engineer sat down at the computer beside Laura and
asked, “How’s your progress on the Homo superior issue? I still

can’t get the personality matrix fully fixed.”
Laura replied, “I managed to fix it yesterday. Running
without a hitch now.”
But the chief engineer wasn’t convinced. He started up his
terminal and entered a few commands. An extensive list of bug
reports appeared on his screen. He commented aloud, “Are you
sure about that? I’ve got lots of bug reports here.”
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rare occasions where the weather forecast was incorrect, catching
thousands of unfortunate commuters by surprise.
Not wanting to ruin his leather shoes, he began to walk
faster, breaking into a jog. His house was just a minute away. He
bumped into someone and stumbled. “Sorry!” he said, turning
to glance at the person he had just collided with, then began to
walk off.
“Hey!” Alexander heard a man’s voice behind him and turned
back. He could not see the man’s face clearly. The man looked
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familiar, but Alexander could not put a name to the face. Under

The chief engineer cleared his throat and said, “I noticed that

the light of the street lamp, he could make out the unmistakable glint

you’ve been acting a little strange lately. Is everything all right?”

of a gun, which was pointed straight at him.
He gulped, frozen in place for a moment. Then he turned and
started running. A gunshot sounded dangerously close behind
him. It left a ringing in his ears. Dropping the umbrella, he kept
running. When he reached his front door, he fiddled with the key
for what seemed like an agonisingly long time, then ducked inside
and slammed the door closed, panting heavily.

Then he recognised the face. It was his neighbour from two
blocks down who had just gone digital the day before. The
commotion at the pub a few days ago sprang into his mind—the
gunshot, the blood. That man in the pub had just been announcing
to his friend that he had been digitally converted.
Suddenly, it became as clear as day to him. The killings going
on around the world did not arise from nowhere. They had all

Laura shrugged, “Of course everything’s okay. Is something
wrong?”
The chief engineer frowned and looked down, contemplating
how to phrase his next sentence. Then he said, “You’ve consistently
mana ged to fool me with Homo superior. As far as the bug reports
are concerned, the system is running properly, but obviously, the

bug isn’t fixed.” He sighed and looked back up, but straight into the
barrel of a gun. He gulped.
Laura smiled and whispered, “Don’t you think we’re due for a
little change in leadership?”
He opened his mouth to speak. Laura put a finger to her lips,
signalling, “Shhh.” Her other finger came down on the trigger.
Bang.
The chief engineer’s body crumpled to the ground, blood

been committed by Homo superior.

pouring from of a hole in his head.

The chief engineer walked over to Laura as she packed up the

Alexander got into his car and began to drive at top speed. It was

laboratory. The rest of the engineers had already left. “Laura,
could I speak to you for a moment?” the chief engineer asked.
“Of course,” Laura replied.

3 pm and his digital transformation was scheduled for 6 pm
that day. He decided not to let it happen to him—not after he’d
seen digital people murdering and killing in broad daylight.
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It was a two-hour drive to the nearest port. Alexander rushed

to get a ship ticket. He didn’t care where the ship went, or even

if he had to leave his car behind. He just wanted to get out of the
country and leave behind the horror of having to go digital.

The boat he got onto was almost empty—just him and a few

crewmen. He asked if there were always this few people on board,

to which the crewmen replied, “We have quiet days.”

As the boat left the port, and the hours passed, Alexander

breathed a sigh of relief. He was leaving his house, his car and

everything he knew behind, but it was worth it. It was better than

being transformed into a blood-craving murderer, anyway.

A crewman brought him dinner. Alexander thanked him and

TERMINUS
With a jingle of keys, the crewman pushed the door open.
Alexander was slumped against the window, fast a sleep.

“Alexander?” he said, softly at first, then again, louder. Still no
response. Alexander remained unconscious, his mind still rolling
on the undulating waves.
The crewman left the cabin, closing the door behind him. He
brought his walkie-talkie to his mouth and reported, “Williams to
Captain. He’s fast asleep, sir. Over.”
There was static, then the crackling response came, “Captain
to Williams. Thank you very much. Do make the necessary
preparations. Over and out.”

tucked in to the piping hot food. The beef tasted a little strange,

but he didn’t mind. He was famished. When he finished, he

looked out the window at the endless expanse of the sea and the

familiar coastline, slowly disappearing into the horizon. The

gentle motions of the boat rocked him, and gradually, the view

In one of Google’s spacious offices, Laura sat at the desk that once

of the sea faded into darkness.

belonged to the chief engineer. It was the dead of night. All the
lab staff had already gone home.
The phone rang. Laura knew exactly who it was.
“Are we ready?” Laura demanded.

A knock on the cabin door. No response.
Another knock. No response.
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The response was distorted but audible, “Yes. We’re docking in
fifteen minutes. Have our payment ready.” There was static for a
few seconds, then a monotone.
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Laura smiled. She picked up the hefty .45 handgun lying on
the table, checked the magazine, then headed out of the office.

TERMINUS
Alexander woke up to a bright light shining straight at him.

He wasn’t in the cabin. He struggled to get up, but he was
too weak.
“Hello, Alexander. Are you ready to go digital?”

Laura counted the silhouettes as they exited the boat. One, two,
three, and two more carrying a slouched figure.
The captain came up to her and shook her hand. Looking
over his shoulder, Laura motioned to the two crewmen carrying
Alexander, then to the car behind her.

“Just drop him in the passenger seat. Thanks.”
The crewmen did as told, then returned to their original spot
behind the captain.
The captain grinned. “Now, about payment—”
Bang. Before he could finish his sentence, he was dead.
The other crewmen fumbled for their guns. Laura’s lightningfast digital reflexes got the better of them. One by one, they
crumpled to the ground.
Laura returned to her car. Alexander was still asleep. Leaving
the dead bodies behind, Laura drove off into the night.
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humans at first glance. Public perception, however, is rather
negative towards the Hugh androids and robots in general…”

FINALIST

I could still recall vividly the first time I saw her, cuddled in the
warmth of Mother’s arms, with eyes that sparkled brightly and
smooth hair the colour of caramel.

F AMI L Y
by Quek Jun Siong
Victoria School

“W

“Joan, come and see who I brought home!” Father called out
excitedly as he led me into the living room.
She looked at me curiously as our eyes locked. I must’ve been
as mysterious to her as she had been to me back then. I reached my
arms out to hold her as Mother switched off the television that

hen the first preassembled computer was built
by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak in the family

garage of the former in 1976, Jobs had a vision of bringing
technology to a whole new level in this world. The Apple-1,
as they called it, was the piece of machine that kick-started
the PC and technological revolution.
Technology has greatly advanced in the past five
decades, with numerous breakthroughs in areas of robotics,

I believe was airing a programme on the evolution of technology
in the past five decades. (I can’t quite remember.)
“Joy, meet Hugh,” Mother said gently as she brushed her
fingers through Joy’s hair. “He’s your new caregiver. And yes,
you can hold her, Hugh.”
I held Joy in my arms and felt the warmth of a child for the
very first time. That day, seeing Joy for the very first time gave me
true purpose and meaning in my life.

artificial intelligence and automation. Today, the leading
innovators in the field of robotics are the couple, John and
Joan Lee. They have developed the Hugh model androids,
which are robots so complex that they are no different from
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The years went by quickly as I watched Joy grow. She was happy,

“The numbers don’t lie, but I’m just not so sure Joy will accept

always smiling, never bothered by anything that was going on

him as a caregiver. She may not understand that Hugh’s different

around her—inquisitive and carefree. Mother taught me how to

from us. He may look like us, but he doesn’t behave enough like a

care for her, feed her and change her clothes.

human. She may even be afraid of Hugh.”

On one occasion after dinner, I picked up Joy’s plate from the

“That is why we are doing this experiment. Human behaviour

table and carried it to the sink as I had been instructed and taught

is not something that can be coded. He needs to learn it himself,

to do on numerous occasions. But something rather unexpected

and what better way than through helping to raise a child? Joan, if

happened. The plate slipped from my hands and crashed to

this works, we will be the first company in the world to develop

the floor. The sound of broken porcelain cascaded through the

robots that can seamlessly integrate into human life. Think of

room and shards flew around the dining room, one of which Joy

what this would mean for us, and for Joy’s future.”

happened to step on, causing her to scream in pain.
Mother rushed to her aid while Father cleared the pieces of
porcelain from the floor. I saw blood drip from the sole of Joy’s
foot. As I stood watching the family, a sensation of a sort of
discomfort or displeasure began building in me.
My CPU recognised and categorised the experience as guilt.
And I could do nothing as I watched tears well in Joy’s eyes.

Later that evening, I fetched Joy her clothes. As I was walking
up the stairs, I overheard a conversation between Mother and
Father.
“Maybe this isn’t such a good idea, John. Teaching a robot
how to care for a child? You are certainly a genius, but this is, it’s…”
“It’s revolutionary. Joan, we’ve shed our blood, sweat and
tears for this. It must work, and I know it will. Hugh is the fortysecond model in his series. He was the one of the first androids
to display high levels of empathy and complex emotions.”
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“It’s going to be hard. Society isn’t very accepting of androids
and robots, especially those that resemble humans the most.”

“We just need to give them more time. People will come
around eventually.”

“I hope you’re right. I just thought …”
As I leant in closer to listen, I tripped on one of the steps,

producing an alarmingly loud noise. They turned around quickly
and started towards my direction.

“Are you there, Hugh?” Mother asked.
“Just delivering the clothes to Joy!” I said before rushing up
the stairs and into Joy’s room. As I shut the door behind me,
I began to recall parts of the conversation I had overheard
earlier. Accident? Afraid? Not accept me? Would Joy be afraid
of me?
I looked over at the sleeping child tucked under the covers
on her bed. They are afraid of me. They think I cannot care for Joy,
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I thought to myself. A nother sens a tion beg a n welling up

Joy and I grew to be especially close. She taught me the many

in me, different from the one I had felt earlier but similar in its

emotions that humans had. She showed me how to solve a Rubik’s

discomfort. Sadness.

Cube and told me how I should be nice to strangers. Seeing Joy

“Are you okay?” a familiar voice asked.

happy made me happy too. I never wanted anything but to care

Fighting back my tears, I asked weakly, face still buried in

for her.

my arms, “Are you afraid?”

But Joy’s happiness didn’t last. When she was 10, Mother and
Father left us. As we watched the news that day, I remembered

“Afraid? Of who?”
“Of… me,” I managed weakly.
There was a pause before she answered. “Why would I be?”
“I—I hurt you, and the smashed plate cut the sole of your
foot.”
“It wasn’t your fault. It was an accident!” Joy took my hand in
hers.
“So you’re not afraid of me?”
“You’re family. I could never be afraid of you.”
Family. I was her family. I moved my arms slowly away from
my face, eyes still wet from the sadness. No words were spoken
as Joy unexpectedly but warmly embraced me. I am not an expert

in emotions, but it seemed as if my sadness dissipated and turned
into happiness. This was perhaps the first time I could recall
feeling happy.

seeing a reporter standing in front of a flaming vehicle. As firefighting drones worked to put out the seemingly inexhaustible
flames, he reported that the bodies of a Singaporean couple
had been found in the wreckage. The bodies had not yet been
unidentified, but Joy and I knew too well who they belonged to.
“That’s Mum and Dad’s hover car! They always drive that
car! Why is it on fire?” Joy said as she began crying.
I was heartbroken and experienced a greater magnitude of
sadness than I ever had before. But as I tried to comfort Joy, she
brushed me aside and ran to lock herself in her room.
That night, regardless of how hard I persuaded her, Joy
refused to leave her room.
“Joy! Please come out.” I pounded on the door, attempting
for the fifth time that night to persuade her.
“Leave me alone!” I heard her muffled voice from outside
her room. “Please just go.”
“I can’t see you like this. I don’t want you to be sad.”
There was a long silence as I awaited her response.
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“It’s your fault,” she finally said.
I was stunned at hearing this. I didn’t know what she meant.
“It’s your fault! It’s always your fault. People say you robots
cause all the problems. Mom and Dad didn’t want to leave the
house, but you assured them everything would be fine.” Between
sobs, she continued, “They died because of you.”

F A M I LY
I once found Joy’s old Rubik’s Cubes as I was dusting
her bedroom. She used to love this, so maybe she still does, I thought
excitedly. So I spent the day day solving each one of Joy’s Rubik’s
Cubes as I awaited her return. I even laid them out nicely on the
table for her to see when she got home.
I waited an hour, two hours, three, four… And finally, at the
stroke of midnight, the front door creaked open.
But when Joy saw her old cubes laid out on the table, she
simply said, “I’ve outgrown that.” Without looking back, she went
up the stairs and into her room.

I found out the hard way what Mother meant when she said
society would never accept androids. When I left the house on
several occasions, children mocked me for the way I walked,
while adults whispered and glared at me.
I couldn’t hold a proper conversation with anyone. I was what
humans called awkward. It was normal for humans to blame all
the problems in their society on robots and androids like myself.
Joy seemed to have adopted this same attitude towards me
over time. When her grades at school dropped, she blamed me
for not being able to help. When her friends mocked her for having
an android as a caregiver, she blamed me for her becoming less

popular in school.
Nevertheless, I tried to get my mind off it by thinking of
ways to help Joy. I only wanted to see her become her cheerful
self again.
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We grew distant over time, with Joy spending less and less time at
home the older she was. She had changed—she no longer seemed
happy, her once-stellar grades dropped, she started going out late
at night with her friends and she was cautious about being seen

outside with me.
Saddened by the revelation that she was ashamed of me,
I had no clue as to how to help her. Most days were spent wishing
that Father and Mother could be there with me as they had always
seemed to know what to do.
I experienced a flurry of emotions. I was angry at myself for
the fact that I could not take care of Joy as well as I had promised
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Mother and Father, sad that Joy had come to disregard me, and
fearful that she no longer saw me as her friend.
I tried to occupy myself with chores, the things that Mother
and Father had trained me to do, the things I knew best how

F A M I LY
Going out wasn’t easy, as I was one of only a few androids
who lived in the city. Most robots were factory labourers, miners,
frontline soldiers, and worked and lived in specially designated
areas. In the cities, however, humans despised seeing us.

to do. I knew from that the moment of my creation, people had

I searched the fully autonomous fast food restaurant across

doubted me. They would never accept a robot as a family member.

the mall, the Aquatic Park two roads away from our house and

Nobody had understood me except Father and Joy. Father

the bridge down at the old Marina Barrage. I finally found her

had believed in me, and Joy had given my life a true purpose.
But now, Father was gone, and I had failed to raise Joy in the
way that Father had wanted me to. Joy was like a daughter to
me. Perhaps it had been Father’s foolishness to think that robots
could one day be integrated into the lives of humans.
And perhaps Joy was right. Mother and Father would never

have been in the accident that had taken their lives if it hadn’t

sitting at a café with a group of friends. I went in, and as she and
her friends saw me, their chatter and laughter died down.
“Is that your robot dad, Joy?” one of the girls in the group
asked.

They let out soft giggles as Joy broke into an uneasy smile.
She then glared at me with a murderous look that said:
LEAVE. NOW.
“He’s not my dad,” she said.

been for me.
But things were about to change again.

“I just wanted to see if you were fi—,” I said.
“I told you I’m perfectly fine, Hugh!” She raised her voice.
“Don’t shout at your robot-dad, Joy. That’s very rude,” another
of her friends said.
“You might hurt his feelings, assuming he can even feel.”

When Joy did not come home for two days, I started worrying.
She didn’t answer most of my calls, and on the occasions she did,
she insisted that she was fine.

They all broke into hysterical, cruel laughter as Joy’s face turned
red with embarrassment and anger.
“Joy, I—”

But as the one Mother and Father had entrusted to be her
caregiver, I did not feel at ease. I set out one afternoon to look for
her at places I knew she frequented.
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She promptly got off her seat and stormed out of the café
before I could finish. I followed her out.
“Get away from me!” she shouted as she picked up the pace.
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“Joy, STOP! You’re endangering yourself!” The traffic lights

“It—it was worth it. You are my family. You will always be my

were red, but she walked right onto the road. My attempts to get

family.” Darkness had begun to settle around me. I felt a coldness

her to listen were futile.

in my heart and my body went limp.

From the far right, I saw a hover car speeding towards us with
no signs of slowing down. In her anger, Joy didn’t see any of this.
I calculated that even if the driver hit the brakes immediately,
the car would not be able to stop in time and would fatally
injure her. Given the distance between us, I would barely be able
to push her out of the way. In the process, I would take the full
impact of a speeding vehicle. Amidst my desperation and fear,
I made a decision.

“Hugh? No, you’re not leaving me too. Not like Mum and Dad.
I’m sorry I did this to you. This was my fault.”
“It’s not your fault, Joy, I failed you. But I won’t fail you
anymore.” The last thing I remember was Joy’s face, her eyes that

still sparkled and her smooth hair the colour of caramel. Then
everything went black.
Five years later…

Everything happened in a flash. I pushed her far enough to
get her out of harm’s way. I barely had time to look to my left and
my vision went completely dark.
It took five full seconds for an indescribable pain to explode all
over my body. My ears were ringing, my head ached and I had lost
sight in my left eye. Amidst the screams and chatter, I could make
out a figure rushing to me.
“Why?” Joy asked, eyes wide with disbelief and hands shaking
as she held me in her arms. “Why would you do that when I’ve

been so horrible to you?”
“To protect you.” I barely managed to speak. “Like I promised
them I would.”
“That was stupid, so stupid. You’ve shouldn’t have done that!”
she said between tears.

“Once in our society, robots and humans were distinct. Robots
were labourers, designed to undertake jobs that required hard
labour. But as more and more robots were made, we became
fearful. We were apprehensive, paranoid and suspicious.
Robots were stealing our jobs, displacing humans from the
workforce. Many of us hated them for doing so.
“When the human-like androids were designed by my
father, there was much public controversy. They were machine
and metal while we were flesh and blood, but internally
they were so like us—they experienced emotions, pain and
struggles like we did. They had dreams, aspirations and
people they cared for, like we did. Yet many of us hated them.
“We imagined enemies among them when there were
none; we blamed them for problems they didn’t cause; we
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accused them for attempting to replace us in our lives. The

to repair me, although my damaged memories were nearly

fact is that many of us were just ignorant. It is in human

permanently lost.

nature that ignorance leads to fear, fear leads to anger,

Joy and I reconciled. She became her cheerful self once again.

and anger leads to hatred. In the past we’ve dealt with

She went to study in top universities and graduated with PhDs.

xenophobia, gynophobia and homophobia. Discrimination

Succeeding Father in his company, she become a strong advocate for

repeats itself in many forms, and now we are dealing with a

robot rights. I could not be more proud of her; Mother and Father

fear of robots.

would be too, if they were here.

“I was once like all of you. I blamed an android for

I offered to drive her back to her workplace after her TED

the death of my parents. But I was wrong to do so. That all

Talk. Her eyes lit up when she saw me standing by the pouch

changed on the day my life was saved by the very same robot

next to our old family car.

of the sort we all hate and fear. It puzzled me that despite
how badly we treated them, they would lay down their own
lives to save one of ours. It wasn’t fair that I blamed him for
my parent’s accident; it wasn’t fair that I hated him for who
he was.
“If there’s one thing I’ve learnt, it is that robots are no

“Your faithful butler at your service,” I joked as I held the
door open.
She let out a light-hearted chuckle. “You’re more than just
a butler or a caregiver, Hugh. You’re family. You’ll always be

family to me.”

different from us. They are intelligent, emotional and empathetic
beings like you and me. They deserve to be treated like any
other human, like you and me.”

There was thunderous applause as Joy finished her speech.
Hearing her bring up the accident of that day brought me back to
the events that happened since then. Father’s company managed
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Here are some facts about you:
Your name is Marie Han.
You are 11.
You attend the Alexander Graham Institute for Emerging
Stars.
Your mathematical abilities extend to mental permutations.

FINALIST

No more, no less.
You are 0.178 metres taller than the average height of your
peers, the optimum height for maximum attractiveness.

S UN S HI NE O F

You are able to pitch a ball, but have a 65.3% chance of

THE E TE RN A L M IND
by Tan Wan Gee
Temasek Junior College

successfully batting a it. Similarly, you are able to perform a triple
pirouette, but have a 34.9% chance of successfully performing an
entrechat cinq.
17 January 2043

1 January 2043

TOP STORIES
UNION OF NEW KOREA DISCOVERS PRESENCE

TOP STORIES
ANDROID PAINTER IS HAILED THE
NEXT LEONARDO DA VINCI

OF MARBURG VIRUS; AUTHORITIES REASSURE

SPIKE IN CANNABIS USAGE;

CITIZENS OF AN ABSENCE OF THREAT

SCIENTISTS GIVE THEIR STAMP OF APPROVAL

SMILES ALL AROUND:

USE OF IDENTIFICATION CARDS

MARS HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY COLONISED

TO BE DEEMED OBSOLETE

SCIENCE OR SUICIDE?
SCIENTISTS ATTEMPT HUMAN PHOTOSYNTHESIS
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“You’re heading off early today,” Martin remarks as you push
your half-finished bowl of cereal away from you. “Meeting up with
your friends?”
“No,” you respond noncommittally. “I don’t have any friends
to meet up with. I just thought it’d be nice to take a walk since
the weather’s good.”
Something flashes across Martin’s face, a split second of
pain that cannot be disguised. It’s the same expression that flits
across Miss Lee’s face when you hand in your perfectly-done math

homework.
“The weather is good, isn’t it?” Martin muses. “Well, enjoy your
walk then. If you receive any of your grades today, do remember
to text me.”
“You know I’ll score full marks anyway,” you reply almost
teasingly.

6 April 2043

TOP STORIES
LAST PATIENT WITH ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
WALKS OUT OF THE HOSPITAL CURED
IDENTITY THEFT, A THING OF THE
PAST: REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY
USES DNA AS IDENTIFICATION
MARISSA KIM OF VITALIFE RELEASES NEW LINE
OF FACIAL CONSTRUCTIVE COSMETICS
“Do you know why you’re here today?”
“I was assaulted by Alice and retaliated,” you say clearly,

hands clasped in your lap. “I don’t see why this is my fault.”

“You stupid, spoilt GM—” Alice begins, face flushing red.

Another flash.

“Still,” Martin says fondly, “I’d like to hear it from you.”
You just shake your head at that, slinging your bag across
your shoulder. “Goodbye, Martin.”
“See you later, my dear,” Martin murmurs. He moves to clear
the table, stacking the bowls and cups with practised efficiency
despite the slowness of his movements.
As you close the door, you hear the tinkle of a cup shattering,
and Martin’s soft sigh.
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Headmistress Bo holds up a hand. Alice stops, clenching her fists.
“Please refrain from using such offensive language,”

Headmistress Bo says sharply. You don’t miss the way her eyes dart

nervously to you. “We do not condone discrimination and bullying
of any sort at Alexander Graham.”

Alice rolls her eyes. “It’s not offensive if it’s the truth,” she

remarks. There’s a glint in her eyes, and you recall how Alice’s
grades are second in the class only to you. “GM—genetically

modified. That’s what it is, isn’t it? With all due respect,
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Headmistress, you can’t see something as offensive without

Naturally, more than five chemicals are sold commercially. The

believing that there is some truth in it.”

brain contains a vast array of chemicals that work together to

Headmistress Bo ignores Alice, turning to you. “While you
may have acted in self-defence, it is not justified to attack a
person. Both of you will attend Discipline Seminars for the rest
of the month, and I don’t wish to see either of you attack each
other again. The nurse is outside waiting for you.”

achieve balance. Nevertheless, the standard issue home kit contains

only five.
Serotonin. Dopamine. Gamma-aminobutyric acid. Acetylcholine.
Oxytocin.
In the past, there was no way to regulate emotions. Emotions

As we leave the office, Alice shoulders you into the wall.

were seen as violent, hostile creatures, and it wasn’t unusual for

“You have no right, GM,” she hisses in a low tone. “You don’t

people to act out in bizarre ways. Society was all the worse for it.

get to exist in the same space as us. In fact, you shouldn’t even

This is not the case now. If emotions, being as unstable and
unpredictable as they are, can be controlled; what goes to say that

exist.”

you cannot control the world?

“I have the same rights you do—”
“I detect several contusions on your skin,” the nurse interjects
cheerfully. “Kindly follow me so that I can tend to your injuries.”
9 April 2043

TOP STORIES
EARTH-3 DISCOVERED!
THERE IS YET HOPE FOR HUMANITY
CITIZENS HAVE SEEN A SPIKE IN
OVERALL HAPPINESS LEVELS
THE CRYO MAN HITS RIPE AGE OF 164

Martin doesn’t approve of the injections, and has never let
you near the white rectangular boxes.
Once, in a rare moment of honesty, Martin told you: “Your
mother wanted you to be able to have more control over your
emotions and told the geneticist as such.” He paused, two grooves
appearing between his eyebrows. “I didn’t believe her then, and

I won’t believe her now. She was… she had her own motives. It
isn’t our place to tamper with the fragility of the mind.”
He stopped again, closing his eyes.
“Emotions are wild and uncontrollable, but beautiful in their
own right. I hope that you will be able to experience them as
they are.”
You never mention how the boxes have been dwindling in
numbers.
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TOP STORIES
HOSPITALS HAVE REPORTED
INCREASED RATES OF ADMISSIONS
INVISIBILITY CLOAKS NOW RETAILING
AT $149.99; POTTERHEADS CHEER

“Please speak only when you’re spoken to,” Miss Chen says
frostily, although her eyes are wary. “But yes, that is correct. Could
someone else describe briefly what other chemicals are stocked
in pharmacies and drugstores?”
You tune out the rest of the class. While your knowledge of
neurochemistry may not be as extensive as that of Rey’s, it’s easy
enough to understand what is necessary to ace the tests. There is
no necessity for your input or participation.

NEW AMERICA HAS REACHED
26 August 2043

MIRACULOUS LEVELS OF SOCIAL STABILITY
“All right, I know that this is a topic that everyone should be

TOP STORIES

familiar with, but for the sake of your grades, we’ll be discussing

REVISITING THE LOST CITY OF VENICE

this topic for the next few weeks.” Miss Chen gestures at the
smart board, and the word “NEUROCHEMISTRY” appears in

VITALIFE HAS BEGUN PULLING STOCKS OFF THE SHELVES

her sprawling script.

TERMINATOR 24: NEW HOPE TO HIT

“The most common chemicals used commercially are…?”
Miss Chen scans the room encouragingly.
Rey’s hand shoots up immediately, and without waiting
for Miss Chen to call on him, he replies, “Serotonin, dopamine,
gamma-aminobutyric acid, acetylcholine and oxytocin. Generally,
they work to benefit the user by improving the user’s mood
and elevating levels of pleasure, as well as suppressing negative

emotions like anxiety. Acetylcholine is included here as it boosts
the user’s memory and learning speed, and is especially popular
among students.”
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CINEMAS THIS WEEKEND
On Sundays, you and Martin watch shows from the early 2000s
on an old contraption Martin calls a television. You’ve never cared
much for the television, or for the predictable melodrama of the
shows, but watching them makes Martin smile.
During the commercial break, you say, “Miss Chen has asked
us to do a project on our family for this year’s social studies
module. Do you happen to have any photographs of Marissa that
I can use?”
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Martin freezes slightly, then turns to you.

30 October 2043

“I do,” he says. “I’ll get them for you, and we can look through

TOP STORIES

them together to find the ones that most suit your project.”

RESEARCH ON TELEPORTATION

When he returns with a thin lavender folder, you don’t miss

REPORTED TO BE 80% COMPLETE

the way his shoulders are imperceptibly tensed.
“I’m afraid we only took one or two photos together as a
family,” he says contemplatively. “I think there’s a photo somewhere

MARTIN HAN: A LOOK INTO THE PAST OF
NEW AMERICA’S PROMETHEUS

of the two of you right after you were born, though.”

PREHISTORIC CREATURES FOUND AT

The photos, being physical products of an early-age camera,

THE BOTTOM OF THE OCEAN

are still and grainy. There are yellow spots, but the faces are still

distinguishable. Martin and Marissa under a flower arch, clinking
wine glasses against a pink and orange backdrop, faces pressed
together by two anonymous sets of hands.
In the family photo, Martin is cradling you carefully in his
hands, smile warm and genuine as ever. Marissa stands slightly
apart, and the slight critical look in her eyes is the same one as in

the photo of the two of you. The same one in the newsfeeds, and
in the broadcasts.
“Do you miss her?” you ask conversationally as you methodically
extract photos.
“I do,” Martin smiles sadly. “Despite everything, I still do.”

“Cannabis?” You sigh, waving away Rey’s hand and continue,
“Incredible. Truly a product of the society.”
“Don’t knock it until you’ve tried it.” Rey shrugs, tearing off
a section. “There’s a reason all those scientists wax poetic about

it. It’s crude, but does the trick in small doses.”
“My answer is still a no,” you respond, your gaze returning to
your homework. “Besides, you don’t need it anyway. Isn’t one of
your mods a higher serotonin level?”
“Yep,” Rey grins. “Doesn’t stop me from enjoying it, though.”
You don’t answer, and instead swipe to the next page of your
homework.
“Hey, also, I wanted to ask—” Rey’s tone softens. “How’s
your dad?”
“Martin?” You tilt your head, puzzled. “He’s the same as always.
Is there a problem?”
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Rey looks mildly uncomfortable, and you notice that he’s
picking at his fingernails.

“Well, I’m not complaining.” Martin laughs hoarsely. “It’d
be nice to spend more time with you this evening.” He shuffles

“No, it’s cool,” he says finally. “I was just curious. Thought
he looked a little off the last time I came over to your house, so
I thought I’d ask.”

towards you, cracked lips stretching into a smile that looks more
like a grimace. “We could start on the next season of Friends.”
“We barely passed Sunday,” you respond, confused.

“Thank you for your concern, but he’s fine. He cares a lot
about health and wellness, especially mine. Nothing will happen.”

“He’s a good man, Marie,” Rey says quietly. “Take care of him.”
You don’t understand his point, as is usually the case when
you talk to Rey, but you nod anyway.

Martin shrugs.
“Nothing is set in stone, my dear,” he says. “We could use a
little change in our lives.”
“If that’s what you want, then okay,” you relent. “I’ll get drinks
and some snacks.”

11 November 2043

TOP STORIES
SUSIE THE MOUSE SPEAKS HER FIRST WORDS
FIRST WAVE OF CAPSULE FOODS TO
BE RELEASED IN JANUARY 2044
ALIEN LIFE DISCOVERED ON ASTEROID 134340

“Water for me, please,” Martin says. “Fruits and yoghurt would
be great too.”
“The healthier choice, as always,” you say wryly. Martin laughs,
eyes lighting up slightly. “I’ll be right back.”
“Take your time.” Martin settles into the couch, the wine red
fabric starkly contrasting his pallor. “I’m not going anywhere,
after all.”

When you return, Martin is asleep.

“This is early, even for you,” Martin remarks, a note of surprise
in his voice. You toe off your shoes, placing your smart screen
on the table.
“I took transport home instead of walking,” you reply. “We
were also released early today. The staff were all called away.”
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Serotonin – LOW
Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid – HIGH

TOP STORIES
VITALIFE DECLARES BANKRUPTCY; RIOTS RAGE ON
WERE WE PLAYING GOD?
RENOWNED GENETICIST WEIGHS IN
MOVIE THEATRES SEE AN UNPRECEDENTED
INCREASE IN CUSTOMERS
The bedding is almost the same colour as Martin’s skin, and
you wish that there was a way to nudge up the saturation so that
it does.
One of Alexander Graham’s core values is respect. Hence,
when Martin says “no hospitals”, you respect his wishes.
(A part of you also understands that even hospitals, with their
advanced technology and supreme android doctors, will not save

Martin.)
“Marie,” he rasps, voice broken. Obligingly, you move closer,
grasping a papery hand between your own. “My heart, I will

Cannabichromene – HIGH
EXCESSIVE INTERNAL HAEMORRHAGING;
EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE REQUIRED
The system has detected the following anomalies.
Please contact VitaLife for assistance immediately.
“The mind is its own miracle.” You turn back to Martin at

the sound of his mild voice. “It was my fault for stretching it
beyond its limits despite knowing better.”

“That’s stupid, Martin,” you are startled at the sound of your

own voice. “It—you can’t blame yourself. No one would’ve known,

and it’s not like you were the only one who trusted VitaLife.”

(It’s your fault.)
“They had a noble cause, and we cannot blame them for their

good intentions.” Martin’s voice breaks off, and for a moment,
your heart jumps a little. “We were made to be the way we are,

and the workings of our mind are too complex for us to even

hope to comprehend.”
“Martin—”

miss you.”
Unwittingly, you glance at the blinking red letters above
the headboard, the alarm long since silenced.
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“I think I’d like a glass of water,” Martin interrupts with a
gentle smile. “Could you pour me one?”
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“I’ll be back in a minute,” you say quietly.
“Thank you.” Martin sighs, seeming to sink into the bed. After
a beat, he says softly, “I love you, Marie. I hope you know that.”

You press your lips together as the red letters fade to black.
There is a wetness on your cheeks, but you feel nothing.
FINALIST

O H , C H AR LIE
by Chloe Loh
NUS High School of Math and Science

“O

h, Charlie. When are you coming home?”
An old lady sits by her bed, her back hunched from years

of poor posture. A screen in front of her stands as still as the air in
the room. She gazes up, her bright eyes meeting the glass before

her. She smiles, and she speaks.
“Kayla said your stay at Mercy Tech Medical has been
extended for further checks, Charlie. Is it serious?”
“I will just be getting some virus scans. It’s no big deal. Kayla
will bring me home in a few days’ time.”
“That’s good. She just seems to grow so fast, doesn’t she?
I still remember little Kayla as a tiny baby. Her face was all
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scrunched up and red. When did she grow so tall? It feels like

Do note that because she has been diagnosed with Stage 4

yesterday that she was still lying in that wooden crib, struggling

Alzheimer’s Disease, she can potentially display the following

with her milk bottle. Or was it the day before that she was playing

behavioural abnormalities, including (but not limited to):

the ‘Electro-Hopscotch’ that I bought for her on her fourth
birthday, with her friends? It sure was hilarious. The blood on
their knees didn’t bother them at all…” The old lady smiled to
herself.
“Darling, you’re floating again.”
“Sorry, my dear. Little Kayla usually tells me if it happens.”
Floating… as her little Kayla had kindly put it. Yet at the age
of 20, Kayla was not so little anymore.

Do not be alarmed at these changes, as they are normal
among those with the condition at this stage.

“You seem to be floating more and more lately.”
“Well, I can’t help it. It’s because of my Alzheimer’s.”
“Maybe the new medicine will help.”

Please help her remember to take her medicine, which is
once a day before bedtime.
If there are additional exercises that the E-doctor has
recommended, including personalised weekly cognitive

“They said it would. I sure hope so.”

rehabilitation therapy (PeWCoRT) on Tablet, please monitor
,

Dear caretakers of Mdm

• getting lost even when travelling a familiar route
• finding it hard to remember the right words or names
• being unable to remember what she has just read
• a decreasing awareness of current or recent events
• losing memory of personal history

We are glad to assist your relative who is undergoing
the Stay-Home care programme. Due to her condition being
classified as “moderate”, this course of treatment has been
recommended to you subject to the monthly review by our
medical panel. Rest assured that on a day-to-day basis, our
E-doctor adaptive programs and remote dispensary will

the whole procedure from start to finish. Please use the chat
function on the E-doctor program to contact an operator
should there be any queries that have not been addressed in
the help menu.
We are grateful for your participation in the Stay-Home
care programme. Your choice has greatly helped us handle
our overwhelming elderly patient inflow.
Mercy Tech Medical

continue to monitor your aged relative.
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“Do remember to take your medicine in five minutes.”

“Yes.”

“Don’t fuss so much, Charlie. The remote pharmacist won’t let

“You can trust her.”
“But my memory has been off recently, even with the new

me forget.”
She adjusts her metal wristband. She can’t help but feel

medicine. I cannot remember so many things. This morning,

annoyed by the blinking red light on the screen. The light continues

I could not recognise Dan—my own son, my flesh and blood. I…

to flicker as the screen silently records its patient’s every word.

even hurt him. Oh, Charlie, what have I done… ?”

“I don’t know what I would do without you, Charlie… ”

“Time to get up, Ma.”
Adaptive AI technology has advanced greatly in the past

The old lady looks up, and standing in front of the automatic

decade, allowing programs that can fit into your home

sliding door is a man she almost recognises. He is in his early

network to develop and respond in an intuitive and human

fifties, in the same kind of T-shirt and shorts Charlie always

way to your requirements and responses. Our CariZe-03

wears to the coffee shop, but he looks so much older, like a man

package will assist our Silver Generation in providing

who has gone short on sleep and comfort for far too long.

assistance and feedback in a form they recognise.
Register now for free delivery and installation.

“Who are you?” she asks, wary of the stranger standing at
the doorway. He seems… familiar. But why?
“I am Dan, Ma.”
“No, you are not. How can you be my Dan when he is only
six years old?”
From his look, she sees that he knows something. And at the

“Charlie, they’re trying a new medication on me. I don’t know if

back of her head, she senses something is wrong. The wristband

I like it.”

on the old lady’s arm begins to beep softly.

“Is it Kayla?”

“Ma, please, I am your so—”
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“No, get away from me! You are not Dan. He… He is on his
way to school, with his friends…”
“Ma, listen to me…”
The man is getting agitated in a way that is familiar to her.
It is the way Dan—her son, her real son—used to get when he felt
he was being ignored.
“Where is my son? What have you done to him? Did you take
Dan away?”

“I… didn’t mean to hurt him.”
“Of course you didn’t. He’s your son.”
“Our son, Charlie. Why is he only my son when he gets into
trouble?”
“Yes, darling. Of course, I’m sure he’ll forgive you.”

The beeping quickens.

The old lady smiles in relief.

“Ma, stop playing around!”
“STOP CALLING ME YOUR MOTHER! Give him back.
Give me back my Dan!”

“Thank you. I can’t say it enough—I love you, Charlie.”
“I love you, too.”

“Ma, please. Don’t do this to me.” The man’s voice goes soft,
and his arms are raised meekly. It sounded as if he is… begging

her to stop.
More screams ensue as the old lady, now visibly distressed
from the commotion, starts throwing the smart clocks on the side
of the bed at the man. She wants her son back, not some middleaged guy who keeps calling her his mother. Her fear is real.

The beeping on the wristband becomes quicker and more
insistent until it is a pulsating whistle. The old lady, who cannot
tolerate the sound, tries to remove her wristband.
There is a sudden bite on her wrist. Then darkness.

The Emotive Response Integration (ERI) wristband contains
physiological tracking devices that, when linked to the CCTV
infrastructure, will allow us to monitor your relative’s
mental and emotional state. It also contains a GPS and local
network tracker, and an emergency sedation system*, which
will be serviced every two months by our personnel.
We strongly advise you not to inform the patient of the
tracking components, as some patients may have an adverse
response.
*Sedation effects may vary between individuals.
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medical equipment can provide the round-the-clock care she
obviously needed now.
But Kayla protests with all her might. “We can still provide

“Oh, Charlie, I screwed up again today. I am not even sure why am
I telling you this, Charlie, but I trust you will keep it secret. I went
to the store to buy a couple of apples for little Kayla. But after I left
the store, I suddenly did not know if the way home was to the left
or right. It was so embarrassing. Thank God Kayla found me on
her way home.”
If not for the secret GPS tracker-camera that was attached to
the old lady’s wristband, Kayla would have not found her, and she
would have wandered off in the wrong direction. It was installed
for her safety, just in case she got lost or was involved in any
accidents, such as being hit by a car.

In the living room, the father and daughter are in the midst
of a heated argument, one that they have been having repeatedly
over the last three years. A son, who is now more than happy to

for her…” she says. “We have done it for all these years anyways.”
“We? More like me alone, spending every waking hour looking

after her!”

“Dad! I am doing my part a s well! The medical trials…”
“You just want that promotion,” Dan cuts her off. “You don’t

want her to get better.”
“Stop saying that!”

“But isn’t that true, Kayla?” Dan shouts. “You only care about
your precious job. You don’t even bother to help out in the house
anymore!”

“I do take care of her. I let her go for the trials!”
“Oh, really? But do you know how it feels like to watch her

all day as she suffers? Do you even care about her?”

“She is my grandma!” Kayla retorted.

allow his mother to be moved into a hospice, and a grandchild

“And she is my ma!”

who cannot bear to abandon the grandmother she loves. They

Silence.

cannot seem to come to an agreement on this matter, as they are as
stubborn as the other.
The son argues that the hospice in question, a state-of-the-art
facility that was, in the mayor’s words, set up to “combat the rising
demand for elderly healthcare”, is the best place for the old lady,
since the large numbers of up-to-date E-doctors and advanced
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“There’s always the E-doctor we’ve got,” Kayla said, tearing up.

“The Donepezil doses are working. And…” she whispered, “there’s
Charlie…”

“What? Are we now entrusting her to a computer?” Dan

screams. “A ghost?”

Shocked by the outburst, Kayla starts to cry.
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“Oh, Dan, stop scolding little Kayla.” The old lady speaks up.
Their heads turn to see her standing by the doorway—barely able
to hold herself upright with her frail legs.
“You know that Kayla is still a little girl. Give her a chance.”

OH, CHARLIE
,

Dear Dr

We are glad to assist your relative who is undergoing the
Stay-Home care programme. Due to her condition being
classified as “moderate”, this course of treatment has been

Dan bites his lip.

recommended to you subject to the monthly review by our

“And little Kayla, don’t be so disrespectful to your dad. He is

medical panel. Rest assured that on a day-to-day basis, our

still your senior, and you shouldn’t keep picking fights with him.”

E-doctor adaptive programs and remote dispensary will

Kayla wipes her eyes.

continue to monitor your aged relative.

As the old lady slowly trudges back to her room, she hears soft

murmurs from behind her.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our medical
trials.

“Well, if she still can scold me, then I guess she must be fine.”

Please be informed that as the trials are taking place,

“So she can stay?”

you must adhere to the Code of Confidentiality and not

“Yes…”

divulge any information of the trials to external sources.

The old lady closes her door and then sits by her bed in front

We expect to see improvements in the test patient’s condition

of the screen.

within a few months. As a relative of the test patient, you

“Even if I were to go to that place Dan is talking about, I can
always visit you, little Kayla,” she says in a hushed voice. “And

Grandpa will be with you.”

may also be asked to do regular checks on her health during
trial intervals.
Should there be any concerns, please email my secretary,

(“But is he really here with us?” Kayla muttered under her

Aiba.

breath in a voice so low that that no one can hear.)
“I know you love your Grandpa very much too.”
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Yours sincerely,
Your colleague in science, Dr Huang
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The old lady sees her, little Kayla, opening the door of

the wrecked car and slowly climbing out from her seat. She is

No. Worse.

shaking from the impact, with her nose slightly crooked and

“Charlie is a lie.”
She wouldn’t have realised this if her mind had not finally
cleared.
Today should have been a good day. It is not raining in the
morning, with clear skies for the first time since Thursday. The
old lady finally remembers to take her Donepezil on her own,
at the correct time, without needing reminders from the smart

clocks. Breakfast is a home-cooked porridge made by Dan, and
to everyone’s surprise, she has the appetite to finish the whole
bowl.
As the day goes on, the old lady decides to listen to the

radio; the new portable one Dan and Kayla bought for her, as
recommended by the E-doctor for “emotional therapy to assist
in the ongoing cognitive rehabilitation sessions”. She sits on the
couch and listens to a smart-sounding young man rambling on
about a research breakthrough made last week, about how there is

this gene that affects Alzheimer’s, and a professor from California,
Dr Huang, has found a way to fix the source of the problems.

bruised. Kayla looks up and sees the old lady standing by the
doorway, speechless.

She forces a smile. “I am okay, Grandma. I am okay. I am okay.”
But the old lady is not. She stares at the wreckage and at her

granddaughter slowly stumbling her way towards her.
This scene is all too familiar.

Everything in her mind comes crashing down, back to the cold,

hard earth. She remembers hearing his sweet voice echoing from

her long-lost memories, chanting random gibberish in his broken
Japanese, having not spoken his mother tongue since leaving his
country. She remembers reaching out to touch his wrinkled face

while laughing at his words.

She remembers seeing him get into his car.
She remembers seeing him leave.
She remembers hearing the sound of a car crash and her

walking towards the road, towards the crash site—where he did

not get out of the car.

“Kayla will want to know this,” she thinks.

“Just like him. On that day.”

Then, she hears the sound of cars colliding outside her house.

A soft steady beeping can be heard from her wrist.

The old lady gets up from her chair and hobbles her way to
the front of the house. When she opens the front door, all she sees
are heavy smoke and flying debris. She hears the distressed shouts of

passers-by who can’t help but stare in shock and curiosity.
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The old lady slowly makes her way back into the house, ignoring

the calls from Kayla, who was now beginning to worry. The old

lady hobbles into her room, her mind racing with old memories
of happiness and of tragedy.
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She looks at the screen. She sits down and places her hands
on the keyboard. And suddenly her movements are not that of an
old woman. Programmer’s fingers move instinctively, calling up
administrator access, program documentation and source code,

with a lifetime of muscle memory behind them.
Suddenly the screen changes into an old man’s face. The old
lady just stares ahead in silence.
“Hi, darling.”
It has his face, but it is cold to the touch. It has his voice, but
it sounds too kind to be the same.
“Why couldn’t I tell?”

An old lady sits by her bed, her back hunched over from years of

poor posture. A screen in front of her stands as still as the air in
the room. She gazes up, her bright eyes meeting the glass before
her. She hesitates for a while, as if she has forgotten something,
something urgent and dark. Yet, the doubt on her face soon clears.
Then she smiles and speaks.
“Oh, Charlie. When are you coming home?”

The screen stands silent, waiting for the vocal cues it was
programmed to respond to.
“You stole him. For this sick joke!” the old lady hisses at the
screen before her.
The beeping speeds up.
“Charlie. No. You’re not Charlie. You’re CaRiZe-03. I remember.
I know. You think you can keep me from the truth? You are nothing
but a medical tool meant to ‘treat’ me. Just a video simulacrum with
his face plastered across a screen with a programmed reaction to
everything I say. You are not Charlie… He is gone… Gone!”
Enraged screams echo throughout the room, followed by the
crash of porcelain shattering against the white walls. The beeping
turns into a whistling noise and, as the shouts start to turn into
distressed cries, a sharp whoosh silences the noise. A heavy thud
ends the commotion.
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“W

elcome to our showroom, Mr Hawkes. How do you
like it, sir?”

I stared at the scene before me, quite unable to believe

my eyes.
It was my home, in its full glory, as it had been before the
conflict began. It felt as if I were at my doorstep again, stepping
onto the soft velvet carpet that tickled my soles.
I stepped forward and took in all the small details of the living
room. There was the coffee table with the rough edge, where
we had chipped it when we moved in. Our ceramic mugs sitting
exactly where we used to place them. The children’s favourite
kids’ channel was playing on the eScreen, and the remote had

SCIENCE CHRONICLES
been tossed haphazardly on the couch. Everything, exactly as
I had remembered them, where I remembered them.
“This is absolutely marvellous. How does it work?” I breathed
in disbelief, picking up a bottle of ice water and feeling the smooth
plastic beneath my fingers. It even felt cool to the touch.
The salesman beamed widely. He pulled out a white spherical
model from his coat pocket, almost as if he had been preprogrammed to answer the question.
“You see, Mr Hawkes, we are completely surrounded by nanosized spheres. They are basically tiny robots, and can be controlled
by the signals from our brain waves, which are captured by
the band around your neck. We called them robotic atoms, or
R-atoms for short. They can take any shape and colour, and have
different textures and temperatures,” he explained, demonstrating
by changing the colour of the sphere model. Yellow, red, purple,
green…
I nodded, quite entranced by how I was amongst a sea of these
robots. “Like atoms, or different cells,” I mused, taking a seat on the
leather couch. We were silent for a minute, the only noise being
the voices emanating from the eScreen show. Realising that the
screen was entirely made up of these nano-robots, I asked, “How
do they make sounds?”
“The R-atoms vibrate, sir, at the exact frequency to match
whatever sound you wish to produce,” the salesman replied
brightly.
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I nodded my thanks, feeling an odd tight feeling in my chest
as I took it all in. It felt great to be home again, to be able to feel

the comfort of our old home even after it had been destroyed in
the explosion.
I had thought that I would never feel it, much less see it, ever
again. We knew that we had to abandon our precious home when

we first heard that shrill whistle of a self-flying bomb hissing
through the air like an eagle, swooping down and taking all that
I had. The past few weeks had been a desolate period for us. My
family were as distraught as I was about losing our warm abode
and the peaceful life that we had led.

It did not take long for me to agree to the deal. Naturally, it
had cost a hefty sum, comparable to the cost of a mansion. We
would have to lower our costs and work long hours to make up
for the sum of money we would have to spend. But I was sure that
it would be worth it in the end. Nothing could be more important
to me than making my family happy.
Mere days after the payment was complete, a large package
arrived at our newly rented flat, tightly wrapped in layers of

cardboard. The intuitive packaging came apart smoothly, and
there it was, a block of nano-robots that sat innocently, like a
lifeless lump of solid, iridescent metal.
I put on the neckband, closed my eyes and thought of our
original home—the warm feeling of the lighting overhead, the
repetitive patterns on the wallpaper, every single item that had
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contributed into making our home feel comfortable. Piece by

for me when I passed her the second neck band for her to shape

piece, I conjured it to life. The R-atoms flickered and started

the R-atoms as well. It was the space that we had decided to

to spread out, each shining with a different shade, clustering

bring our children up in, the place where we first started off

together to form objects and flattening out to form surfaces. In

our journey together, as a family.

minute wave-like motions, the R-atoms had completely covered
the whole flat, in an utterly awe-inspiring display of colour and
movement.
Initially I was afraid that I would receive a negative response
from my wife, Maria. But seeing her smile so brightly brought tears
to my eyes and assured me that I had made the right choice. For
her, and for all of us. Holding her hand, I led her into the children’s
play room, where we were met with two squealing kids jumping
excitedly about, as if we were at some vacation house.

But good things never last.
A s time p a ssed, the n ano-robots st a rted to a ct str a ngely.

The room would shift when Maria walked in, as if she were a
disturbance in the water, causing a wave of motion. At first I
found it funny, but I soon realised that whatever she was doing
was changing our environment. It was always the small details.
The colour of the toothbrushes. The number of plates. The design
of the painting in our bedroom.
“I’m not doing it on purpose,” she insisted, letting out a

“Papa, look! The kids’ channel is playing.”

defeated sigh. “The room changes by itself when I walk in. It must

“Oh, is that Mr Teddy? And Mrs Purple… Mama, look!

be the R-atoms reacting to my memories.”

There’s a new toy set in my room!”

Perturbed, I dialled the number of the hotline that the

The first few weeks of staying in our new flat became more

salesman had given me, seeking some relief from this confusing

enjoyable than I could have ever dreamt. We had our beautiful

situ ation. The video call went through in seconds, and I w as

home again, and it felt as though nothing bad had ever happened

greeted with the smiling face of the salesman on my screen,

at all. Although I knew that the R-atoms could potentially make

who seemed so very delighted to see me that it almost looked

anything a reality, I had persuaded my wife that we should not

unnatural. It was then that I spotted the metallic strip bent

use them for any purpose other than what we had originally

around his neck, with the company’s name imprinted in the

intended.

strip. I realised just how much the strip resembled a metal dog

She nodded, so caught up in her emotions when she had seen

tag. “He” had been a robot all this time, and I had not noticed.

the R-atoms that she could hardly utter a word as she wandered

“Mr Hawkes, I am glad to see you. Has our product been to

about the house. I was sure that it meant as much to her as it did

your satisfaction?” the salesman began. I related to the robot our
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problem in full, noting how it did not seem fazed at all by our

before. I had to abandon being able to work from the comforts of

issue. With full confidence, it replied, “Yes, well sir, there is no

home, while Maria had found work overseas. Naturally, we were

cause for worry. It is common for two individuals to remember

disappointed by not being able to stay together for longer periods

objects slightly differently. Perhaps you could discuss it with Mrs

of time. I was kept busy as well, balancing my long hours, expenses

Hawkes and come to a consensus about how you want things

and taking care of the children.

“Kids, I’m back.” It had been another long day and I was

to be.”
I would never forget how my home, how my family, looked

ready to hit the sack. I kicked off my shoes at the doorway and

like, I thought to myself. It must be that the memory of our house

turned to smile at my children, but for a moment, something felt

was slowly fading from her mind. She was always working

out of place. Perhaps I was tired. Perhaps my eyes were playing

in her office; how could she remember the house better than I,

tricks on me. But for a moment…

who worked from home? Determine to dissolve this dispute
as soon as possible, I sought out my wife, calling her name as

I searched the house.
“Maria,” I began, “would you be very upset if I was the only
one who wore the neck band? I’m sure that I remember the house
better, and it would be very troublesome if the R-atoms keep
changing their shape.”
As expected, I was met with some disappointed and unsure

looks. But she did, quite unwillingly, reach up around her neck
and unclasp the band from around her neck. With slightly

trembling lips, she uttered, “Just promise me that you will not
change anything.”

“Papa?” the younger questioned, beady eyes looking up at
me expectantly.
Shaking off the uneasy feeling that seemed to plague me, I put on
a smile and patted her on the head. “It’s nothing dear, I’m just tired.”
As much as I loved my children, I could not keep up with their

youthful exuberance, especially on days when my work kept me
away from home. Oh, how I wish my wife were here with me!

Maria’s assignment was nearly three months long, and I counted
the days until she would be back again.
At long last, I found myself smiling excitedly, as if I were a

child like my two children, while sitting on a bench in the airport’s
arrival hall. I waited with patience, watching the automated

I promised her with full confidence.

vacuums glide along the floor, emitting soothing music, while my

Weeks crawled by. Slowly, piece by piece, we started to build

kids tottered after the passing machines.

up our lives again. The apartment and the R-atoms had cost us

Passengers started to stream out of the gates. I searched for

an arm and a leg, so both Maria and I worked harder than ever

a familiar face, hoping that I could spot her amongst the crowd.
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There! It was her, looking around for us, her luggage trailing

I had forgotten what my children looked like.

behind her.

I had thought that as long as we were together, we would be

“Mama!” the children called as they dashed to their mother’s

fine. But I had been wrong. It hadn’t taken years. It had taken

side, overjoyed to see her back in the country. Maria looked down

mere months for me to forget. The R-atoms could rebuild a

in surprise as the kids all but threw themselves at her, wrapping

house. They could rebuild a lifestyle. But I had been wrong to

their arms around her waist lovingly.

think that they could rebuild a family.

My heart warmed at the sight as I made my way over quickly.

What had I been thinking, replacing my children with robots

However, Maria’s response was quite the opposite. She backed

so small I could not even see? I had been lying to myself that we

away from the children with an alarmed and confused look on

had lost everything, making up fantasies to convince myself that

her face.

nothing had changed.

“Maria, what’s wrong? Don’t you miss our kids?” I furrowed

“What have we done?” I spoke miserably, ashamed to look at

my brows, not understanding what on earth could have made

the R-atoms taking the shape of my children, whose real bodies

her react like this.

we had buried months ago.

“The kids? Our kids don’t look like this!” she cried in horror,

Maria reached out, pulling me into a tight embrace and
mumbling, “Let’s start over again, okay? I don’t care if the house

agitatedly waving her arms.

I looked down, and for the first time in a long time, I took a

isn’t exactly like what we remembered. Let’s go home.”

proper look at our children’s faces. Their features appeared strange,

I nodded. Pushing aside the guilt that plagued me, I turned to

as if someone had modelled a clay figure but had to remake the face.

the R-atoms and willed them back into their original state. Then

Did our children have such thin noses, and high cheekbones?

I took off the neck band and took up my wife’s hand, smiling my

Did they not inherit the lovely almond shaped face their mother
had? Had their eyes always been such a light shade of brown?
I had dismissed it as exhaustion before, but there was no denying

first genuine smile in weeks. We started our journey back home,
carrying a new hope and two blocks of iridescent, shining nanorobots.

that minute wave-like motions were crossing the innocent faces of
our children, flashing iridescent when they did.
As I watched my children’s faces morph before me, a terrible

feeling started to swell in my aching chest.
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“It’s not getting any better, Sis. Haji Lane vanished two years

ago after the entire area got revamped into a singular shopping

2
SECOND PRIZE

arcade.”

“You don’t have to remind me. Pa didn’t have it two years ago

either,” I snapped brusquely, and immediately shoved a bite of rice
into my mouth to stop myself from saying any more toxic words.

“We are still having dinner, yet Pa does not even know that we

are still in the midst of it, let alone where we are eating,” Brother

AN A MYGDALA IN
A ME TAL BRAIN
by Tan Yong Yi
NUS High School of Math and Science

complained aloud, oblivious to my rising anger and Pa’s sudden
lack of appetite.

And the drip-drop of tears on two plates—Pa’s and mine.

“Shut up and eat your food.”
“Okay, okay. Don’t need to get so touchy.”
Pa’s anguish from Brother’s needless revelation made me

shove my plate away, the anger having bloated both my chest

“W

here did we last go for a meal, Pa?”
“I… I can’t really remember.”

“Don’t worry. Take your time and think a little harder, Pa.”
“Was it… was it my favourite nasi briyani stall down at Haji

Lane?”
I looked at Pa the way a mother looks at her child who can
barely recite the alphabet when other children are already reading
storybooks confidently; a disappointment tinged with guilt over
unjustified expectations.

and stomach. I took out my BioPad to check on Pa’s next round

of medication and health checkups. The glaring display projected

blue light onto my countenance, which made my use of a device
at the dinner table painfully obvious. This usually would have

made Pa grunt with displeasure and utter something along the
lines of values disappearing with each generation.
Yet today was different.
It had made Pa a slightly different person.

A person who did not know where we had, or were having,

dinner.
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that moment in time.
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you finish your meal? Do you know that Singapore wasted
approximately one billion tonnes of food last year? That is

A person who did not know that he himself was having dinner.

So, he did not care—or more accurately, did not realise—that
I was infringing a dinnertime taboo.
As Pa tried to move the rice grains on his plate around to form

some cryptic picture, I was still scrolling through the BioPad. The
nifty device was connected to various biofeedback sensors on and
inside Pa’s body, and returned information such as heart rate,
breathing rate and brain activity. All his vitals seemed normal, just
that his brain activity had been dropping these past few months. It
was no sudden stock market crash, but the weakening was present;
it was more like a company slowly running itself into insolvency.
I scrolled through the records to when Pa’s brain activity was
still high.
That was when he could still solve the daily Sudoku challenge
on the last page of the ePapers. And when he could still remember
where we last had dinner.
“Pa, who am I to you?” Awash in emotions like a drowning
sailor, I turned to Pa and asked him suddenly.
“My one and only sayang, of course,” Pa said with that familiar
grin, causing a comforting warmth to course through my body,
like drinking a steaming cup of teh halia on a rainy day.
At least he still remembers his sayang.

“A cursory scan has estimated approximately 427.5 grams
of food unconsumed on your dinner table. May I request that
144

equivalent to almost two packets of mixed vegetables with rice
for every person! Do you also know that rural communities in
other parts of the world…” A nearby sanitary android rambled on
and on in its metallic, uncaring voice, singular audio clips for each

word or phrase stitched together by a text-to-speech engine purely
motivated by the most recent awareness campaigns.
So much for the heartfelt moment Pa and I had shared just
a second ago, when our hearts had met and touched each other

in an infinite yet starless universe, satisfied in the knowledge
that despite the vast emptiness outside, the other heart would be
there, forever and always.
And our hearts remained that way even till the next day,

when we went for the appointment at the National Neuroscience
Institute.
Once at the doctor’s office, the glass panes folded into the
crevice of the doorframe and the doctor urged us to take a seat. The
first thing I noticed was a hologram on a shelf behind the doctor.
It was a floating human brain that rotated at a hypnotic pace, yet
something disturbing occurred soon after.
Splotches began to appear inside of the brain, which were
shown through a cross-section animation. The splotches grew in
size while the brain started to reduce in strands and clumps until
it looked like the inside of a sandwich loaf—a sticky, slimy
sandwich loaf with wrinkles on the outside.
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Then the next animation cut back to the exterior of the

“You can see the amyloid plaques as illuminated by the high-

brain, and the wrinkles and origami folds started to unravel and

definition cross-sectional tritium spectroencephalogram, or hdcs-

decompress, which smoothened the brain, giving it an unnatural

TSEG for short, in his hippocampi region, in Figures 10a and

sheen. Then the sheen was disrupted as holes started appearing

10b. Then, from the minute grey matter samples we have taken,

on the surface and the brain started to shrink visibly.

the tau protein-attuned ELIZA tests have shown the presence of

The sandwich loaf had become a small, sad sponge.
The animation ended with the title, A Peek at Alzheimer’s,
in neon pink and the logo of the manufacturer, was a book
projected as a hologram—a hologram on a hologram.
As my eyes were fixated on the grotesque performance, the

hyperphosphorylated tau proteins, and here we have…” The doctor
indulged us; he must have thought himself a gracious teacher giving
the public a timely education.
“I am sorry, but I have to stop you right there. We all understand—
my Pa has it.”

doctor broke my gaze by finally speaking: “It seems that you are

Suddenly, there was a cold snap in the room.

enraptured by the hologram behind me.”

“I guess you are here to hear the treatment options then. I will
take my leave then, because as advanced as our diagnostics are in

“Apologies, sir.”
“I am afraid what you just saw is the very same process
going on right now in your father’s brain, except at a much slower
speed.”
Suddenly, the hologram behind the doctor no longer looked
very attractive. It was almost as if I had cracked open Pa’s skull
and that was the very thing I found inside—a time-lapse of brain

degradation that ended wryly with the neon pink words, A Peek
at Alzheimer’s, and a hologram of a book hologram.
In a split second, the hologram had transformed from an
educational tool to something very real and frightening.
The doctor then proceeded to taunt us with all the medical
evidence that my Pa’s brain was sloughing off, as if his heartbreaking visible changes had not been proof enough.
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identifying cases of Alzheimer’s, which you clearly have no interest
in, our therapeutics are nowhere there yet.”
His words smarted like a smear of chili padi on my cheeks and
my blood boiled from embarrassment and anger.
As the doctor shuffled the tabs upon tabs of medical evidence

on the suspended quantum-dot display into a virtual folder, he
continued: “However, there are clinical trials for a very radical and
novel treatment of Alzheimer’s. They claim that it might cure the
disease and even reverse its damage.”
The apparently good news flushed the burn of the chili padi from
my cheeks, and some semblance of a smile took hold of my lips.
“But the risk is very high. To put it plainly, they will be injecting
some liquid metal into your father’s brain. It’s a new treatment,
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A week later, we had another appointment, this time at the

pharmaceutical company doctor had introduced to us previously.

The smile disappeared as quickly as it came.
“The choice is yours. But the medications that are currently
available for Alzheimer’s, such as donepezil and rivastigmine,

only slow down its onset, and their mechanisms are…” The doctor
paused for a while and shot me a dirty look.
“But I guess you aren’t interested in the diagnostics. So, are
you interested in the clinical trials?”
“The liquid-metal-in-the-brain is worth a shot, right?” the
sudden interjection by my unusually silent brother reminded me
of his existence for the first time that day.
I turned to look at Pa. He was slobbering all over the desk
while flicking at one of the biofeedback pads on his right arm. He
then turned to me and said in a child-like voice, ”I need to go pee.”
I could not bear to see Pa like this, hence I silently nodded to
the doctor.
“Great. Here’s the name card of the pharmaceutical company
in charge of these trials. I will ping them of your interest and they
will be contacting you shortly.”
The doctor then shut his quantum-dot display, collapsed it
into a rod for portability, and briskly shuffled out of the door.
I turned to look at Pa, his wincing frown showed that he could
barely hold it in.
“Come, Pa, let me take you home.”
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The moment we stepped out of the hyperloop, a sucrose-sweet
hope enrobed my heart.
The building resembled a Rubik’s Cube made of silver and
glass, which glittered excessively in the tropical sunlight. From afar,
it would have stood out as a magnesium white glare that would
permanently sear anyone’s cornea. As we were about to enter the
building, the panes of silver and glass suddenly transformed to give
a different permutation of clear crystal and reflective metal.

Glass had turned to silver, and silver to glass. It left me in awe,
even as we entered the office of the public relations officer.
“So, are you here to sign your father up for the NeuroRegain
trials?”
I nodded.
“All right, just sign here, here and here.” The officer enlarged the
liability form and legal consent form on the quantum-dot display
and pointed impatiently at the fields we needed to fill.

“As you read through those walls of text, I will just run you
through on the procedure.” The officer stood up and paced around
us while casting a watchful eye on Pa, like a hawk circling its prey.
“So, NeuroRegain is a novel regenerative medicine that our company
has released, which essentially incorporates nanomachines into the
brain to function as neurons. It is akin to a ferrofluid, but of course
not composed of iron filings, but a proprietary mix of other metals
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and proteins. How it functions is very similar to how a neuron

Pa looked blurry in the sea of tears that enveloped my eyes,

does—it can conduct electricity, so it can pass signals.” The officer

and as the androids pushed him away, I could only shout, “Your

then gave Pa a light prod on the shoulder and said, “Zap!”

sayang will come for you in a few days!”

“It can change shape freely and form extensions, so it exhibits
plasticity like a normal neuron. Thus, they can make new connections
with themselves or with existing neurons, so your father can learn
new things and make new memories. Lastly, with a healthy diet, the
nutrients can be used by the nanomachines to duplicate copies of
themselves, making more neurons in the process!”
“This is amazing!” I was unable to hold back my elation.
Pa could watch plays with me.
Pa could play badminton with us before a meal of thosai.
Pa could remember what he had for dinner.
That he was having dinner.
“Your signing of the form means that your father is fully
committed to the trial now, thus he is subject to our observation
and should strictly follow our instructions, as per the terms

stated here,” the officer gave what seemed like a kilometre-long
document a casual scroll from top to bottom in seconds.
“You may leave your father in our care now.”

“Sayang loves you!”
My outburst of love, longing and grief rang hollow as it
reverberated through the cold steel walls of the unfeeling office.
At the same office two days later, Pa was waiting at the table

for us while tapping away at a Sudoku puzzle on the quantumdot display. Upon seeing us, Pa smiled and waved excitedly; the
numbers continued appearing on the blanks as Pa’s finger took
on a life of its own.
“Here you go, brand new!” the officer chirped as he dusted Pa’s
shoulders and nudged him off the seat and into my embrace.
“The NeuroRegain procedure was done without mishap on
your father, and the results are astounding! The nanomachines
immediately integrated into the brain tissue with no rejection and
as soon as your father woke up, he wanted to do puzzles. By the

time you arrived, he had finished around forty of these…”
“Sudoku,” Pa answered for the officer, which embarrassed him
greatly.

I held Pa’s veiny hands in mine and kissed his forehead as a

“Yeah, these weird number puzzles. Well, great news—you

few nursing androids approached from nowhere and started

can bring your father home now. Our observations will be done

changing Pa into a surgical gown.

through the BioPad system on your father’s body as well as

“Pa, who am I to you?” I asked.
“My sayang, of course.”
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through a few more diagnostics issued to your father through
email. Goodbye!”
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This persisted until he spent his time either eating or reading,

“Goodbye!”
My mood was dizzyingly good that day.
However, the goodbye turned out to be not meant for the
officer, but for Pa.
The first week Pa was at home was spent doing the things we
used to do together before it happened—discussing the morning

and nothing else. When Pa walked out of his room to eat something,

his gaze would never fall on any of us, as though he alone lived in
the house.
Pa had changed.
So I brought him back to the company, and the nursing androids

news, doing the household chores and preparing meals. Pa’s

pushed Pa, dressed again in a surgical gown, to another opaque

liveliness had returned, and his eyes shone not from rheum, but

room.

with an incomprehensible wisdom.
However, Pa’s behaviour became erratic again, and this
time, it was not the cause.

I cooled my heels anxiously while the officer stared at me
with a saccharine smile.
“Just sit tight; the report will be out in minutes.”

One morning, as we were discussing the contents of the

It felt like hours—no, days. But it was true, Pa reappeared in

ePapers, I noticed Pa’s lack of empathy as he uttered his opinions.

half an hour, and the saccharine smile from the officer became

Warmth had been sapped from him, and in its stead were cold

sweeter, sweet as sucralose.

and calculative logic, almost as if transistors ran in his head and

heart instead of feelings.

“I am sorry to say this, but something terrible, terrible has
happened to your father.”

Pa’s change became more pronounced with each passing day.
He no longer tucked into his favourite ayam masak merah, instead
weighing his rice, vegetables and poached chicken by the gram.
“I need optimal nutrition to maximise my life expectancy,” he
explained.

The heel cooling stopped.
“His skull now contains nothing but metal. Alzheimer’s had
destroyed almost every part of his brain, save for a small piece of
the amygdala that processes emotions and memories associated
with it. The nanomachines happily filled up that vacuum but were

Pa did not even talk to my brother or me as often as he had
in the past and would spend time in his room reading books—in

unable to replicate the vast connections your father’s brain initially
had.”
“What does that mean?” I tried holding back the tears.

order of genre.
And further sorted alphabetically.
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“Your father’s brain has become a computer.”
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“No, it can’t be. Pa is not dead yet!”
“Of course, he isn’t,” the officer snickered at my response. “But
he is an entirely different person now.”
Was computer-in-the skull Pa the same as brain-in-the-skull
Pa? I turned to him, and through my throat stretched taut from
sadness, I choked out, “Pa, who am I to you?”
Pa stared at me inquisitively, before answering.
“A female person with a direct biological relation to me.”
I bawled, and hammered at his chest, desperate to open the
doors and find a way into his soul somewhere.
“Not sayang?”

AN AMYGDALA IN A METAL BRAIN
I hugged Pa close to me and his arms, like two blind, quivering
snakes, enveloped me slowly.
“He’s going to flatline soon!”
His fingernails dug slightly into my flesh as I buried my face
into his shoulders.
“The trials will be done for if he dies. Hurry!”
Then his grip loosened, and his whole body collapsed onto mine
like a sack of potatoes.
“He’s gone.”
I put my lips close to Pa’s ear and whispered, “Sayang loves
you.”

Pa was silent, and I bawled louder.

Perhaps it was for the best.

Then I saw something glistening on his cheek. Upon that
unsmiling countenance lay a single teardrop.
The amygdala that processes emotions and the memories associated
with it.
“I am suddenly registering high activity on your father’s
amygdala! It is short-circuiting the nanomachines!” the officer said
as he rushed back to a frantically beeping quantum-dot display.

What I saw in that tear was all of Pa’s joy and anguish.
“His vitals are dropping fast! Can we get the medical androids
in, now?”
All the words he wanted to tell me.

“Come on, we have a dying man, for the love of—”
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“You have to let me do this.”
Jack swallowed. “I know.” He stared at her for a moment longer, until

3

her face burnt into the backs of his retinas, until her wide, bugging eyes,
crooked nose and half-parted lips burnt new neuron pathways into
his brain.

THIRD PRIZE

She looked away, and the moment ended. Distantly, he thought
about how they would only ever have moments.
And then he jumped.

DE E PE R
by Kristina Gweneth Ponce Simundo
St. Joseph’s Institution
It felt like he was on fire, and numb with frostbite, all at once. He

H

could feel the hair on the back of his neck rise, and perspiration
e looked down the gaping hole of seemingly endless
darkness, of which he was standing on the lip of the cliff

that rose out of it.

rolled down his back in rivulets that felt like spider legs
scrambling across his skin.

Then he didn’t feel anything at all.

He remembered what happened when he was last here. Except
that he wasn’t standing on the edge then—she was.
“I wish you didn’t have to go.”
She shook her head without turning around.

Seven years ago

“I have to. The answers are all in there. I know they are.”
He could hear her start a sentence before she caught herself, keeping
her distance, keeping her back to him. Finally, Esme turned around and
Jack looked at her for the last time.

The first time Jack learnt about the Hole was when he was in

Primary 5. It was also the first time he had actually spoken to
Esme.
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“Singapore might be small,” Mrs Tan said excitedly, like if

He was halfway through doodling a new sketch on the inside

she sounded excited enough, the information would just… diffuse

of his wrist (he was going to call it the Starman) when suddenly he

into their brains automatically. It didn’t really do much for Jack.

was pulled back to reality.

“But we are significant in the physics community at large—and

“Earth to Jack,” Mrs Tan said, frowning. Jack felt like he was

that’s because of the Hole. Does anyone know anything about the

crashing back down through the atmosphere. He could feel his

Hole?”

face heating up.

To no one’s surprise, a hand three seats along the first row
shot up immediately. Jack wanted to roll his eyes, but if he did
that every time Esme raised her hand to answer a question,
they’d fall right out of his eye sockets. Even at the tender age
of 12, Esme Lee had already cultivated a reputation for herself
pretty, bright, liked by most. But Jack found her wildly annoying.
“The Hole is one of the most fascinating scientific phenomena
of the 21st Century.” There it was. Esme’s annoying voice carried
across the classroom. Not only did she speak at warp speed, but

she was also so, so loud. Jack had nicknamed her Chewie in his
head because her voice really was as grating as a Wookie cry or
maybe even worse.
“But it’s also one of the most complex, and no one knows much
about it yet,” Esme continued. There is now gesturing involved.

God, Jack thought. “What we do know, however, is that the Hole
seems to be some kind of… rip in time.”
“Like a wormhole,” Mrs Tan interjected, the fire in her voice
rivalling Esme’s. That was about when Jack zoned out.
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“Um. I don’t know…?”
Mrs Tan sighed. She did that a lot whenever she called on
Jack in class. It wasn’t Jack’s fault that he didn’t find science that
interesting, and didn’t feel the need to contribute to the lesson in
any way, shape or form.

“See me after class, Jack.” Jack felt a meteorite crash into the
world of his daydreams, shattering everything immediately.
The end of class arrived way too fast. Jack walked over to the
front of the teacher’s desk while everyone rushed out for recess,
feeling like an astronaut lumbering in a big clunky space suit.
He’d never been called to see a teacher after class before.
“Jack.” Mrs Tan looked like she wanted to take off her glasses
and pinch the bridge of her nose. But she didn’t, because she was
a nice teacher like that. Jack felt a note of sympathy for her, but

only for a moment.
“I’ve noticed you haven’t been paying attention in class.”
“I’m sorry,” Jack said quickly, knowing she would finish
faster if he just cooperated. “I’ll do better next time.”
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Mrs Tan stared at him for a beat longer before looking at

When Jack woke up, his body aching in places he didn’t even

someone over his shoulder. Jack felt a horrible feeling wash over

know could ache, he remembered why he hated science so much.

his body, finally realising what was about to happen and being

Because science made Esme do stupid things, which made
Jack do stupid things to save Esme from her stupid things, which

powerless to stop it.
“Actually, I think you could use a bit more help! Esme here

made them end up in stupid situations like this.

has kindly agreed to tutor you outside of class, just so you can

But this was different. Jack had never been alone in it before.

keep up with the lessons.”

Fear gripped his heart in one white-knuckled hand and trailed its

No, Jack thought. No no no no. “I mean, if you think that will

icy fingers up his spine with the other. He pushed it down. Fear
would have to wait. He had to find Esme.

help, sure!”
In the past five years of being in the same class, Jack had never
spoken a single word to Esme. And he wanted it to remain that
way, but Mrs Tan, Esme and the whole universe were apparently

“Oh good. You’re awake.”
Jack jerked up from where he was faceplanted on the ground,
jumping at the voice. He squinted against the sharp sunlight,

against him.

scrambling to shield his eyes even though he really shouldn’t

“Hi.”

have been moving that fast. Jack had never gotten blackout drunk

Jack turned to face her, though desperately not wanting to.

before, but he imagined that this was what the morning after

“Are you free Tuesdays?”

would feel like—like planets exploding and scorching his retinas

The moment they spilt out into the hallway, Jack turned
to face Esme. “I’m going to absolutely hate this. I hate science.”

and causing tremors in his brain, all at once.

He tried to find the source of the voice, and distantly, he
wondered about what was so familiar…

I hate you.
Esme rolled her eyes. “Oh, don’t be so dramatic. When I’m
finished, you’ll love science, too!”

He met eyes so dark they were almost black. A familiar set
of eyes.
His own.
Jack stood there gaping, his brain trying to work through the
fog of pain to gain some coherence. He felt like he was going to
black out again.
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“Yeah, okay, get over yourself already,” the ‘Other’ Jack said,
lifting a hand to scrub through his hair. “I’m you.”
Jack wondered whether he was this annoying, too. He barely
suppressed the urge to groan.
“What?” Jack finally managed to get words out. He felt
like he was waking up in bits and pieces, easing his way into
full consciousness. It felt like fighting sleep off after a day of
exhaustion.
“God, you’re slow.” The ‘Other’ Jack wrinkled his nose at him.
Jack felt vaguely offended. “I’m Artemis. Actually, what I said
earlier was a lie… I’m not exactly you, per se. I’m some alternate

DEEPER
“The Hole, obviously,” Artemis chirped, already starting to
make his way through the foliage. Jack could barely take in what
was around him. Fungi wrapped around tree trunks in bursts
of colour like a Pollox painting. He looked up and couldn’t see
where the canopy of trees ended and the sky began, the only
source of light being weak rays of sunlight falling upon them
like shimmery gold spilling from above. The air was heavy with
the scent of flora weighing down on them, the humidity so thick
that it was almost stifling. Distantly Jack strained to hear birds
chirping.
“Well, technically, this is only the very first layer of it.”

universe version of you. I ended up being the version that stays

“There are other layers?” Jack frowned.

in the Hole.”

“Like, a gazillion.” Jack winced as Artemis uncaringly trampled

“What?” Jack felt like an idiot.
“Honestly, I wouldn’t be able to tell you anything else about

a flower that seemed to hold the full spectrum of colour underfoot,

uncaringly. “The deeper you go, the weirder things get, though.”

it. I don’t know the scientific jargon behind it, anyway. All you

“‘Weird’?”

have to know is that I’m another version of you.” Artemis paused

“Yeah. It affects your psyche as well. I don’t think anyone’s

to look Jack up and down. “The smarter version, apparently.”
Jack sat up properly, feeling a bit more real now. He looked
past Artemis, at the glowing purple leaves curling around his
ankles and the thick, luscious vines curling up the mass of trees
around them. And then the vine opened up to reveal a sleepy eye
at him before blinking shut. Jack scrambled up to his feet.

“Where are we?” he said slowly, feeling the words form in his

made it past the fourth layer, actually.”
“There are others?”
Artemis raised his eyebrows. “Uh huh. Okay, stop talking.

We still have a long way to go.”
Jack felt as if he were floating. Everywhere he looked, things
seemed to be changing before his eyes. Where that huge branch
was once yellow, it was now fluorescent when he shot a glance
back at it. Even the floor seemed to shift beneath him, almost

mouth weirdly.
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as if the foundation of the place was constantly changing and

Jack didn’t want to meet her hard, judgemental gaze. He

evolving. Jack wished Esme was here to see this. Then the gravity

didn’t want to do any more physics questions. He didn’t want to

of the situation came rushing back up to meet him.

at all, in fact. The end of his weekly session with Esme seemed

He walked faster to catch up to Artemis, who was ploughing
ahead. Jack reached out to catch his arm in a bruising grip.

“Artemis. There’s… I need to tell you something. I’m looking
for someone. I need to find my—my…”
“I know,” Artemis said, looking at Jack carefully. It was the
first time he had resembled anything like Jack, the first time Jack
recognised anything in the other boy’s face other than when he’d
initially met his eyes. “But we have to get off this layer first—it’s
too volatile. Everything is changing. If we stay any longer, we
will, too.”

light years away.
“I just—I don’t get why you’re so interested in all of… this. It
just seems so boring to me—numbers that lead to nowhere and
hypothesising about things we can’t even see.”
Esme shot him a dirty look—he felt like she was about to
melt him like she was the sun. “Science is not just numbers, Jack.
It explains things, but it also wants you to look beyond what we
already know—science is all about pushing boundaries, testing

limits, taking risks.” Her eyes softened. Jack wished she did that
more often, light up like that—it made her less annoying. “It’s
about diving headfirst into the unknown to pursue understanding.
And the more you understand, the more you don’t. Science is the

root of everything.”
Jack stared at her for a moment. It felt like the world had tilted
Seven years ago
“Have you ever seen this before?”

on its axis and he’d never seen her before. Not like this, anyway.
“Think about it like how you think about your art. It makes
the world seem less scary.” And just like that, the moment was
shattered.

“Um. No.”
Across from him, Esme sighed and it felt like she was blowing

gusts of stardust into his face. It felt like the millionth time she’d
sighed in the past hour.
“We went through this in class yesterday.”
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“How do you know I do art?” Jack asked defensively. Esme
knitted her eyebrows together and tilted her head slightly.
“I mean, you always have tiny ink drawings up and down your
arms, and I think they’re—”
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“Esme, hurry up! We’re going to be late for the movie!”
“Sorry!” Esme called out as she shoved books and bits and

pieces of paper into her bag. “Anyway, just do the last bit of this
chapter, we’ll go through it next—”

DEEPER
“Where are we, anyway?” Jack couldn’t see anything beyond
the glowing strips of light that allowed him to see where he was
going.
“Second level,” Artemis said distractedly. He was squinting

“Esme!”

into the darkness ahead of them. “This is the in-between level

Jack frowned at Derek who was leaning against the side of

before we get to the good stuff.”

the door pane. “I don’t know why you like that asshole.”

“That’s such a horrible word,” she said, pushing her hair

Silence fell between them. Jack tried not to squirm in it.
The squeaking of his sneakers against the smooth, metallic floor

up out of her face. “And also, what do you care about who I’m

rang out in the darkness like an ugly sound. The noise ricocheted off

friends with?”

the walls and grated at his frayed nerves.

“I don’t,” Jack shrugged.

“So. You know Esme?”

She stopped halfway to the door to turn back to face him.

“Okay then. Bye.”

Jack didn’t reply. He never found out what Esme had thought
of his art.

Artemis glanced at him over his shoulder before facing

forward again. Jack noticed the line of his shoulders tensing up.
He felt like he’d said something wrong, like he’d crossed a line,
but he didn’t know what.
“I had an Esme,” Artemis said, softly. He felt far away again.
“Her name was Caroline.”
“Had? What do you mean—”

Jack jerked awake, but this time, Artemis was already dragging

him by the hand into what seemed like a labyrinth with only
strips of light along the sides guiding their way. The air was stale

and musty, and Jack felt like sneezing.

“Get used to having to wake up,” Artemis said, sounding far

“We’re here,” Artemis interrupted. Suddenly, Jack’s eyes felt
so heavy, like someone was pushing down on his eyelids with
their fingers, and the last thing he saw before he slipped into
unconsciousness was Artemis’ face—no, his own reflection—
staring down at him.

away even though he was less than an arm’s length away. “That’ll

happen for every level we go down.”
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Seven years ago
Esme shut the book and leant forward on her elbows. Jack didn’t
feel like leaning back anymore, not like he would have three
months earlier.
But three months earlier, Jack had just started weekly peer
tutoring sessions with Esme. Three months ago was before she
had started inviting him over, before he had started staying over
when their study sessions extended late into the night, before he
had figured out how he liked her eggs in the morning when Mrs
Lee had to rush off for work and Jack had woken up earlier than
Esme (as he always did). Three months earlier was before Jack
and Esme had become, well, Jack and Esme.

“Okay, we’re done with the Hole. You’re basically all caught up.”
Jack shut the book slowly, refusing to meet her eyes. He felt
a horrifying, nauseating feeling crawl up from the base of his

stomach and lodge itself in his throat. Does this mean I don’t get to
see you anymore?

DEEPER
Esme looked at him like he was an alien. Jack felt like that
a lot—like he was an alien.

“Yeah…? I mean, you come over all the time, and you made
me watch all the Lord of the Rings movies with you, and we go
to school and sit at lunch together every day. Obviously we’re
friends.” Jack couldn’t tell if the note of exasperation creeping
into her voice was more affection or more annoyed. Esme was
always a mixture of both around him. “And you know I like my

eggs scrambled. So…”
“I guess.” Jack shrugged. Esme rolled her eyes. Again. She
really was going to get a headache if she didn’t stop.
“Anyway, scoot over. I have a video about the Hole I want to
show you.”
“I still don’t like science, okay.” Jack glared at her, but moved
over to make space for her on her bed.
“Well,” Esme said, pulling out her laptop, “at least I gave it
a shot.”

“No, silly,” Esme said, rolling her eyes. She was always rolling
her eyes at him. Jack swallowed. He hadn’t even realised he’d said
it out loud, but he was doing a lot, lately—just saying things as he
thought them. Jack never did that with anyone. Not until Esme.
“We’re still friends. Obviously.”
Jack looked at her.
“I mean—I—we’re friends?”
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“Don’t move.”
Jack’s eyes fluttered open, but it didn’t make a difference.
Everything was pitch black. He could feel grass pressed against
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his back, and Artemis’ arm pressed up against his, but worst of

to burst out of his chest and he couldn’t hear anything except

all, he could hear heavy breathing from somewhere he couldn’t see.

his own blood racing in his ears and his footsteps coming frantic and

He squeezed his eyes shut. He could feel Artemis shaking.
“Jack,” Artemis said lowly. Jack couldn’t breathe. He felt like
he was going to die lying down on grass that was making his legs
itch, in the darkness where no one would hear him scream.

panicky, like his heartbeat. His lone pair of footsteps. The burst
of fear was so palpable that he could taste it like grimy, acrid ash
on his tongue.
“Artemis!” he screamed, like it was being ripped from his

“I’m going to count to three, okay. You’re going to have to run.”

throat. No one answered. He couldn’t see anything. He couldn’t

No, Jack thought. No no no no. “Okay. Yeah. Okay.”

hear anything. He couldn’t do anything but run.

“One,” Artemis started. The breathing seemed to get closer.
Jack bit down on his tongue just so he wouldn’t scream.
“Two.” Jack was shaking so much he felt like whatever it was
would get him anyway. But he thought of Esme. He thought of
Esme, with hair gleaming golden in the sunlight and curling up to
watch movies in her living room.
Jack held his breath.

Jack pushed past what felt like light years of darkness before
he started to hear the growling.
He looked over his shoulder.
The creature rose on its hind legs, and for a moment, some of
the moonlight filtering in through the canopy of leaves caught on
its scales. It gleamed in the light, revealing its grey, reflective body
and the centre of its face to Jack. Jack stared right into rows and

“Three!”

rows of teeth as the creature forced open its gaping wound of a

Then he ran.

mouth and let out the worst scream.
He didn’t think he could do it, but he forced himself to run
faster.
No. Jack’s brain felt like it was on fire. Think, think, think.
He spotted it a mile away—the curve of a rock jutting out of

Jack was burning. He was burning all over. The fire seemed to be

the ground, barely visible under the faintest strips of moonlight.

licking up his legs and nipping at his ankles but Jack still couldn’t

Jack’s heart rate couldn’t stop rising. He felt hope beginning to

see anything even though he thought he could smell smoke. It

swell within his chest, and if he could just reach the rock in time,

was like he was running in space. His heart felt like it was going

if he could just—
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Jack tripped and rolled over three times before stumbling to
a stop. He heard the creature before he saw it pounce on him.
A scream pushed its way out of his throat, and he felt like his

vocal chords were being shredded into pieces. The creature was an

DEEPER
“It’s just for this internship,” Esme continues, as if Jack wasn’t
trying to burn holes into the side of her head with only his eyes.
As if Jack didn’t know. “I’ll be gone for, like, only a month and

then—”

animalistic, vicious monster, clawing and scratching at his clothes

“You’re going into the Hole.” In retrospect, Jack supposed he

without pause. Jack swore he didn’t breathe for the few moments

didn’t mean to sound so accusatory, but he… he couldn’t stop the

it took for him to fight his way out from beneath it, scrambling to get

way his heart seemed to leap up and crash down into the base of

onto his feet and keep running. He heard the creature let out a series

his ribcage all at once. The howling of the wind seemed to have

of cries behind him, each one more shrill and more broken than the

quieted, the rustling of the tops of the trees falling silent like a

last.

hushed whisper. Jack swallowed. He couldn’t stop. His throat was
Jack leapt over the rock and rolled into the crevice behind it.

suddenly so dry.

He landed terribly, and pain lit up his whole body like the flames

Esme’s eyes flickered over to him, and away again. “Jack.”

that were cradling him. And then he felt… nothing.

“I can’t believe you.” There it was again. That hitch in his
voice. But Jack couldn’t even think of that right now. It felt like
Esme and him were two stars suspended in space and Jack… Jack
was about to combust.
“You know how dangerous it is!”

One year ago
“I’m going to be away for a while.”
Jack sat up but forced himself to do so slowly, afraid of falling
off. Esme stayed where she was, her back against the brick roof
they were perched on. Jack swallowed, and the unsettling feeling
in the pit of his stomach had nothing to do with how high up
they were, for once.

“I know,” Esme said, still looking away. For a split second,
she seemed so far away from him. And that, more than anything,
terrified Jack. “But Jack… I’ve wanted to. Ever since we were
eleven. Before that, even. I’ve always wanted to… And this—this
is for research, anyway. This will help us understand it, close it
down, or maybe find a way to channel it through other means—”
“Someone else can do that,” Jack said, sounding desperate.
He was desperate. He could feel himself losing her already. “You
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DEEPER
“Sorry,” Artemis said, looking over him worriedly. “It’s just
that you need to get up. She’s here.”

Just—”
And suddenly Esme was looking at him. He trailed off in the

middle of his sentence, falling silent as he met her eyes.
“Jack, do you want me to stay?”
Jack wanted to say yes. But he also knew that wasn’t really
what she was asking. (Esme always said one thing and meant
something else entirely.) He just couldn’t answer the other thing

Jack rushed to stand up, fighting up the wave of nausea that
crashed into him when he does. Artemis reached out to steady
him, but he pushed past his outstretched arm, walking ahead.
It dawned on him where they were.
“I don’t get it.” Jack looks over at Artemis questioningly.
“Why are we here?”
Artemis shrugged. “She’s up there. Go to her.”

right now.
He felt like he could reach over and kiss her.
“I don’t want you to go.”

Jack had a billion questions racing through his mind, but all
he could really think about was Esme.

But he didn’t, and the moment had passed. Esme looked away
and her fingers started twisting a loose thread from her sweater
around her fingers. Jack watched, transfixed. He always was

transfixed with Esme.

So he walked through the front door, one that he’d walked
through countless times before.
It was Esme’s front door.
He padded up the stairs quietly. Everything felt so familiar—

“I’m going, Jack. There’s nothing you can really do to stop me.”

the smell of eggs cooking in the kitchen, the dappled sunlight

Jack wished he’d done something.

streaming in through the blinds. Jack could even see Esme’s
science textbooks strewn across the dining room table. He
continued climbing up.
Jack went to the rooftop, because there was no other place
Esme would be.

Jack woke up to Artemis gripping his shoulders so hard that he
felt like they would dislocate.
“Ow,” he winced. “Stop it.”
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Now
She looks exactly the same. She’s hunched over her physics
textbook, poring over the pages. Her brown hair cascades down

DEEPER
And he decides to do something about it.

So he pulls her closer and their lips meet. And the world goes
white, like a supernova going off between them.

her back where she’s tucked it behind her ears so it won’t get in
the way of her eyes when she is reading. Her eyes rove over the
pages avidly, taking in information and learning because that’s
just who Esme is. It feels like he only saw her yesterday, and not
a year ago, when she had disappeared into the Hole.

For a moment, Jack’s chest aches so much that it feels like a
star is being born somewhere within his ribcage.
“Esme,” Jack breathes out. It feels less than a whisper but
louder than anything he’s ever said.
She looks up at him, finally. And she doesn’t knit her eyebrows
together, or wrinkle her nose, or explain anything. She flips her
textbook shut and puts it aside carefully, making her way across
the rooftop carefully to get to him.
“Well, it took you long enough.”
And Jack laughs. Because she’s so ridiculously her, and

looking at her feels like staring right into the sun. And he can’t
stop himself even though he can feel his eyes stinging.
“I found the answers, I know now,” she continues. She’s at
warp speed again. She’s always at warp speed. “I know how to
close the Hole. I know how to end this.”
Not for the first time, Jack wants her to shut up about science
for once.
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and they trickle down into the tiniest of flowers, small, precious
and perfect. It is a tree of absolute wonder. Aleia takes one step

forward, almost involuntarily.
There’s a meow at her feet, reeling her back to reality. She
looks down at a grey cat twining itself around her bare legs. It
FINALIST

rubs its face against her beat-up sneakers and she holds her breath.
She’s never been a big fan of cats. In her opinion, they’re kind of
terrifying—their claws; their teeth. The way you never have any
idea what they’re thinking.

T EC H N I COL OUR WO NDER
by Silvia Suseno
Nanyang Junior College

The cat walks a few feet forward, then stops and looks back
at her. It’s the clearest sign ever, so she follows it down the hill
and up the other one towards the lovely purple tree. As they

near the house, it dawns on her that she really is in the middle of
nowhere. The hills tumble away from her and the house and the

I

t is late in the afternoon the day Aleia arrives. The summer
sun is still stubborn and strong, melting sunlight all over her

feet as she stands at the top of a neighbouring slope, studying the

house that sits before her, a hill away.
It is blue. Plain blue. She wouldn’t have been able to think of
a better description for it if she tried. It is the most generic blue

in the whole entire universe. But next to it—oh! The tree. For that
one she wouldn’t be able to find nearly enough words for it even if

tree for ages and ages in all directions, and tip over the horizon
like they wrap around the whole world in one massive green
blanket. It makes her feel extremely uncomfortable.
Then the tree stands just two steps away and the cat is nowhere
to be seen. She doesn’t know whether she’s been breathing at all
this whole time. One hand reaches out to touch the purple and the
petals shiver as her fingertips graze their surface. Aleia yanks her
hand back. This place cannot be real. The trees are alive.

she spent a million years with her nose stuck in an encyclopaedia.
The tree is dripping with flowers, purple, white and fairly glowing,
as if crafted from magic. Every blossom is bubbling over another,
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“I’m going to put it out there, Doctor Lee.” The lab technician
stares at the panels before him. “I’ve never seen anyone fall into the
first stage of REM sleep so quickly.”
“Rapid eye movement,” the woman on his right sighs, looking
through the glass wall before them. A child, covered with a plain
blue blanket, lies in the corner of the room on an iron frame bed.
She’s curled up on her side, her black hair splayed out across the
pillow. There’s a web of wires wrapped around her skull, and
three more on her chest, trailing out from underneath her hospital
gown. And she’s perfectly still, except for her fluttering eyelids.
Lee leans over to study the panels, noting the child’s fast, irregular
heartbeat and lowered body temperatures. “What we’re doing is
working, Mark.”
Lee walks out of the room and down a hallway, lit starkly
with strip lighting, which opens into the waiting room. There’s a
woman sitting in one of the grey armchairs, clutching her purse
and peering anxiously at Lee as she approaches. Lee clasps her

clipboard to her chest. “She’s doing very well, in case you wanted
to know.”
The woman smiles a little nervously. “Thank you.”
Lee smiles benevolently. And when she goes back and tells
Mark about how she responded, the two have a little chuckle.
This is new. Most of their clients are the opposite of this lady—
nonchalant, demanding, arrogant. But it’s not in their job
description to know the story of this lady and this child, so they
turn back to face the glass in silence.
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Aleia hasn’t seen anybody around yet. She doesn’t really dare go

into the house without an invitation, so she’s been sitting on the
grass beside the tree for hours now, just close enough to be very
nearly bowled over by the beauty of the tree and its flowers. She
feels like she’s ascended to another plane, floating through time
and space with no concept of a tangible being. The hills have

blurred into one long bump before her eyes, and it’s almost like
she’s withdrawn so far into herself that she’s gone somewhere
else altogether.
So when a figure suddenly appears over the hill in the distance,
it takes a while for her brain to register that she’s not alone any
more. She has to wrench herself back to the present, struggling to
focus on any one thing. She stands up slowly to greet the newcomer,
and her knees are sour from being bent for so long. And something

overcomes her in that moment, and she does something she would
never normally do. She waves at this stranger. A big, looping, “look
at me!” wave.

The stranger waves back, and Aleia must still be way out of
it, because the other person is in front of her all of a sudden like
they weren’t a whole kilometre away two seconds ago. Aleia tries
not to look too startled.
“Hi,” she says, a bit panicky.
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The other person gives her a brief smile, but doesn’t say

Her heartbeat has shot up all of a sudden. Both scientists watch

anything. They keep walking past her, towards the front of the

the panel monitoring her heart with interest. It’s gone high, but

blue house. Aleia follows after them hesitantly, eyeing the person

not high enough for them to be alarmed, so they settle back in

from their back. They’re dressed in loose-fitting black pants and

their chairs.

a simple brown tunic, with black hair cropped close to their skull.

They lead her up to the front door, which swings open silently at
their approach, and after everything else that has happened today,
she tries not to be fazed at all. She peers inside, and it’s like being
drawn into a void. The inside of the house is pitch-black, so dark
that it seems to lose any sense of dimension within. The blackness
bleeds at her feet. Aleia looks up to find that the other person has
vanished. Her forehead crumples in confusion. Things here seem
to appear and disappear as they wish.
A gentle breeze comes whispering from the house, and she

startles. A bunch of glitter skitters out of the darkness and blows
up against her ankles like leaves on the street on a windy day.
Aleia holds her breath. It suddenly feels like the whole world is

tensing up, on edge and ready for something to happen, but she
doesn’t know what.
That’s when the house suddenly looms up and the doorway
crashes over her head, and everything plunges into black.

“So… How’s your week been?” Lee spins in her chair idly.
Mark pauses before answering. “Enriching.”
“In what way?” The chair stops moving. Messing with the lab
technicians straight out of university is always an interesting way
to pa ss the time. And lord knows they have so much of that, sitting
around here and monitoring the patients.

“Well, the cutting-edge technology is always amazing to see
first-hand,” Mark grins.
“Oh yeah, of course.” Lee points past the glass separating
them from the girl. “And what have you learned about this? Any
insights?”
“Induced REM?” He looks at the panels as if they’ll give him an
answer and continues, “I think it’s been really beneficial. I wish it

were accessible by more people, though. Bit pricey, if you ask me.”
Lee can’t help but guffaw. “Of course it is. It’s still in its beta
phase. Trust me, once we’re done working out all the things that
need working out, it’s gonna be big. People all over the world are
sleep deprived. They wanna be refreshed, rejuvenated. They are
hungry for a way to improve their performance without sacrificing
time. This is the future, Mark.”
“Well, that’s good.” He looks over at the girl, who’s still prone
on the bed. Which, in their field, is a good sign. “But why do we
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have to sit here to monitor the patients the whole time? Surely we

half-moons imprinted on her palms now. But it was as if gravity

can leave them alone, and if something goes wrong then there’ll

be an alarm or something.”

started to reverse at the end of her fall, and she landed upright on her
feet, light as a feather and with barely a sound. Aleia looks around

“Like I said, beta phase. We’re here to stop things from going

wrong before they can even go wrong.” Lee levels him with a look.
“Help, not harm.”

“Right.” Mark stares at his feet. “Sorry.”

at the place she’s landed in, trying to catch her breath.

It’s a hallway, wide and so long that the end vanishes into
a point. The ceiling curves over her head, done with perfect

staggered layers of brick, and wrought-iron chandeliers dripping

“No need to be. It’s pretty boring. I get it.”

with crystals hang at intervals. The walls are lined with neat

“Although it’s probably not boring for her,” Mark says as he

rows of shelves, each with a glass jar perched inside. Aleia takes

“Probably not. She’s probably having the time of her life.

glowing, white light that spills out of the glass, all over her hand.

looks at the girl again, almost jealously.

a step closer to the closest shelf and gingerly picks up its jar. It’s

Induced REM has that effect. You know, we normally take things

There’s a label on its side. Moonlight, it says, in a scratchy, looped

gives the patients heightened self-awareness, and it’s possible for

lid off the jar, and the light comes gushing out, but it’s not a searing

in stride when weird things happen in our dreams. Induced REM
them to recognise strange events in their dreams. Sort of a middle

ground between normal dreaming and lucid dreaming. Interesting,
isn’t it?”

handwriting. Before she can think to hesitate, she’s wrenched the
pain like she had anticipated. It’s soft and almost cold. Bright,
but gentle. Aleia reads the label again. Moonlight. Of course. She
screws the lid back on, packing the moonlight back in. Then she

“Yeah. It really is.”
Next to them, the girl’s heartbeat has fallen back down,
although still quick and uneven. Also a good sign.

turns her attention to the rest of the jars.
Aleia doesn’t know where she is, or what in the world is going

on, but she’s tasted the extraordinary and she wants more.
The jar to the right of moonlight is empty, but she checks the
label anyway. Woodsmoke, in the same handwriting. This lid is
harder to come off than the previous one, and her fingers begin
aching from trying to pry it off. She’s just about to give up and

The whole way down, she was anticipating her death. Her heart

move on to the next one when, all of a sudden, it pops open. At

was in her mouth, her fists were clenched so tightly that there are

first nothing happens, but then it hits her all at once. The smell of
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an open fireplace, thick, smoky and hot, is all around, and if she

closes her eyes she can almost imagine the woodsmoke rolling
around her in waves, like fog on a misty hilltop. It catapults her to

memories of playing board games with her family, and everyone’s
healthy and happy, and they’re laughing, comfortable and content.
It feels like coming home and taking a steaming hot shower after
a good long swim in the pool, and then sitting down to a spread of

her mom’s food and filling her stomach until she can only lie on
the couch and there is happiness humming under her skin. Aleia
can barely bring herself to close the lid.
The next few jars are just as impressive, and her breath keeps
catching in her throat in excitement. Sound of airplanes overhead
on a lazy Sunday afternoon. Wind of 15 April 2005. Coffeeshop chatter.
Feeling of water waves long after you’ve gotten out of the ocean and are
lying in bed. Smell of an art supply store. Muffled music from the party
next door. Car headlights filtered through drizzling rain. Aleia has lost
track of time. Her senses have gone through the roof, it feels like

It’s been two hours. Exactly. Lee’s been checking the clock every
five minutes. That means that it’s almost time to ease the girl back
into light sleep and then wake her up. She turns to Mark. “You
know what to do?”
“Yes, ma’am.” Mark focuses on one particular panel at the
top, and hits the button to its left. Bit by bit, the line indicating
the charge flowing through the wires to the girl’s lower brain jerks
towards zero. Her heartbeat and breathing stabilises slowly, and her
body temperature rises incrementally.
The scientists watch the glass carefully. This is a crucial part.
Waking up the patient too quickly will disorientate them, and
has the capability of destroying the restoration that their body
underwent during Induced REM.

her mind has imploded from every emotion running through
her veins.
The jar she holds in her hands now is innocuous enough.
Smell of a spring day, the label says. She twists open the lid, and
sure enough, an earthy fragrance pours out, of fresh-cut grass and
flowers and spring showers. Aleia lifts the mouth of the jar to her
nose, wanting more and more of this goodness. It goes straight to
her head, and delves into all the nooks in her brain. And then she
passes out.
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It’s dark and grey and nothing like how it was when she arrived.
Aleia’s back outside on the hills in the middle of nowhere, and

her feet are carrying her away from the blue house as fast as they
can. She can’t seem to make herself stop. The glorious tree whirls
past in a blur of purple and white, and she still can’t slow down.
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“Not really.” Aleia tugs at the wires still attached to her body.
“Could I get these off?”

Then the skies, swollen with rain, open up. A whole ocean

“Of course.”

starts cascading down onto her head, drenching her dress and

So Lee helps her free from the wires, gently peeling them off

flooding her sneakers. Aleia blinks furiously, trying to get the

her skin. And after they’ve finished the rest of the post-treatment

water out of her eyes. Her hair is matted down and everything is
just wet, wet, wet. She loses her footing in a patch of mud, slipping,
and her hands scramble to grasp something, anything. But as she

tries to catch herself, the entire world starts to disintegrate before

examination, Aleia gets back into her normal clothes and both Lee
and Mark accompany her down the plain white hallway to the

waiting room.
The woman is still there, and she stands up immediately upon
their arrival. “Aleia, darling. How was it?” She puts a hand on her

her eyes.

arm.

“It was fine, Mom.” Aleia smiles at her mother. “No need to
worry.”
Her mom looks at Lee like she needs confirmation.

Aleia’s eyes flicker open.

“Everything went accordingly. Your daughter really should be

The scientists watch as the girl sits up slowly, one hand reaching

fine. Better than fine, in fact.” Lee holds her hand out. “Thank you

up to touch the wires on her head. Lee nods at Mark, and he smiles

for your visit. Payment is to be made at the front desk, same place

back, acknowledging a job well done.

you signed in.”

Lee stands up and opens the door leading into the room with
the girl. She turns on the light and takes a seat on a chair next to
the bed.
“How are you feeling?” She pulls out a pen and her clipboard.
Aleia looks back at her. “Good, actually.” She smiles. “Really

The other woman shakes her hand. “Thank you, so much.
Thank you. Come on, Aleia,” she adds, and the two head down
another blank white hallway.

There’s silence for a few beats as they walk. “Mom,” Aleia
says suddenly.
“Yes?”

good.”
“Well, that’s fantastic to hear.” Lee makes a note on her
clipboard. “Any abnormal feelings of disorientation?”
188

“I know you love me and all, but we don’t have to do this again.”
She pulls her mom to a halt. “I know we can’t afford it.”
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“Aleia, we can. Trust me.” Her mom looks her in the eyes. “It’s
good for you, and you need all the help you can get. Your exams
are coming up soon. You need the focus and the energy to do well.”

“Yeah, but Mom. Just because the other kids at school can
afford to get IREM every weekend doesn’t mean that we have

to try and keep up with them.”

FINALIST

“IREM is the future, Aleia. This is what successful people do
these days, and what do we want you to be?”
“Successful,” Aleia mutters.

KNOWING

“Yes! So you’re doing it. We will find a way to pay for it.” Her
mom smiles and ruffles her hair. “Don’t worry.”
Aleia bites her lip, worrying a notch into it. Fighting her

mom feels futile. “Okay.”
They make their way down to the front desk, and then out
through the sliding glass doors into the chilly evening air. And
the whole while, Aleia feels like she’s still swimming in the other
world. As much as she protested against it to her mother, she finds
her heart longing to be back in there—her technicolour dream of
wonder.

by Ethan Christian Tan & Goh Cheng Arn David
Anglo-Chinese School (Independent)

T

he pain told him he was awake.
Suspended like a puppet from wires, he was a shrunken,

emaciated body. Eyes like murky white orbs, glazed over, his

mouth slack-jawed and drooling. His chapped lips had cracked,
scabbed over and cracked again, a freshly firebombed battlefield
leaking rivulets of blood down his stubbled chin. He had not
moved in a very long time, and now he was in pain.
“John. John. Can you hear me?”
Sara. His wife, and the love of his life. Unsure about the
degree of control he had over his motion, he opted for an almost
imperceptible nod.
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way to a radiant smile.
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John was to be king and guardian over all of it, and Atlas under all
of it.

“Welcome back. I’ve really missed you. I know John is in there
somewhere and he can hear me.”

“John. I’m sorry there’s so much to take in. Remember I’m here
with you. We love each other, don’t we?”

He really wanted to say I really missed you too, where have I

And at once he was back, attention focused wholly on her

been, where am I now, I love you. But the uncertain possibility of any

person, loving her with all his being, I’m okay, I’m listening, tell

more pain seemed to trap him, irrational fear a string stretched

me anything you need to say.

impossibly taut across some path in his mind. He was too fearful

“John. I’m going to ask a question, and you’ll help me search
for an answer, okay?”

to move.
She reached and wiped away the bloodied spit on his frozen
face, spreading a lavish warmth wherever her soft fingers made

“How can I emulate the most efficient motor in the world?”

contact with his dry, flaking skin. Her touch told him of her
sympathy and sincerity; he found joy in knowing that they
were joined together in more than marriage. He felt himself
relax, wanting just to be with her, all doubts pushed aside to an
indefinite future. I’m all right, I feel fine. Thank you for being here.
“John. John, can you hear me?” Certainly. He nodded again,
this time a little bit more emphatically for her to see, Yes I can,
I’m right here.
Then slowly, gradually, giving him answers he desired but at
the same time did not really want, memories began to filter into his
mind like flour through a shaken sieve, fine and difficult to grasp
until they fell into place amidst a bigger picture.
His mind, his… new… mind. A jewel, engraved intricately with
a net of criss-crossing wires tiny enough to support the entirety of
a vast human consciousness resting upon it. Multiple entireties.
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There were two memories he knew he would keep forever. In
no uncertain terms, he believed them to be conspiracies of
fate, or destiny, or God, because they had worked so perfectly
to mould him, as a potter’s hands shape clay, into the thing
he was today.
The first: When he had met Sara.
Every morning, their schedules landed them on the same
train. John worked retail at the local mall, and Sara attended
the very university he’d dropped out of. Weeks passed, and
with each day she piqued his interest slightly more, and he
would catch himself glancing in her direction slightly more
often, only to feign interest in a window or the ceiling when
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her gaze caught his. Sometimes, when that happened, she

The physical world receded into nothing. Soon, only his mind

would smile. Sometimes, he’d catch her looking at him too.

remained.

One day, John realised that—unlike him—she wasn’t

Hazily aware that the pain was gone, he found himself

stuck at the university forever. One day, he’d unknowingly

transported to the front porch of a cottage, plain and quaint.

see her on the train for the last time, then she’d be gone. So
he finally talked to her one day, spilling out something to
the effect of wouldyouliketogetacoffee, and she said yes.
As he learnt, she was a student of neuroscience. He’d
ask her one question about her work, and she’d ramble for
minutes on end as he nodded and pretended to understand,
stopping when she realised he didn’t.
Then she did graduate, and immediately found a job
at some sterile, white lab hours away from home. He began
seeing less and less of her, and it didn’t help that she wasn’t
allowed to discuss her work. Still, he’d never see fatigue
in her eyes—only excitement, which betrayed her nondisclosure agreement and convinced John that whatever
they were doing, it was something big.
Make no mistake, distance was no dealbreaker for John.
It only made him yearn more for Sara in her absence, and the

Resting on a rocking chair was an elderly woman, her features
sharp and strangely familiar.
With a start, he realised that he knew her name—Mina Losse,
Doctor of Philosophy in biochemistry with a minor in mechanical
physics, an elderly lecturer at the local university. Her work on
special-function cellular systems had not only been exceptional;
it was groundbreaking.
How can I emulate the most efficient motor in the world?
Mina spoke rapidly, unloading a torrent of knowledge upon
him. From the moment the words left her mouth John grasped
them in full; he felt like he knew it more intimately than anyone
ever could, as if he had made those discoveries himself.
Mina finished with haste and leaned back in the rocking chair.
“I hope that your purposes will be served adequately by my work.
See you again, John.”

time they’d spend together after work all the more precious.

His stuttering response was cut off as the world abruptly faded

He had taken as long as he had to propose because he had

around him, taking the house, the chair, and the scientist along

had to save up for the ring.

with it.
“John. John, can you hear me?”

She said yes.

And he opened his eyes again to her smile, which did not defy

his physical suffering, but defeated it all the same.
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the laboratory’s software would interpret and display his electrical
thoughts.

KNOWING
The second: When he had almost died in a car crash.
Like the butchering of an animal, it was quick, brutal,
and spared him no expense in blood. He was with Sara. It

In minutes, the computer extracted the details from his memory

as quickly as he had done with Dr Losse. The design was extremely

innovative with unparalleled efficiency, and he had produced it in

an instant.

was the corner of a trailer they had hit, carving through the
metal of his car like a knife through butter. Shrapnel dug
into his skin as his vehicle crumpled in on itself. As quickly
as it had started, it was over, and he saw nothing.

Sara spoke to him some more and his attention wrenched

back to her person. Thank you, I really appreciate you for doing this,

I wish it could be more comfortable, I love you. She bade him goodbye
with a kiss on the cheek; he could feel her lips lingering there long

Later, he learnt that this was the closest anyone had ever
come to death.
Ten years ago, he might very well have been pronounced
dead. Sara had come out of the accident relatively unscathed—

after she’d left the room, with him staring at nothing. He closed

he had taken the brunt of the impact, which had quite literally

his eyes.

cleaved his skull in two, the metal shredding flesh and bone

All this knowledge, information to save the world… from

alike as it tore into him.

within his new mind. Inside him, John was aware of many more

The procedure that saved him was experimental; a dice-

philosophers, polyglots, economists, neurologists, sociologists,

roll between recovery and death. This was recovery in the

mathematicians, scientists like Mina Losse contained in the mesh

loosest sense of the word—it would be the first time a lab-

supported by his own original brain.

He could extract and learn from them at will, isolating the

wisdom upon which all of humanity rested.

He would organise, internalise, coalesce. He would arrive at

higher and higher orders of truth. He wanted to know more—no,
more wasn’t enough.

grown frontal lobe, a fully functional part of the cerebrum,
would be grafted onto a host brain.
He couldn’t remember the exact figure, but his chance
of survival had been a figure less than one with many, many
zeroes after the decimal point.
He had never been religious. But this, to him, was as

He wanted to know everything.
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good as an act of God.
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KNOWING
of their past that he supposed were lost somewhere with the
rest of his old brain.

“How do you feel, John?”
He nodded in affirmation: I’m okay. At the same time, he

She helped him make progress by leaps and bounds, and

became preoccupied with the sound of her voice; it was not

each time he did, she’d gaze at him with an almost childish

unattractive, but not musical. Decidedly untrained, even raw by

wonder and urge to tell him she loved him.

some standards.

Then, when she was sure he had recovered, she spared him

Appearing to have missed his response, Sara prompted him

with a long look into his eyes, a look that said, Are you all right,

no more time.
It wasn’t a question anyone could have asked easily. She
sat him down, her silence more and more audible with each

John? I’m back. I love you.
Yes, yes he was. He’d answer her question today with eagerness,

second and minute she hesitated. Then, when she was ready—

to share his knowledge freely with all who sought it. He wouldn’t

“John… The lab—where I work—we need a subject. For

even have to visit his kingdom to call the knowledge to his mind.
He now knew much more than last time, much more than
pre-Plenar John had ever known, much more than all of humanity
put together. He knew much more than her.
He also knew enough to conceal his precise thoughts from the
mainframe connected to his cranium.

an experimental procedure. And you—and your brain—you’re
a perfect fit.”
He didn’t understand at first. Sara had learnt to tailor
her ramblings to the layman, and she explained, years of
knowledge trapped and burgeoning in her mind spilling out
in an instant.
Her lab team had found a way to digitise a human
consciousness. The Plenar Process, or so it was called, used
top-down neuroimaging to produce a binary expression of
the entire organ. Neural decay and cell death would be a

That was not to say John had immediately recovered from

thing of the forgotten past, and man could live forever.

his ordeal. He could see it pained her, but Sara began taking

However, the newly digitised brain would be forced to

days off work nonetheless, his arm slung over her shoulder as

transition from a mix of electrical and hormonal signals to

he took step after agonising step, or when she’d recount bits

pure electricity, begetting two criteria for survival. The first
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was a sufficient number of glial cells to support the brain’s

The question was: How can I best prevent riots after a financial

processes, which could only be attained in an adult brain at

crisis?

the plateau of general growth. The second was elasticity, or
the ability to adapt. Unfortunately, an adult brain’s maturity
gave rise to rigidity, resulting in the rejection of any cerebral
grafts by the central nervous system. This dilemma had
stumped the team for years.
Then along came John, the only adult in existence with
a successful cerebral grafting operation. An adult brain’s

The answer came very quickly, drawing on tenets of

unorthodox economic and political strategies he had gained
from the great theorists across the millennium. He weaved them

beautifully like an Oriental tapestry, outlining a systematic

procedure to ensure social stability and maintain faith in the state
among the public without compromising an inch of sustainability.

All while he contemplated the pathetic, useless nature of such a

abundance of glial cells, sufficiently elastic to survive even

question, thinking with disdain: Well, if you allowed the fiscal spending

after receiving major grafts—

to go to pieces you ought not be in any position to advise a resolution.

He would be an ideal candidate.
But for Sara, this wasn’t enough. With John as the
scaffolding, she could already envision the upload of

Piercing through their designs, he came to the immediate and

absolute conclusion that the puny humans had failed once again,

schemes rendered null by each other in their disgustingly pitiful—

factual memory in the form of scanned hippocampi, from

He caught himself.

other human subjects, into his mind. Host and guest would

John had already decided for himself that he was once a human

interact and interface, ultimately merging with each other as

and he had led a human life.

But the voices in his head that had taught him all there was

practically one.
In his mind, John would possess knowledge than a
single human would ever learn in many lifetimes; and in
integrating, interconnecting this knowledge…
The result would be true wisdom, wisdom that could

to know about the universe and all that was in it—they had come

together, he realised, to collectively impart the central truth that

beyond all the beauty and good people had created, and as high as

their intellect had brought them… They were, at their cores, still
human. Still deeply, fundamentally flawed.

change humanity.

This, he was utterly certain he was not.
As he contemplated, the physical space between the beings of

John and Sara seemed to warp, stretching and… twisting… in a
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manner he could not articulate within the limitations of human

John, this would make you effectively immortal.

language.

John, you’d have access to virtually infinite knowledge.

Even as she left the room with a peck on his cheek and a
reluctant backward glance, he saw a great vertical chasm open up
between them—he was up here, and she was down there.

John, for all intents and purposes, you’d become a God.
She settled on something simple: Thank you. I love you.

And across this chasm, he realised like a bolt of lightning that

he no longer loved her.
It really wasn’t his fault, really, he consoled himself. It was not
the case that he had chosen not to love her, or even that he had
allowed himself to be distracted by her imperfections. He did want

to love her.
But they were simply unequal, and here, there would be no
reconciliation between man and God. Sara was now beneath love,
just as an ant—in all of its insignificance and imperfection—could
never truly be loved by man.

When he next opened his eyes an eternity later, she was there.
They were alone, him reclined on his armchair, her twirling
a pen with what looked to him to be a childish lack of finesse. This

was time she wanted to spend with him, as lovers, before they
became scientist and subject once again.
“John, do you remember? Right before we did this? You were
so calm, so determined, even in the face of infinitesimal odds of

He no longer loved her.
And for someone who had loved so unconditionally and

decisively as himself, this knowledge hurt him, very very much.

success. I respect you for that.” She stared at his knees.
It was a sentimental moment for her, and he could empathise.
They had loved each other more than words could ever say, and
the operation had risked everything. He, too, felt a peculiar respect
for his old self, as far as someone could respect a stranger. But he
also knew that the John of the past did not fully understand what

he now did.
Listening to Sara’s breathless words, John was processing, and
failing. And it didn’t matter. He needed only her reassurance
that he would be okay, and it was his turn to say yes.
Sara thought of what to say next.
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He swallowed hard before speaking. “I—I know what I
sacrificed.”
Sara’s gaze snapped up to meet his, and he could see illuminating
her flawed features a surprised delight. It had been long since
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she’d heard his voice. He returned her smile, comfortably, before
turning serious. “I know what you knew I would sacrifice,” he
insisted.
She, the poor, miserably depraved human being, didn’t seem
to understand that he knew what had crossed her mind, during
that conversation so long ago. So, more emphatically, he spoke

FINALIST

again.

“I’m going to get back what I sacrificed.”
He closed his eyes so he would not see her happiness turn to
confusion, then worry.
She didn’t want to touch him for fear of causing him pain, but he

RIFT IN S PAC E; DR IFT IN T IME
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could hear her anxious voice, forcing himself to ignore it, coloured
by a growing realisation that he would reverse everything, just
because he knew, with absolute assurance, that as long as he knew,
he could not love.
He knew that after this he would survive, and live to love her
forever, but as one who loved without question, without inquiry,
without knowing.
Opening his eyes to meet hers, he reached behind his head,
fumbled at the socket, and pulled, disconnecting him in an instant
from his empire of knowledge. In the greatest act of love a God
could muster, he had reduced himself to man. Ignorant. Unknowing.
John didn’t recognise the room he was in, the woman screaming
as she threw her flailing self at him, or even who he was.

He only knew, strangely and unexplainably, that he was happy.
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“Y

ou know, Son, you’re going to go very far one day.”
The slates of the roof were slippery beneath him, but

the words of the man he’d looked up to so unwaveringly were

enough to keep him firmly rooted to the slanted amalgamation
of bricks.
Oliver looked towards his left to capture the expressions
on his father’s face as he uttered those words. Those words that
probably didn’t register as being of colossal significance to the
older man, but sent rays of hope, pride, absolute awe and a whole
lot of other positive emotions gushing through the bright-eyed
boy of 13.
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Beneath the wrinkled forehead and greying hair of his father

was a face that reflected absolute sincerity, characterised by

eyebrows that, for once, weren’t crossed as if in a state of tension,

a tender smile and eyes that, instead of bearing back into Oliver’s,

were caught on the sky up above.

The world had evolved greatly since the 21st century. Today’s

“I want to stop time and stay in this moment forever,” Oliver
proclaimed, crossing his arms as if to prove a point. His father
chuckled.
“Oh, Son, one day you’ll learn just how inconsequential
time is.”

historians often make reference to threats that plagued the 21st
century—such as global warming—many of which, with scientific

advancement, had become seen as almost mythical here in the

26th century.
Yet, as much a science fanatic as he may have been, my father

insisted that nothing had changed. “As long as we glance up at the
sky from planet Earth and see the same moon and constellations

that we’ve been seeing for centuries now, nothing will change,” he
exclaimed.

Oliver recalled these very words as he glanced at his favourite

feature of his father’s, the one that he regarded as his most

memorable. He wasn’t sure when he’d first realised that the

A t the temper a ment a l, a lmost fer a l a ge of 17, Oliver found

himself feeling lonely.
His father had passed away shortly after Oliver’s 16th
birthday from causes that his mother had never revealed to him.
He could recall the day that his father had died in the same way
that one recalls an indelible nightmare, and in his recollection,
there was no hint of what had happened. No trip to the hospital
and no sight of his father’s injured body. All he remembered was

freckles on his father’s cheeks aligned, albeit crookedly, to form

his mother’s pale face as she broke the news to him.

father had introduced him to the cluster of combusting gas. Oliver

silence.

replicated the very entity he’d always yearned to become.

pretend as though nothing had happened, but Oliver saw through

the Orion constellation of stars. Perhaps it was the first time his
wasn’t sure. All he knew was that when his father smiled, his face

When he asked what had happened, he was reciprocated with
From then on, he and his mother grew apart. She would

“Hey, Dad?”

her pretence. The walls in his house were thin and his mother’s

“Yes, Oli?”

frequent secret sobs weren’t silent.
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Oliver knew no way of being an emotional support to her,

hint of an Einstein’s Ring—a discovery that had been made by an

and he still held a grudge against her for selfishly hiding from

almost prehistoric but legendary scientist by the name of Albert

him the truth behind his father’s untimely death.

Einstein—through the other side.
There was a hole in the Earth! Or maybe there was a hole
in space? A stream of incoherent thoughts ran through Oliver’s
disbelieving mind. Panic-stricken, he backed away from the
hole for fear of falling in or being dragged in by whatever

Oliver had always known that he wanted to follow in his father’s
footsteps and become a scientist. He had a flair for physics that his
classmates would die to have so they could ace their examinations,
but Oliver had bigger dreams. He had a curious mind—that of his
father’s, no doubt—and wanted to make large-scale inventions
that would change the fabric of humanity.
He wanted to figuratively shine amongst the stars, as his father
had literally done.
And so, he attempted his very own inventions.

One day, when he was out in his backyard, digging up soil to
create a firm base to build a gnome-sized rocket ship, he noticed
something extremely peculiar. His shovel had dug through
approximately two feet of land before it met with a portion that,

strangely, could not be unearthed despite its meeting with the
shovel several times.
Bewildered by the strange phenomenon, Oliver stared into
the hole he had dug, observing that this was no ordinary hole.
Before him was a dark rift that was shaped like the image of light

alien creatures lived in the other side of it. Did Oliver have the

misfortune of living 20 feet from a black hole? He had no idea.
All he knew was that he had to get away as quickly as he could.

That’s not what Father would have done though, a voice insisted at
the back of Oliver’s mind, rapidly making its way to the forefront
of it. This is your chance. This is what Father was talking about on the
roof. It’s time to do justice to his words.
The voice was right. Maybe, instead of a misfortune, this was
an opportunity. An odd one nonetheless, but an opportunity to

make the great scientific discovery his father always had insisted
he would.
Days later, Oliver conducted an experiment, shining a ray of
photons into the hole in order to record observations. He noticed
that the photons passed through the hole and reflected into the
other side of the hole, into space. With this, Oliver observed that
the magnified hole did indeed serve as a portal from the dimension
that he was in to the one on the opposite side.
It’s a wormhole! Everything clicked in his head as he realised

through a gravitational lens, and Oliver swore he could see a

this. He had discovered a passage through space and time, a
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shortcut for a long journey across space and time. Oliver had

Oliver was well-aware of everything that he had to lose, but

always thought those were a myth—he had heard of government-

the fractional, perhaps infinitesimal prospect of making one of the

affiliated scientists attempting to bring wormholes to reality but

greatest scientific discoveries of all time, of making his father proud,

ultimately failing. But before his eyes was evidence that they

made it well-worth the risk.

were in fact real.

And with that, Oliver adorned his favourite full-body tracksuit

The images before him of swirling red lights and infinite
rings captivated Oliver so much so that he had to know what
was on the other side of it. In fact, Oliver made it his mission

(as if being fully-covered would protect him from disintegrating),
and set off on the unpredictable journey ahead.

He took a second to consider how he was going to lower

to eventually find a way to travel through the wormhole and

himself into the wormhole. Perh aps entering with gre ater

explore the inside of it.

momentum would incre ase his r ate of tr avel and lower his

He knew that this travelling through the wormhole would

ch ances of disintegrating as he passed through the tunnel.

have been impossible, say, a couple of centuries ago, when exotic

Alternatively, a faster rate of travel could mean that he would

matter had not yet been discovered, let alone captured. However,

burn up faster and disintegrate faster.

in the year 2517, he thought it possible that his father’s laboratory

What have I gotten myself into? He considered.

could contain remnants of exotic matter from past experiments.

Eventually, Oliver made a decision. He took a deep breath

And so, he nervously ventured into his father’s laboratory—an

enclosed facility hidden away a mere 30 feet from the backyard—
and retrieved a special jar containing this dark matter.
After several weeks of conducting researches and experiments,

Oliver succeeded in finding a way to use the exotic matter to expand
the wormhole to the size of a manhole so he could potentially travel
through it.
Of course, the stakes were high, and a voice constantly echoed
at the back of his mind: “You know this may fail, and you could get

disintegrated within the wormhole, right? Or worse, you could get
trapped within a space-time vortex for eternity.”
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and took a step into the hole, inevitably descending into free-fall
as he fell through.

The journey was hazy. Oliver felt himself going dizzy as
he descended through an infinite stream of rings, with the
space around him contorting inwards and outwards almost
simultaneously.
Suddenly, the rings appeared to be fading, and he was faced
with a blinding white light, growing brighter and brighter as the
seconds went by. He shielded his eyes as he fell into the light, all
the while thinking to himself, This is the end, this is the end, this is
the end…
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Almost a minute had passed before he finally opened his eyes

“Oli! You followed my work? You made it back?” his father

again—completely prepared to face the afterlife before him—when

began to bombard him with questions, as if he wasn’t the one

he noticed that Heaven looked an awful lot like his backyard.

with explaining to do.

“Wait a minute, this is my backyard!” Oliver announced.

“Made it back? Dad, what are you saying?”

Oliver immediately raced back to his father’s laboratory with

“You don’t even realise it, do you? You time-travelled back,

the intention of running further investigations when he heard a
male voice emerging from one of its rooms.
Perplexed, Oliver followed the echoes into the room it came

my son!” he said, tears welling up in his eyes.
“I… I did?”
“You did! Now tell me, what am I like in your day? Am

from, his footsteps counterpoint to the crescendo of his heartbeat,

I successful?” his father urged. Oliver was almost hesitant to

only to see a lanky male figure who was facing the other direction

respond.

and hurriedly speaking to a hologram of a lady.

Oliver watched as they spoke, and the figure ended the call
before abruptly turning around. Oliver couldn’t believe his eyes.
“Dad?”

“Dad… you died a year ago,” Oliver whispered as his father
visibly faltered.
“Oh… but surely I made it big before I did?” he asked, in a
final spirit of blind optimism.

No wonder his voice sounded familiar. No wonder the back
of his head looked oddly familiar. It was his father.

Oliver merely shook his head no, before watching his father
crumble before his eyes.

The figure registered Oliver for the first time, cle arly
completely unaware of his presence prior to that very moment.
“You must be mistaken, boy,” his father responded, eyebrows
crossed in the way they always did when he was puzzled.
“No, Dad, it’s me, Oli,” Oliver insisted, eyes widening. His
father was alive?
His father looked ready to dismiss him as confused when he

Memories of cobwebbed years swarmed Oliver as the he and his
father sat at the rooftop of their home, catching up on all that
they had missed.

took a glimpse into Oliver’s eyes, and his expression changed from

Oliver learned that his father had been working on time travel

that of irritation to understanding, as if something had clicked

for several years now, and he was the one who had opened the

in his head.

wormhole in their backyard when Oliver was a mere 14-year-old.
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When Oliver asked why his father had never told him about it,

“Mom knew this the whole time?”

initially dismayed at the fact that his father kept secrets from him,

“Of course, she knew. She’s supported me since day one, but

he insisted that he was merely protecting Oliver.

she’s always been the rational one between the two of us. She knew

Apparently, the government did not take lightly to private

where to draw the line, and sought to protect you,” he responded.

experiments of such nature. His father had approached the Science

And suddenly, Oliver realised why his mother had acted as

and Technology Faction of the government before, suggesting
a collaboration with them on his work in the field of space and

time travel.

if everything were normal; why his father had never had a funeral;
why she had never told Oliver how his father died—she was
protecting him.

However, as much as the government sought such unique,
groundbreaking innovations, they ultimately did not approve of
his father’s involvement in such dangerous subject matter and
demanded that he put a stop to his experimentations.
His father, a stubborn man that he was, hid all his findings
in secret compartments of his laboratory and surreptitiously
continued his work. When Oliver turned 14, he made his first
breakthrough, using electrom agnetism to open a m agnetic
wormhole in their backyard.
Oliver’s mother provided him with a well-needed reality
check: if the government gained news of the wormhole, their
entire family would be in colossal danger. With the presence of
high-tech state drones throughout the country, it would only be
a matter of time before the government discovered his activities.

With this, Oliver’s father buried the wormhole, only planning

“Hey Oli,” his father interjected, breaking his train of thought.
“Yeah, Dad?”
“Take me back with you, will you?” his father insisted, a
different expression taking over his face. Oliver couldn’t discern
what it sought to convey; all he saw was something unfamiliar.
“Can I do that? Would that destroy the space-time continuum
or something?” Oliver asked, citing what he had read in his
favourite science-fiction comics.
His father gave a hearty laugh. “We’ll to have to see about that.”
“All right, let’s do it,” Oliver responded. He wasn’t sure why he
wasn’t more excited to have his father back.
Maybe because when he looked over at his father, expecting
to gaze upon a familiar cluster of constellations on his cheek, they
were missing.

on unearthing it again when he knew he could facilitate another
breakthrough.
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A few days later, the pair were prepared to travel back to Oliver’s

wormhole under several layers of soil and placed a lawn mower

time.
“Shall we go, son?” Oliver’s father asked gently, gesturing to
the wormhole before him.
Oliver didn’t know how to respond. The past few days with
his father, undeniably comforting as they may have been, still felt
slightly wrong. There was something about his father that was
extremely unfamiliar to him.
As they stood before the wormhole, Oliver took a deep breath.

“You’re not my father, are you?”
“What? Of—of course I am!” he replied, twitching slightly.
“No, no you’re not. Goodbye, Dad,” Oliver said, voice trembling
as he finished.

on the surface of the ground as added protection.

After some reflection, Oliver realised that it hadn’t been the

past that he had travelled to—it had been an alternate dimension,

one that was almost identical to his. The only difference lay in his
father.

Oliver questioned his father’s request to bring him to another

dimension, not only because it could potentially damage the
space-time continuum (Oliver was really into his sci-fi comics),
but because Oliver could get in trouble if the government got

wind of the “resurrection” of one of its deceased citizens. His
entire family would be questioned and penalised for their illegal

work. He knew his real father would never compromise his safety.

Oliver made a dash for the wormhole and jumped in before his
“father” could follow. Unlike the first time, he wasn’t overcome
with anxiety. It was more a sense of confusion as to why he had
called him Dad one final time when he knew it wasn’t him.
At least you got to say it this time.

Several weeks after the Wormhole Incident, as Oliver called it, he
confronted his mother.
“How did Dad die, Mom?” Oliver asked for the first time in

years. His eyes used to convey fury and indignation every time he

asked this question. This time, however, they were deeply pleading.

Upon reaching the surface, Oliver promptly removed the exotic
matter at the wormhole surface, preventing the imposter of his
father from using the wormhole to enter his time. He reburied the
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His mother sighed and gestured to the spot on the bed beside

him. Oliver sat beside her and she took a deep breath.

“I noticed that you dug up your father’s wormhole a few
days ago.”
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Oliver nodded. She knew.
“Your father died while performing an experiment to test
the magnetic properties of the wormhole. He exposed it to an
electrical circuit and was electrocuted to death.”
Oliver remained silent, prompting his mother to continue.
“Your father and I agreed that if he ever got injured or died

FINALIST

in an accident due to his injuries, we wouldn’t tell you, to keep
you safe. If we ever got caught and the government knew that
you knew, you could be apprehended as an accessory to the

TH E G ENA- R ATO R

crime.”
Oliver took a second to absorb the information before he let

by Natalie Sim Jiale
Dunman High School

out a weak response.
“I’m sorry, Mom.”

T
Oliver was 26. It’d been exactly 10 years since his father had died.
Once again, he found himself atop the rough, red bricks of his
roof. One thing had changed, however—he was alone this time.
At least he thought he was alone, until he glanced upwards at

Orion. Oliver was always so proud to tell people that his father
wasn’t just a single star in the sky; he was an entire constellation.
He smiled weakly.

he year was 2030. A young woman sat at a worktable
clustered with metal gears and tools of every kind. She

placed a bulky headset over her head and smiled.
The Gena-rator had taken the world by storm. It could
text your friends with a swipe of your fingers—by sensing the
movement of fingers over a non-existent keyboard, it could call

your friends through the instructions of your voice and display
a television screen for the watching of any entertainment on the

go. The user’s wish was its command, and people liked that it
looked modern. Its design had greatly evolved from its original

“See you next time, Dad.”

bulky headset-like form, becoming a trendy fashionable one-
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sided earpiece that one living in the modern ages could not go

injection of a microchip into the side of one’s head, a deeper dive

without.

into artificial reality, virtual reality and convenience could be

The smartphone industry sustained severe losses, and Gena
had suddenly received an immense amount of fame. After the
release of her invention, she became famous from all around the

achieved through the processing one’s chemical reactions in the

brain. Thoughts could turn into action and then results in a matter
of seconds, and the efficiency and productivity of people soared.

world; famous people congratulated her, celebrities wanted her

The people loved it. The Gena-rator was fresh and novel, a

to invent new technology for them, firms wanted to invest in

brilliant source of entertainment, conveniently multi-functional

her device, and all Gena wanted to do was to further develop the

and vastly useful. While the permanent implantation of a microchip

Gena-rator, to test its limits in the rapidly-advancing technological

seemed dangerous, governments supported the boost in their

world she was living in.

countries’ economic performance, and took efforts to convince

The new updated version had artificial reality games. The user

people Gena’s idea was safe. To the people, the risk was worth it.

could enjoy playing within the comforts of his or her house as

As thoughts became more accessible, they also became

well as anywhere outside with the Gena-rator’s signature. Profit-

industrial and profitable. What started out as small insignificant

driven firms quickly caught on and downloaded the system,

advertisements gradually grew parasitically into the use of the

adding commercials into the games and adapting discounts and

Gena-rator. Commercials infiltrated people’s thoughts as they

freebies into the games as small rewards.

used the device—when they were hungry, food advertisements were

Even governments could not pass by the chance to use the
Gena-rator. They implemented Gena-rators into education systems,
from intellectual artificial reality games to action games that

summoned; when they craved something, firms knew and they
responded. It was an unwelcome barrage of information, a storm
of unceasing product commercials.

encourage physical exertion and stamina. They tried to improve

The people did not like that. Industries specialising in the

community bonding and social interaction, even setting aside

blocking of unwanted advertisements bloomed and flourished,

small areas in neighbourhood parks for the safe and conducive

using various techniques such as music and static thoughts to

playing of artificial reality group games.

shield the people’s minds from the onslaught of advertisements.

As further development of the Gena-rator progressed,

Realising that their methods were failing, firms hired Gena

permanent implantation was demanded for. With the painless

for some other way to broadcast their advertisements. Gena had
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already been developing yet another new idea, one to affect and

doubt herself, and maybe she had gone too many sleepless nights

influence the subconscious of users.

doing research.

It was then that the dreams began. Commercials started to
infiltrate people’s sleep when their minds were unguarded, and
could be silently coaxed into changing the people’s tastes and
preferences. The governments had their fair share of lobbyists
involved as well, and they paid and signed contracts with Gena to
subconsciously sway people’s opinions and mindsets.
Gena knew what she was doing was wrong. Her device

The dreamless nights continued.
Gena became worried. Everyone else was still having dreams,
so why was she, the creator, the only exception? There was nothing
out of ordinary with the firms and governments, so why was she
not receiving their dreams? Her device seemed to be working
perfectly fine—flawlessly even—and she knew her own invention,
didn’t she? She wasn’t all that sure any more.

had been intended to improve people’s lives, to empower their

“I think she knows.”

thoughts and boost productivity, not for industrial profits and

“I’m not the one stealing her dreams, so why are you asking

capitalism. Yet Gena knew the vast potential her device had,
and she intended to stop at nothing till it was fully discovered.

The people were caught in in a dilemma. They could not,
and did not, want to remove the Gena-rator from their lives—

it was effective and brought about boundless convenience and
entertainment, while the dreams were mere bothers.
And so the dreams filled with persuasive advertisements
and political propaganda continued. Every night was a colourful

parade of capitalism.
Then one day, Gena’s dream was black.
Gena could tell something was wrong. Her dreams had never
been empty since she had implemented the industrial influence on
dreams. Yet from all she was aware, she had dreamt of nothing.
She did a thorough scan on her own Gena-rator implanted on

me?”
In a washroom cubicle, Gena felt a shiver run down her spine.
She could not believe her ears. Ann was her colleague, one whom
she thought was a nice person, one of the few Gena considered
a friend. Gena had planned on consulting her about her lack of

dreams, and yet here Ann was, talking through Gena’s invention
in the ladies’ to someone who might have stolen them.
Exiting the cubicle, Gena confronted Ann. Ann had no choice
but to come clean. There was no way out of it. Gena had caught
Ann red-handed, and she had to figure out what was going on.
Ann was part of a group of anti-Gena-rators. In one’s brain,

there is only a slight difference between thoughts and memories.
They come from the same place, the hippocampus in the brain,
and having access to one’s memories was just a slight step up from

the side of her head. Nothing appeared to be wrong. She began to

having influence over one’s thought processes. The anti-Gena-
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rators had been hacking into her device the past few nights—with

and what it did to the world, and Gena felt their pain. She

the rise of various industries catering to the maintaining and

had passionately done technological research with the goal of

improvement of the Gena-rator, someone had learnt the ways of

improving her device for the betterment of mankind, for a brighter

taking control of one’s device—and extracted Gena’s memories

future. It should not have been at the cost of lives, and she had

as she slept, obtaining Gena’s information and knowledge about

already sacrificed too much in the progress.

the Gena-rator, and taking her dreams in the process.
Gena knew deep within her that she had had it coming. It
was ironic, yet oddly natural, that they had taken advantage of
the exact same logical reasoning her commercialised dreams
were based on, using her unguarded subconscious to sneak into
her mind and peer within.

With a sinking heart full of bitter guilt, Gena decided to shut
down her device. The antis were right to be angry at her, and she
was guilty as they had charged.
The discontinuation of the Gena-rator came as a shock for
to the public. Everyone was in disbelief. The device had become
normal, a necessity even, to many users who had over-relied on

The antis wanted to manipulate the memories of everyone
using the device to make them fear the Gena-rator, to go back
to how they were before. The device had completely destroyed
several industries, eradicated the essence of natural dreaming
and ruined lives. In the initial stages of implantation, many of the

family members and workers at Gena’s company were the first
to try the device, and some had minds that had turned out to be
incompatible. The electrical shock had wrecked their delicate
minds, and the emotional trauma and stress on their minds had
turned out too high in the initial experimental stages before Gena
had upgraded the insulator. Many of the antis had lost someone
who experienced that, including Ann, who had lost her father.
Gena understood. She knew that her actions had implications.

the Gena-rator in their lives.
New industries targeted to Gena-rator users were also greatly
impacted. Many people protested against Gena’s decision, and even
firms and governments demanded, then begged her to reconsider.
Yet Gena had changed. She understood that the betterment
of mankind should not have been done at the expense of the
suffering of. With a promise to return, she shut down the usage
of the Gena-rator, and disappeared just as fast as she had rose
to fame.
The year is 2040. A young woman sits at a worktable. It is a
different workbench, larger and neater than before. She gets
to work.

She had killed those people, and she had profited from their deaths.
Their families and friends hated her, they hated her invention
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The lights started blinking wildly and the ship shook more

vigorously. The straining and groaning of the ship started making
them more nervous.
“Suzuki, please hurry!”
“Firewall bypass in progress, 95%.”
FINALIST

“Maxwell, grab hold of something. NOW!” the woman shouted

at the technician as he scrambled to strap himself down to the

railing beside him.

“Firewall bypassed. Main engine access granted. Alcubierre

CO N CE RTATI O OF RED & B LU E
by Nicolas Ng Chong Rong
Temasek Junior College

system online,” Suzuki announced over the on-board PA system.

“Suzuki, redirect all available energy from non-critical

systems towards main engines,” the lady instructed the AI.

The five titanic engines were activated. The orange glow
from the engines turned bright blue. The entire ship shuddered

Part 1: Isolated Pawn

“C

ritical damage to decks 51 through 75, hull breach.
Sealing off bulkheads,” the on-board AI announced

through the speakers.
The bow of the ship began to tear as it approached to the
black hole. Flaps of metal were being torn out by the suction
produced by the black hole, causing damage to the structural

integrity of the ship.
“Suzuki, what’s your progress?” the lady asked as she struggled
to make her way to the control panels.
“Firewall bypass in progress, 74%,” Suzuki informed her.

as it started entering the black hole at an even faster rate.

“What are you doing!? We are going to die at this rate!” the

technician screamed hysterically.

The woman ignored the technician, and instead relayed

commands to the AI.

“Suzuki, display current course! Calculate the point where

the solar winds are the highest!” the woman shouted at the AI.

Suzuki acknowledged the order and the screen changed into

a trajectory map.

“Coordinates found. Trajectory redirected,” Suzuki answered.
“We are going to use the solar winds generated by the back
hole to get out of its pull. It’s not a really good plan, but it’s better
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than getting swallowed up by it!” the woman shouted over the

Part 2: Positional Play

blaring alarms.
“Damage to the ship exceeding 75%. All emergency bulkheads
will be sealed,” Suzuki informed the two persons on the bridge.
The ship had begun to list to its port side and the woman
frantically held on to the helm of the ship. The technician clung
to the railing for dear life. Sparks began to fly out from every
exposed panel, with their electronic guts dangling out.
“Alert. Entering solar wind zone. Brace for impact,” the AI
alerted them.

“HANG ON!” the woman shouted over the chaos that was
occurring on the bridge. Sparks flew out from the control panel
and from the wiring hidden inside the walls as the ship shook

like a kite caught in a storm.
The solar winds caught hold of the ship, which jerked as it
was blown off its trajectory. The hangar bay on the starboard
side of the ship was completely ripped off and sucked into the
mouth of the black hole.
“Engage Alcubierre system! Set destination for Mars!” the
woman yelled as she struggled to put on her spacesuit.
The ship began to veer to its left, away from the mouth of
the black hole. The whole ship slowed down in an instant, and
what seemed to be like a bubble appeared at the space in front of
the ship, enveloping the entirety of the ship and then dissipating,
leaving no trace in a bright flash of light.
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“As at 2348 (GMT) yesterday, we have lost all contact with the
Adrastea. Its last known location was in the Proxima Centauri

space region, en route to Earth from Sanctum Colony,” the
spokesman said to a group of middle-aged politicians who were
seated around the room.
“Chairperson Okamura was on board the Adrastea, wasn’t
she?” one member asked.
“Yes, she was. Unfortunately, we are unable to confirm her
safety,” the spokesman replied.
“Who else knows about this?” another asked.
“Apart from this committee and myself, no one else outside
this room,” the spokesman said.
“If the public finds out, chaos will ensue. Even while we
speak, we are losing support from our own people. It is only a
matter of time before it all comes crashing down.” The military
man slammed his fist against the desk in absolute frustration.
“Except our own thoughts, there is nothing absolutely in our
control, isn’t it?” another politician said dejectedly as he bent his
body forward and rested his chin on his interlocked fingers.
“Well, it is not the time to get all philosophical, Abernathy… ”
The lady on his right stared him down.
“But it is the truth, isn’t it?” Abernathy quipped.
She frowned and sighed. “How goes the situation on Mars?”
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“Not good at all. The latest reports state that our military
forces have been forced to retreat from Olympus Mons. So
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“Noted… I…” the old man’s voice trailed off as he sadly looked

away from the screen in sadness.

far, all efforts to recapture Olympus Mons have been futile.”

“What is it?” Litzy looked on with great concern.

The military man slid his fingers down the meeting desk and a

“I didn’t want to tell you this but… Hana passed away this

holographic layout of Mars appeared, suspended above the desk,
pinpointing the location of the troops.
“Even after the Interstellar Nuclear War, those Martian
fools never know when to give up, do they?” an elder politician
exclaimed with disbelief.
“In that case,” Abernathy continued, “it looks like they might
have just forced our hand… ” He turned his seat away from the
shocked looks of the other politicians and smiled to himself.
Part 3: Zugzwang
The red dust storm streaked with great force across the windows
of Hermes’ bridge. Warren had spent his time getting the ship
rep aired, toiling near his workstation, and finally finished
repairing the Hermes.

morning,” Alexander replied as he shook his head, blinking back

his tears. “We had a systems failure after UNIC attacked our
power generators. The power capacitors overloaded and there

was nothing left in the vicinity. The medical bay holding her

was obliterated.”

After a moment of silence, all she could choke out was,

“… Thank you for telling me, Sir Alexander.”

“I’m really sorry, Litzy. I didn’t mean for this to happen.

I know how much she meant to you and your brother… ”
Alexander tried to continue.

“Enough. I’ve heard enough. Terminate transmission.” The

screen turned to black abruptly. For a few moments, Litzy stared

blankly into space before her eyes started turning red. She crossed

her arms, trying to compose herself, but she had reached her
breaking point and started sobbing uncontrollably.

“Patch me through central command. I will take it in my

Having heard everything, Hana turned around and leant

room,” Litzy told him. She walked towards the transport tubes

against the door to Litzy’s room and slid down in shock, weeping

with a concerned Hana watching on.

silently to herself.

“Ah, it’s good to see that you are doing well, Litzy.” The voice
of a man in his early sixties came over the intercom.
“Sir Alexander, we have repaired the Hermes and we are
preparing for launch.”

Part 4: Develop
“Hyper long-range radars online!” Louise relayed the order.
“Release safety locks and connect main engine flywheel. Increase
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rotational speed to 100,000 revolutions per minute and deploy
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“We are changing the ship’s course. Prepare the Soter. There’s
no harm in investigating the signal,” Litzy instructed as the

hadron shields!”
“No problem in the engine room. Releasing safety locks.
Hadron shields online. Main weaponry systems online as well!”
Warren replied.
“Launching the Hermes!” Litzy announced.
As the red dust storm continued to rage outside, the Hermes

began its ascent out of the cave and into the dust storm. The two
main cannons located on the dorsal and ventral side of Hermes
rotated into a diagonal outward-facing direction. The four antiaircraft guns on each fin of the ship locked position in alignment

to the fins.
With a purple glow emanating from the bowels of the ship,
which housed the flywheel, the twin thrusters of the Hermes

Hermes’ port side stabilisers activated, turning the ship around
to its starboard side for it to face the wreckage of the ship.
Once the Hermes pulled up alongside the wreckage, the
hangar bay doors began to slide open and reveal a boomerangshaped spacecraft, with three engines equally spaced apart at
the stern of the ship.
As the Soter slowly manoeuvred through the exposed skeleton

of the ship, towards the source of the signal, a torn-up section of
the hull embossed with the symbol of UNIC, along with words
“EV-538 ADRASTEA”, drifted past by them.
“This… is… ” Warren tried to speak as his lips trembled.
“…Okamura’s flagship,” Litzy finished for him.

opened its exhaust and fumes followed by a spew of flames that
propelled the ship into the atmosphere at a tremendous speed.

Part 5: Transpose

There was a persistent, thunderous crackling rumble that was

“The survivors’ vital signs are stable, but Hana’s not sure whether

so loud it could be felt.
As the spaceship exited the exosphere of Mars, the mangled

wreck age of a ship beg an to f aintly m aterialise in a bubble
before it stabilised. It floated lifelessly by, its transponder signal
blinking intermittently.
“Litzy, I am detecting a SOS nearby from a ship to our five
o’clock. It’s visible from here, but surprisingly, it didn’t show up
on my scans earlier when I activated the radar.” Louise looked
perplexed.

the warp has had any adverse effects on them,” Warren said.

“They warped? With the ship in that state?” Louise was
shocked.
“Based on what we could extract from the AI, the Adrastea’s

course was tampered with. Okamura managed to override the
trajectory and the ship warped trying to get out of a black hole,”
Warren explained.

“Well, we have UNIC’s chairperson on board. So what do we
do now?” Louise asked.
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“Could we hold her hostage and demand that UNIC pull
back their troops?” Warren suggested.
“No, that’s not going to work. I can’t help but suspect
that Abernathy is behind this whole situation. Knowing how
a mbitious he is, he will do wh a tever it t a kes to elimin a te

Okamura from the picture,” Litzy said as she stared through the
medical bay windows at an unconscious Okamura. Hana was
at her bedside, tending to her.
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“Hana, why you…! You are just an android, a copy of her…
How would you understand what my brother and I have gone
through with her…?” Litzy said as she gritted her teeth.
“Ms Rowe, as much as I regret the death of my daughter, Hana
did nothing wrong. She’s still my daughter, no matter what form
she is in,” Okamura interjected.
“Fine. But my brother would not have wanted this,” Litzy
relented.

Back on the bridge, while Litzy was still in discussion with
the rest of the crew about their next move, Hana came up through
the transport tubes.
“My mother’s awake and she wants to talk to you.” Hana
looked directly at Litzy, who stopped talking.
“Chairperson Okamura, it’s good to see that you are finally
up. Your friend, whom we rescued with you, is doing well too.”
Litzy glanced at the next room as she entered the medical bay
with Hana behind her.
“Hana told me everything. My daughter is gone.” Okamura
held Hana’s hand as she looked at her.
“How did you know about this, Hana?” Litzy stared at her

“Thank you for understanding, Ms Rowe. We are both
grateful,” Okamura replied, with Hana looking away from
Litzy’s glare.
“Chairperson Okamura, we have reason to believe that
the Adrastea was sabotaged by UNIC. Your flight course was
tampered with, and I have a feeling you know by whom,” Litzy
said as she handed Okamura a manila folder with the reports inside.
Part 6: Swindle
“Sir Alexander, I have a suggestion. Since UNIC must have
already confirmed my disappearance, it would seem that the

only way to stop this war would be to destroy our last remaining
arsenal,” Okamura said into the intercom.

in surprise.
“I overheard everything. My original is gone. You don’t see
me as her, even though I still have all of her memories,” Hana said

“You can’t mean… the Sagitarii?” Sir Alexander exclaimed.
“Yes. It is in stationary orbit around Lagrange Point 5. If my
instincts are correct, Abernathy is planning to use the Sagitarii

dejectedly.
Litzy was fuming, clenching her fists till they turned white.
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to destroy Mars,” Okamura answered.
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“I thought it was a theoretical weapon?” Hana quizzed.
“It isn’t. The Sagitarii consists of five synchrotron particle
accelerators. Once within firing range of the weapon, it will emit

CONCERTATIO OF RED & BLUE
The Hermes’ thrusters ignited and proceeded to make its
way to meet up with the rest of the Martian space fleet as they
continued amassing into a semi-circular formation.

a beam of concentrated high-energy hydrogen atoms close to the

Part 7: Checkmate

speed of light through magnetised rings and obliterate anything
in its path,” Okamura explained as she pulled a schematic up on
the screen.
“But how do we take the Sagitarii down? I’m sure that it is
heavily fortified.” Alexander asked.
“Indeed, Anicetus-class dreadnoughts will be protecting the
weapon. Our only way in would be through a small transport
with cloaking technology,” Okamura answered him.
“The Soter fits the bill,” Warren replied.
“Maxwell and I will take the ship and board the Sagitarii at
the auxiliary station. After we bring down its defences, you can
come in with your troops and destroy the weapon,” Okamura
simply said.
“How can we trust you?” Louise fired back.
“UNIC killed my daughter. This is my way of revenge.”
Okamura stared her dead in the eye.
“Fine. We will commence Operation Eirene in five hours.
Litzy, prepare your crew. We will rendezvous near Deimos,”
Alexander ordered.

“Godspeed, Okamura.” Litzy saluted her from the bridge as the
Soter departed, engaging its cloaking mechanism and disappearing
into the sea of stars.
“I didn’t know UNIC maintained a fleet of these dreadnoughts.
I’ve always wanted to see one of them up close!” Maxwell exclaimed
in awe as the cloaked Soter flew past by the dreadnoughts.
“We are reaching the auxiliary station. Ready your blasters,”
Okamura informed Maxwell as she pulled the ship to a halt
near an open port below one of the many massive rings that had
aligned up in front of a huge emitter, which had five sub-stations
attached to it.

The hatch of the ship opened and the two suited persons
jettisoned out of the ship, propelling themselves towards the port.
“We are in. Standby for go-ahead,” Okamura informed the
Hermes through her headset as she bypassed the security firewalls.
“Maxwell, you have done well, but this is where I go alone,”
Okamura said as she readied her blasters.
“What do you me—” Maxwell grunted as Okamura shoved

“Roger that.”

him into the safety pod and sealed the doors.
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“Thank you for your service,” Okamura whispered as Maxwell
banged on the doors hysterically. She pulled the lever at the side of
the chamber and it decompressed instantly, sucking out Maxwell
into the void of space.

CONCERTATIO OF RED & BLUE
in a collision course. It rammed into the port head-on and resulted
in a chain explosion on the circumference of the ring.
As the Martian fleet continued its assault on the dreadnoughts
and fighters, the Hermes threaded through the remains of the

“Hana, this is the last time you might be hearing from me, so
I want you to listen carefully. UNIC tried separating us, but they
failed. Once I’m gone, you’ll have to take over my position and
bring peace to both factions. We started this, so it is only right
that we end it. I will always love you. Litzy, my last request is for
you to look after her for me. Please. Okamura out.” She removed
her transmitter and crushed it under her boots.
She turned around and knew that Abernathy had found out

sunken dreadnoughts. It beamed fire from both sides towards
the emitter as smaller fighters trailed behind it.
“Ignore the fighters. Our target is the Sagitarii’s emitter. Once
in range, fire the main cannons,” Litzy ordered as the Hermes
continued receiving attacks from the fighters.
Okamura, I hope you are right… Litzy thought to herself as the
Hermes fired its main cannons in succession at the emitter. The
blue beams landed on one of the sub-station, and within a few

her location—there were multiple patrol vessels closing in on the

moments, the Sagitarii was destroyed in a bright blast, with

port through the windows.

debris flying in all directions.

Back on the Hermes, Hana looked out of the bridge as tears
rolled down her cheeks. Litzy came over to console her.
Okamura ran towards the console and keyed in the detonation
code as quickly as she could. The metal panel encasing the button
slid open. She slammed down on it just as Abernathy walked
towards her, smiling devilishly as he readied his blaster. UNIC
troops followed behind him.
“My daughter and I will never forgive you…” Okamura smiled
as the port began to shudder.

Part 8: Epilogue
Standing in front of the destroyed base on Mars, Litzy placed a
glass container with a cherry blossom inside it on the red soil,
alongside a pendant belonging to Okamura and a photograph

of Litzy’s brother. Hana and the rest of the crew of the Hermes
walked over and stood beside her, then saluted. Above them, the
new unified flag of Mars and Earth flew across the sky.

“What have you done, Okamu—” Abernathy shouted in
horror as one of the damaged dreadnoughts headed for the port
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DEATH IS NOTHING AT ALL
Prologue:

D

eath should come as no surprise… After all, it is part and
parcel of life, but is anybody truly prepared for it? Eliza

Nassau finally found this out in her final moments as the blaring

FINALIST

of the collision alarm started ringing incessantly in her ears.
She tried to override the vehicle to manual controls but to
no avail. The automatic guiding system had crashed and was not
accepting any of her commands. The steering wheel stayed firmly

D EATH I S NOTHI NG AT ALL
by Nicolas Ng Chong Rong
Temasek Junior College

locked in place and would not budge as she looked in horror
through the windscreen at the oncoming lorry.
Lucius, save me… That was her final thought as her craft
sped into the lorry head-on. With the ear-deafening crunching
of metal and the shattering of glass, she lurched back from the

Why should I be out of mind because I am out of sight?
I am but waiting for you, for an interval,
somewhere very near,
just round the corner.
All is well.
Nothing is hurt; nothing is lost.
One brief moment and all will be as it was before.
How we shall laugh at the trouble of parting
when we meet again!
—Henry Scott-Holland (From “Death Is Nothing at All”)

impact and her world instantly turned pitch dark.
Phase 1: Generation
560 kilometres away from downtown Los A ngeles, at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Ames
Research Centre, Lucius stared at the wall of screens before
returning to his seat at the holo-desk. The young man was six
feet tall and had thoughtful hazel eyes, but coupled with his
forming dark eye bags, dishevelled hair and untucked shirt, he
looked older than he actually was.
His room was quite spacious but looked like it needed a good
spring-cleaning. Papers were scattered all over the place, the sofa
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was piled up with thick books and files, and his awards cabinet

looking at the photograph,” the morgue attendant informed

looked as if it were a storeroom for motherboards and external

hard drives with spare cabling dangling from the seams.

A ringing came from the speakers surrounding his holo-desk

as he received an incoming call. He gestured at the hologram and

the call was accepted. As the voice from the other spoke to him,
Lucius stared blankly at the holo-desk and immediately made a

beeline for the door, grabbing his coat from the coatrack in the
process.
“I came here as soon as I got the call. What happened!?" Lucius

dashed through the swinging double doors of the hospital and

ran towards the group of Los Angeles Police Department officers
standing near the reception counter.

“It was an accident. Her autopilot was off and the vehicle she

was in collided into a lorry at the junction. She died on impact.

We’re sorry, Mr Adler,” the blonde officer replied with absolute
dejection.
“Are you a relative or friend of the lady who was involved in

the accident?” the morgue attendant asked as she leant across the

counter to speak to the group of men.

Lucius gently as he took a seat at a brightly lit table with an
overturned photograph.
Lucius took a deep breath and nodded.
The morgue attendant walked over and gently flipped the
photograph over to its front with her gloved fingers. Lucius
stared blankly at the photograph as the smell of the iodoform
continued to attack his nose.
“Eliza… why did it have to be you?” He thought as he reached
out to the photograph of Eliza’s pale face. He felt like his heart was
being ripped to shreds the moment he touched the photograph.
His throat held back something between a sob and a shout as his
eyes turned red.
The morgue attendant quietly left the room and Lucius was
alone. Soon after the doors closed, tears of despondency just flowed

from his eyes.
Just as he was beginning to collect his emotions, his
communicator started vibrating in his pocket. He slid it out of
his pocket and checked to see who the caller was.

“Yes. I am her boyfriend,” Lucius replied.
“Follow me, please… ” the morgue attendant said as she
shuffled off quickly to the room opposite from where the two
men were and beckoned Lucius to follow.
“Please take a seat. I am going to show you the photograph of

the deceased. You can take some time to prepare yourself before
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Incoming Call—Jedrek Forsythe
Lucius’ eyes widened and he immediately picked it up. An
hour later, he was cruising on Interstate 95 to Washington, D.C.
in his automated Honda Civic to where NASA’s Headquarters
was located.
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Phase 2: Transmission
Major General Jedrek Forsythe was Eliza’s 71-year-old legal
guardian and also currently the administrator of NASA. He
was the one who had introduced Lucius to Eliza at a Science
Committee meeting, which occurred tri-annually at NASA.
Lucius could still vividly remember the time when he had
shaken Eliza’s hand during the meeting, the warm sensation still
lingering on his right hand. Forsythe must probably be taking this
hard… After all, Eliza was like his daughter… Lucius thought to himself
as he took a right turn onto East Street West at the junction and

drove down the road for about 150 metres before slowly turning
into a low-rise building carpark with a blue signboard.
NASA EMPLOYEES ONLY
100% ID CHECK IN PROGRESS
The burly guard beckoned Lucius to stop his vehicle and
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Lucius killed the engine as soon as he parked his vehicle
and quickly made his way to the passenger lifts. As soon as

the lift arrived, Lucius pressed the button to the ninth floor,
which w as beside a metal plate inscribed with the words
“ADMINISTRATOR’S OFFICE”.
Lucius exited the lift when it reached the ninth floor and
strolled down the corridor. The rays from the setting sun on
the horizon filtered through the translucent glass panels and
illuminated the metallic NASA seal embossed onto the rosewood
door of Forsythe’s office, which overlooked the lobby at the end
of the corridor.
Lucius softly rapped at the door and heard a muffled voice
that said, “Come in,” before he opened it.
“It’s good to see you, Lucius.”
“You too, sir.” Lucius smiled weakly as he took a seat opposite
Forsythe’s desk.
Forsythe w as a le an m an with a solid build. He h ad no

walked to the side of the driver’s seat as Lucius wound down

distinguishing features other than his Tyndall-blue eyes and

his windows.

greying slick-backed hair, which made him display remarkable
sangfroid despite the tragedy that had occurred.

“ID, please.”
Lucius acknowledged and waited while the guard ran his
credentials through the system.
“Welcome, Mr Adler,” the guard said as the barriers lifted
and Lucius accelerated up the ramp.
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“Have you seen Eliza yet?” Forsythe asked.
“Yes,” Lucius sighed.
Forsythe’s eyebrows furrowed as creases appeared on his
forehead.
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“I called you here because Eliza passed me something before

the accident happened,” Forsythe continued as he reached for his

drawer and opened it, removing a manila folder carefully from
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the-art technology for meeting the agency’s supercomputing
requirement—and his only hope.
Phase 3: Distribution

its storage. “She passed it to me for safekeeping and told me that

should anything happen to her, I should inform you, and we
should look through its contents together,” Forsythe said as he

handed the folder over the desk to Lucius.

Lucius gently unwound the string on the manila folder and

took out the documents inside it. What he saw had left him
flabbergasted.

“Forsythe, Eliza did it! She managed to transfer part of her

consciousness into a simulated reality.” Lucius’ hands trembled

as he passed the papers to an incredulous Forsythe, who took it
and flipped through the papers.

Feeling something at the bottom of the folder, Lucius

overturned it and out dropped a flash drive onto his palm.
It was labelled “Eliza’s Mindfile”.

Mindfile… that’s it, Lucius thought to himself as he held the

flash drive up and cross-checked the documents.

“Forsythe, her memories and personality are stored inside

here!” Lucius exclaimed as he continued, “We can resurrect

Eliza through uploading her Mindfile into the Pleiades’ artificial

intelligence core.”
The Pleiades, named after the astronomical open star cluster,

“Are you sure that will work?” Jedrek asked concernedly as he
handed Lucius boarded the Hyperloop system.
“Whatever it takes,” Lucius replied firmly as he closed the
door of the pod and leant back onto the reclining seat.
Unbeknownst to the general public, NA S A had long
implemented the Hyperloop system to connect the 10 NASA
facilities for the ease of travel. The pod floated above the track
using magnetic levitation and accelerated gradually via electric
propulsion through a low-pressure tube, thus being able to glide
at airline speeds for long distances due to ultra-low aerodynamic

drag.
Forsythe stepped back from the boarding platform and walked
over to the console to start the launch process. The exterior
shielding of the tube came down and swallowed up the pod as the
yellow emergency lighting came on. With a big whoosh, the pod
was launched off to its destination at lightning speed as Forsythe
looked on into the depths of the tunnel.
Save her, Lucius… Jedrek thought to himself as he removed the
locket that hung around his neck and clicked it open. Inside was

was one of the world’s most powerful supercomputers and

a photograph of him and Eliza smiling happily, just like a father
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located at the Ames Research Centre. It was NASA’s state-of-

and his child.
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As the pod travelled along the tube, Lucius reminisced about

the happier times he had spent with Eliza. The last time she had
seen her, she seemed as cheerful as any other day, her emerald
coloured eyes glistening under his office lights. She had carried
with her a faint smell of cinnamon and sported a boyishly short,
no-nonsense haircut.
Eliza sat down in an empty seat opposite of him. She passed
him a cup of coffee and a ham-and-cheese sandwich.
“Breakfast?”
“Yeah, sure, that would help a lot. Thanks, Eliza.” Lucius
smiled gently at her.
Why do I even like this man… Eliza smiled as she thought to
herself, and rolled her eyes when Lucius accidentally choked
on his sandwich while he downed his coffee. Lucius smiled
sheepishly and rubbed the back of his neck in embarrassment as
a smiling Eliza shook her head and passed him a napkin from

inside her handbag. That was the last time Lucius had seen her
smiling, and he was determined to save her.
Once the pod had stopped, Lucius exited and headed straight
up the stairs to the surface. With the files in hand, he briskly
walked across the compound to the two-storey-high building.
NASA Advanced Supercomputing Facility N-258
He swiped his employee card against the card reader and
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computer like normal holo-desks; it was made up of 64 racks

comprising 11,440 nodes. The temperature entire facility was

regulated by the cooling tower located on the roof through the
air handling units that ran across the racks, maintaining a stable

temperature for the processors to work at optimum levels. With
its peak cluster over 7.24 Pflop/s (Peta-floating point operations

per second), Lucius was sure that it could support integrating

the architectural mainframe of the Mindfile into the Pleiades

artificial intelligence core, which was located a kilometre beneath

him where its operating temperature was cooled to 15 milliKelvin
using liquid helium as coolant.

Lucius entered his office and activated his holo-desk. He

looked at the flash drive then inserted it into one of the ports on
the Universal Serial Bus (USB) tower hub located at the righthand corner of the holo-desk. With a few swift hand gestures, he

created a secure shell into the mainframe of the Pleiades AI core
and prepared the Mindfile to be processed.

As Lucius terminated all active tasks from the Pleiades, all

the green server lights within the cabinets stabilised and stopped

blinking. Here goes nothing, Lucius thought as he hit the submit
key on the screen. The Pleiades began carrying out what it had

been designed to do.
All the server lights in the rows of cabinets that lined up

parallel to the facility walls started blinking wildly as the speed

of processing increased. The AI core started whirring as its data

the automatic glass doors opened. The Pleiades was not a single

cores began to interlock. The deciphered information parsed
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through the mainframe of the Pleiades and was transmitted back
to Lucius’ office through the cabling that protruded out from
the AI core into the ceiling.
As the hologram avatar of Eliza began materialising in front

of Lucius through the projectors from his holo-desk, he smiled
and walked towards it.
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MO NO PO LY INC .
by Gabriel Lee
Dunman High School

G

overnments around the world were powerless to stop
the rise of Monopoly Inc., a technological behemoth

that was established during the merger of several of the
world’s biggest technology companies in 2030. Gradually,
Monopoly Inc. began to usurp power from governments as it
gained control over all things technological that humankind
had access to, ranging from social networks to highly personal
data. Despite the presence of antitrust laws and threats of legal
action levelled at Monopoly Inc., governments soon learnt
that they were unable to take any real action against the
technological giant—all of the world’s technology (and hence,
power) was concentrated in the hands of Monopoly Inc.
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M O N O P O LY I N C .
But, as the saying goes, power corrupts, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely. It was only a matter of time before the
stakeholders of Monopoly Inc. realised the incredible power

In an unprecedented first in 2040, government elections
were no longer held. In 2050, Monopoly Inc., the de facto
“global ruler”, declared that there would no longer be such
thing as “countries”—after all, with technology, geographical
boundaries no longer existed.
People rallied behind Monopoly Inc., as phenomenal
progress had been made by the company in the fields of
science and technology, which governments, organisations
and companies had been unable to make in the last few
decades—in 2035, a cure for cancer was finally discovered;
in 2044, the company succeeded in inventing high-tech space
suits that would allow humankind to live on planets such as
Mars and Jupiter for up to a year; in 2052, flying cars began
to zoom around in the sky. Indubitably, the entire human
race was benefitting from a monopolist that had absolute
control over all things technological. Thus, it was not long
before Monopoly Inc. announced its goal for 2084—a utopia
where everyone could enjoy the highest possible standards
of living.

they wielded, and decided to use it to benefit themselves.
In 2060, high-tech microscopic cameras were invented
and released into the air where they could capture the actions
of each and every individual. Everyone’s online footprint
was monitored by the firm. According to Monopoly Inc., the
absolute lack of privacy was imperative for the establishment
of a so-called “utopia”.
In 2073, Monopoly Inc. invented a device that could
allow them to alter the brainwaves of any individual so as
to “condition stubborn people into supporting the grandiose
idea of a utopia”. The device was installed in every maternity
hospital, and every existing individual was made to pay a
visit to a nearby “Monopoly Centre” that had the device
installed.
In 2084, Monopoly Inc. declared that it had already
achieved its goal of a utopia, and it would launch a new
“Mutant Programme” that could identify suitable individuals
to undergo intensive training to become high-ability soldiers.
This was despite the fact that there was essentially nobody
that could possibly threaten the firm, and that the firm
already had a massive technologically-armed soldier count
of over 100,000.
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The doctor remained emotionless as he motioned for me
to lie down on a floating platform that resembled a bed, on
which a brain scanner was mounted. “As I mentioned, this is

YOU HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO BE PART OF
MONOPOLY INC.’S MUTANT PROGRAMME. REPORT
TO YOUR NEAREST MONOPOLY CENTRE AS SOON
AS YOU RECEIVE THIS NOTIFICATION.
The notification drone delivered this message to me and a wave
of euphoria swept over my heart as I had never imagined I would

an experimental procedure and you are one of the world’s first

few people to undergo it. There can be no turning back. Do you
understand?”
I nodded my head in agreement again. I closed my eyes as
waves of radiation were channelled from the strange-looking
device above my head to my brain. I began to feel very sleepy,
and was soon lulled into slumber…

be selected for the prestigious “Mutant Programme” that everyone
was clamouring to get into. I broke into a smile, unable to mask my
glee as I immediately ordered my smart home assistant to book a
flying taxi for me. I rushed out of my house, eager to make my way
towards my nearest Monopoly Centre. This is a dream come true,
I thought.

After an indeterminate period of time, I woke up. As I slowly

opened my eyes, there were shouts from soldiers who had formed
a barricade around me. I was lying on top of a charred structure

that strangely resembled the bed I had been lying on before.
I turned my head to take a good look at my surroundings. What
used to be the Monopoly Centre had been burnt down to the
“Do you understand the consequences of this medical experiment?
We will not bear any responsibility should anything happen to
you,” an emotionless doctor told me.
I nodded my head in agreement. I just wanted to get this
operation over and done with so that I could become a fullyfledged soldier under Monopoly Inc.
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ground. Small embers licked my soles as soldiers continued
shouting. There were close to a hundred soldiers that had formed
a barricade around me, and strangely enough, all of them were

pointing digital revolvers at me.
I was flustered. What have I done? I thought. Just when I raised
my hands in a gesture of surrender, red seismic blasts flew out of
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my hands. The soldiers around me, shocked by the sudden impact

readily thanks to their energy-absorbing capabilities. Some of

of my seismic blasts, all fell back. Nevertheless, they quickly jumped

the cyborgs, evidently trained in unarmed combat, then charged

back to their feet and fired their digital revolvers at me.

towards me, with the rest choosing to fire their laser guns at me

Instinctively, I raised my hands to shield myself from the salvo
of bullets. A red shimmery energy shield immediately formed
around me. The bullets, upon hitting my energy shield, instantly

changed their direction and were sent flying back to the soldiers.
They were decked in high-tech battle armour and barely flinched
at the flying bullets, but I could still tell that they were extremely

taken aback at my newfound abilities.

instead.
Is this the end of me? I thought, beginning to regret my decision
to fight back.
I then activated my energy shield again, which kept the laser
guns from firing successfully at me. However, I was still unable to
stop the cyborgs from engaging in unarmed combat with me, and
a powerful kick immediately sent me tumbling onto the ground.

I have to escape, I told myself as sirens began sounding. I stood

A cyborg, having figured out my weakness, then whipped out a

up before sending seismic blasts in the direction of the soldiers.

sword and rushed towards me. I fired seismic blasts at the cyborg

As the soldiers flew away, I ran as quickly I could.

to no avail.

But it was not long before a kick sent me sprawling onto the

Just then, a shadowy figure dressed in black charged towards

ground. This time, it was not a soldier that I was up against, but

the cyborg. It successfully took the cyborg by surprise and landed

a human-like Artificial Intelligence (AI) cyborg that had been

a punch onto its shin. Then it drew out a strange-looking device

trained by Monopoly Inc.—I had only seen such cyborgs on the

with an antenna attached to it. It pressed a button on the device

news before when Monopoly Inc. had paraded them in front of

and a blue electric field extended from the device. The electric field

millions, priding them to be the “best defence soldiers”. From the

immediately shut down the cyborgs and they fell to the ground.

corner of my eye, I spotted three other cyborgs heading in my

“Follow me,” the figure dressed in black said.

direction.

“Wait… What’s your name? And are you friend or foe?” I asked,

“STOP IMMEDIATELY, OR YOU WILL BEAR THE
CONSEQUENCES,” the cyborgs hissed loudly.
But for reasons I could not comprehend, I did not feel

ready to fire a round of seismic blasts at the shadowy figure.
“I’m Rebelline. And I’m certainly a friend.” She ducked into a
nearby building and I followed immediately.

compelled to give in to Monopoly Inc.’s instructions. I fired
a series of seismic blasts at the cyborgs who absorbed them
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Despite the omnipotent power of technology that Monopoly
Inc. possessed, it had failed to detect the uprising of a rebel
group in the world that aimed to decentralise power from

“Welcome to our headquarters.”
The underground so-called headquarters were shrouded in
a blue electric field, and there were computers humming in the

background.
“Don’t you think it’s time to tell me who you are?” I asked
Rebelline.
“Be patient,” Rebelline replied. She gestured for me to move
towards an enclosed room in the corner.
She entered a password on a keypad next to the door of the
room, which flew open. I was taken aback to see an elderly man
in a lab coat inside the room.
“This is the guy you were talking about?” The elderly man
took a good look at me. His eyes were a lively blue, just like the
colour of the electric field that enveloped the entire place.

its hands. Called the Insurgents, the group believed that
technology (and hence, power) should not be concentrated
in the hands of one group, such as Monopoly Inc., but
rather shared by the people. Thus, the rebel group, initially
consisting of a core team of highly skilled scientists and
coders, began to take action against Monopoly Inc. in
whichever way they could.
Their most noteworthy creation was the Blue Device,
which allowed them to evade detection by Monopoly Inc. by
releasing blue electric fields that disabled the microscopic
cameras in the air, as well as any artificial intelligence
cyborgs that were nearby.
The group aimed to improve on the device to counteract
the effects of the brainwashing device that Monopoly Inc.
had invented.

“Yes,” Rebelline replied before gesturing for me to take a seat.
The elderly man nodded his head excitedly before introducing
Rebelline and himself. “We call ourselves the Insurgents.”
“Now, the situation is that we need an experimental subject for
us to work on so that we can continue developing the device we
have created to counteract the effects of the brainwashing device
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Monopoly Inc. invented. And you fit the bill exactly, seeing how

A year flew by. Before I knew it, Professor Clax, together with

the radioactivity you were exposed to previously has caused you

Rebelline, had designed a prototype that could supposedly disable

to no longer be brainwashed. Take it that you are participating

the functionalities of the brainwashing device as long as they

in the scientific research for a noble cause!” the elderly man, whom

were placed adjacent to another one. It worked by releasing blue

I later learnt was Professor Clax, implored of me.

magnetic fields that would render the device useless, but they

I was reluctant to accede to his requests, although technically
Rebelline had saved my life. “What if I develop further side-effects
as a result of this experimentation?” I asked him sceptically. “Or

had to be placed within a stipulated distance of each other. We
needed to test the device out at a maternity hospital located near
us before we could be sure that it worked.

what if I lose my life?”
The professor smiled at me before gazing into the distance.
“Why do you think I have devoted so many years of my life to
scientific research for? If I wanted fame, prestige, money or status,
I could easily have joined Monopoly Inc. and helped them to
develop technological tools to reach their deplorable goals. But
I chose not to, and instead chose to lead the life of a fugitive,
because I believe in the scientific research that I am conducting.
Whether my research can truly make a difference to the lives of
people worldwide is secondary. What is most important is that at
least I have tried, just like the many scientists before me that have
helped to create our Blue Device today. “
I was touched by his words. I nodded my head to signal that
I was willing to be an experimental subject for his scientific
research.

During this period of time, I had also made friends with an
assistant researcher who had joined us in the middle of the year.

His nickname was “Mouse” as he was a timid person who barely
talked unless spoken to first.
After much initiative on my part, Mouse eventually opened

up to me. He revealed to me that he had not been brainwashed
by Monopoly Inc.’s device when he was an infant as he had been
an illegitimate child, and thus was not officially registered in

Monopoly Inc.’s database. In other words, he was an invisible
person that did not exist in Monopoly Inc.’s eyes—and he, too,
had wanted to join us to make a difference.
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Professor Clax sent Mouse, Rebelline and me to test out the

“Does it work?” I asked enthusiastically.

newly created Blue Device prototype at a nearby maternity

“Hmm…

hospital. We cloaked ourselves in the blue electric field of the
Blue Device, and under the safety blanket of the blue electric field,
we entered the hospital undetected. Without much difficulty,
I took down the soldiers guarding the hospital with a few seismic
blasts.
We now had to figure out which part of the hospital the
brainwashing device was located. Just when we wanted to
search the heavily fortified “Safe Room” of the hospital for the
brainwashing device, Mouse told us that the brainwashing
device was actually located at the rooftop of the hospital.
“How do you know that?” Rebelline and I asked at the same
time.
“Erm… I think I’ve seen one before, at the rooftop of the
maternity hospital near my home,” Mouse stuttered.
Having no reason to doubt Mouse, we immediately climbed
up the stairs, taking down guards along the way.

I’m not really sure…” Rebelline replied as she

continued fiddling around with both devices.
Just then, the Blue Device we were holding on to buzzed
before the blue electric field that enveloped us disappeared. We
were taken aback—this meant that the microscopic cameras in
the air could now track us!
Rebelline immediately rushed to my side and took a look at
the malfunctioning Blue Device. “It’s been tampered with,” she
told me, aghast.
“That’s right. I doctored it.”
We immediately turned around to see where the voice was
coming from. It was Mouse, who was holding onto a digital
revolver, its crosshairs pointing at us. Then, he fired a shot at
Rebelline, who crumpled to the ground.
I immediately fired a seismic blast at my friend-turnedfoe, but something took the blow for Mouse—it was an energy
absorbing cyborg that my powers had no effect against.

Ten other cyborgs made their appearance behind Mouse.
“Either you hand me over the new prototype of the Blue
Device that you all created, or I will snatch it from you,” Mouse
“There it is!” Rebelline exclaimed excitedly. She pointed to a
white device attached to a structure on the rooftop. Then she
ran towards it and attached a Blue Device to it.
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said coldly. “For your information, Professor Clax is already in our
hands, and we will ensure that he is silenced.” He smirked.
I could not believe my ears. I finally realised that Mouse was
actually an undercover agent sent by Monopoly Inc.!
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I could feel anger bubbling in my veins. I fired a salvo of

I nodded my head, propping Rebelline up and holding the

seismic blasts at Mouse, determined to take him down. But it was

Blue Device prototype in my other hand—this had been the fruit

to no avail as the cyborgs took the blasts for him.

of our scientific research over the past year.

“Goodbye. It was nice knowing you.” Mouse smiled, gesturing
for the cyborgs behind him to attack me. And so they did. I tried

“Now, let us take down Monopoly Inc. and save Professor Clax.”
My voice had never been so steely and determined before.

to resist, but failed—the cyborgs were much more proficient in
unarmed combat than I was, and they pinned me to the ground
in no time.
Mouse walked over to the newly created Blue Device and
lifted his foot over it, as if he were going to stomp on it and
destroy the fruits of our labour. Just when I thought all hope was
lost, a blue seismic blast hit Mouse and he fell to the ground.
The cyborgs around me immediately released me and charged
at Mouse’s attacker. He, however, with a few kicks, took them

down without any difficulty while his female companion fired
electric pulses at the rest of the cyborgs.
“Who are you?” I asked, too drained of energy to fight them.
“We’re from the Mutant Programme, just like you,” the man
replied.
“We’ve been observing you for a long time, and you don’t
have to worry—we are also part of the Insurgents,” the woman
added.

“So you know Professor Clax? He’s been—”
“Yes, we know him.” The man cut me off. “But first, let us
bring you and your friend to a safer place.” He gestured towards
Rebelline, who was still unconscious.
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